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d. Name of Property
Historrc name
North Little Rock Veterans Administration Hospital Historic District
Other nameskite number Fort Logan M. Roots Military Post Historic District; U.S. Veterans Bureau Hospital No. 98;
Nom L~ttleRock campus of Central Arkansas Veterans HealZhcare System I PU-3260
2. Loation;
NA not for publication
street & number 2200 Fort Roots Drive
city of town North Little Rock
NA vicinity
State Arkansas
code AR
county Pulaski
code
119 zipcode 72114
3. StateFederal Aaencv Certification
As the designated authority under the National Histonc Preservation Act, as amended.
X nomination
request for determination of eligibill~tymeets the documentation
I hereby certrfy that this
standards for registering propertres In the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and
professional requ~rementsset forth in 36 CFR Part 60.
In my opinion, the property
meets
does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this

-

-

property be considered significant at the follmng level(s) of slgn~fieance:
X statewide
-local
Stgnature of certlfylng offictal

Dale

T&
In my opinion, fMproperty -meets

-does not meet the Mattonal Register criteria

S~gnatureof m m e n t l n g official

Tile

'

I

State or Federal ageng and bureau

Date

State or Fedwal agency and bureau

4. National Park Service Certification
I, hereby. certrv that t h ~ spropee IS

Signature of the Keeper

Date of Adton

-entered ~nthe National Register
-detemrlned eligible for the National Regkter

-determined not eligible for tt.re National Register
-removed frWn the National Register
-other (explain-)

I
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5. Classification

-

Ownership of Propsriy

Category of Property

(Check as many boxes as apply)

(Check only one box)

private
public - Local
public State
public - Federal
private

-

building(s)
district
site
structure
buildingls)

Number of ResGurces within Property
!Da not include prev,ously hsted resources rn the count.)

Contributing
29
3
5
0

Noncontributing
23
2
70
1

37

36

object

Name of related multiple property lisling
( E ~ t e "NIA"
r
~fprooerty 4s not part of a rnult~pleprow* I~st~ng)

buildings
sites
structures

objects
Total

Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register

United States Second Generation Veterans Hosaitals

27

G . Function or Use

Historic Functions

Current Functions

(Enter categories barn instrudions)

(Enter ategones from ~nstnrdions)

DEFENSE I military facility

HEALTH CARE I hospital

HEALTH CARE I hos~iltal

7. Descrintion

Arc hitecturar Classification

Materials

(Enler categorres from ~nstud~onsf

(Enter categories from instructions)

Late 19" and 20" Century Revivals:

foundation:

Colonial Revival IClassical Rwival

walls:

Brick

walls:

Stucco

roof:

As~halt

other

Stone

Concrete
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Narrative Descriation
(Descnbe the hvstorrc and current physical appearance of the property. Explain contributing and noncontributing resources
if necessary. Bepn w1t4a surnmar)r paragraph that briefly describes the genepl character~st~cs
of theproperty, such as
its locat~on,settlng, size, and s~gn~ficant
features )
Summary Paragraph

The North Little Rock Veterans Adminisfration (VA) Hospital Historic District, currently known as the North
Little Rock campus of the Central Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas, is
located at 2200 Fort Roots Drive. The medical center property is found on the plateau locally known as 'Big
Rock or Big Rock Mountain overlooking the Arkansas River to the west. The plateau, with rolling to gently
rolling topography and steep bluffs to the south and west, offers views of the city of Little Rock, located to the
west and south of the Arkansas River. The property originally consisted of approximately 1,100 acres but has
been reduced in size to approximately 188 acres. The historic district contains mature trees and vegetation,
linear and curvilinear drives, with late-nineteenth- and early-hentieth-century military post buildings aligned
along the east, north, and west edges of the former parade ground (Resource G,circa 7890s).The ortginal
buildings of the historic district, dating to the 1890s,were constructed for a military post known as Fort Logan
'H. Roots. Named for Lieutenant Colonel Logan Holt Roots, a local financier and politician instrumental in the
acquisition of the acreage for the military installation, seventeen of the buildings on the post were completed
by 1898. The majority of these late-nineteenth-centuv rniltary post buildings are oriented around the modified
ellipical parade ground (Resaurce G, circa 1890s). Additional buildings were completed on the military post
over the next two decades. Following World War I the post was utilized by the U.S. Public Health Service to
treat disabled veterans of the Great War, In June 1922 the fomer military post was transferred to the newly
formed Veterans Bureau to be utilized as a neuropsychiatric hosprtal for veterans, and the historic district
preserves the general characteristics of the neuropsychiatric subtype of Second Generation Veterans
~ o s ~ i t a l s Buildings
.'
continued to be constructed during the period of significance by the United States
Treasury Department for the Public Health Sewice and by the Veterans Bureau and its successor, the VA.
The majority of the buildings constructed after the facility became a hospital were built to the rear (north) of the
military post structures that were oriented to the parade ground {Resource G, circa 7890s). The polygonalshaped property currently contains approximately 188 acres, including two discontiguous tracts; the
boundaries of the North L~ttleRock VA Hospital Historic District are composed of approximately 187 acres of
the parcel, including a discontiguous tract of approximately 6 awes located to the north of the main portion of
the historic district and an additional approximate three acres including Fort Roots Drive as it extends down
the hillside, for a total of approximately 190 acres. The small discontrguous tract to the north includes the
remnants of agricultural buildings associated with the hospital's occupational therapy program dating to the
period of significance. The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District boundary includes 100 resources: M
contributing and 36 noncontributing, Twenty-seven of the contributing resources were previously listed in the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHPJwithin the Fort Logan H. Roots Militalry Post nomination listed on
September 4, 1974. The Fort Lagan H. Roots Military Post IS listed in the NRHP under architecture and
military areas of significance.2 Resources previously Isted in the NRHP are considered contributing elements
20 the North Little Rock VA Hosp~talHistoric District because they were present and utilized by the hospital
dcrr~ngthe historic district's period of significance. Contributing resources include those that were utilized
andlor constructed by the hospital during the historic district's period of significance (j921-1950) and that
retain integrity to convey the historic district's significance. Fourteen of the 36 noncontributing resources are
smaller bulldings and structures, including maintenance, service, and utility buildings, constructed after 1950
that do not visually impact the larger contrfbuling resources, and relationships between the contributing
resources remain intact.
See Continuation Sheet, Page 7.j.
1

Dianna Kirk, "Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post National Register of Historic Places nomination" (Little Rock, AR:
Arkansas Historic Preservation Program, 19741, 7: 1, 8:1 4 6 , located in the files of the United States Department of
Veterans Affa~rs,Historic Preservation Office, Office of Construction and FaciFities Management, Wash~ngton,D C.;
Report of the Consultants on Hospitalizairon Appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury to Provide Addifionai Hospital
Facilities Under Public Act 384 (Approved March 4, 7921) (Wash~ngton,D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1923) 61.
National Park Service, "Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post National Register of Historic Places nomination,' National
Reg~sterInformationSystem, http~/lwww.nr.nps.govlnmarnel.htm (accessed April 2009)
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8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria

Areas of Significance

(Mar< "f'n one or more boxes for the Cntena nualifyingthe property
for NattonaI Register I~strng)

(Enter ategones from instructions)

PoliticslGovernment

A

Pr~pertyis associated with ewnts that have made a
significant mnlnbulion lo the broad patterns dour
history.

B

Property is associated wilh the lives of persons
significant in our past,

C

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, p r o d . or method of contlruction or
represents the work of a master, or possesses high
arfistic values, or represents a significanl
and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distlncllon.

7D

MealthMedici?e
Architecture
-

Period of Significance

1921-1950

-

Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

--

Significant Dates

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x" in all tCe boxes that apply)

Property is:

Significant Person
(Complete only ifCnterion 6 is marked above)

owned by a religious institution or used for religious
A

purposes.

B

removed from its original location.

C

a biflhplace or grave.

NA

Cultural Affiliation

--NA

O a cemetery.
E a reconstructed building, object, or structure.
F

a commemorative property.

G less than 50 years old or achieving s i g n w n c e
the past 50 years.

-Quartermaster
Corps, War ep_artrnent
Construction Division, Vete~ansBureau

Construction Senrice, Veterans Administration

Period of Significance Iljustification)

The perrod of significance for the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District begins in 1921 with the
constrwction and modification of buildings at the facility under the guidance of the Consultants on
Hospitalization and the U.S. f reasury Department for use by the U S . Public Health Service. This was prior to
the facility's transfer to the Veterans Bureau in 1922. The period of significance continues through 1950, the
date of t h e last federal veterans hospital constructed utilizing the design philosophies developed for the
Second Generation Veterans Hospitals. The contributing resources were utilized andlor constructed during the
period of significance. These resources relate to the historic district's basic identity as a Period I and Period II
neuropsychratric hospital sub-type within the Second Generation Veterans Hospital typology. Buildings
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constructed after 1950 no longer relate to the design philosophies developed by the Second Generation
Veterans Hospitals
t

Criteria Considerations (explanation, if necessary)
NA
Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (provide a summary paragraph that includes level of signficance and
appllmble criteria)

The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District is an excellent example of a neuropsychiatric Second
Generation Veterans Hospital that incorporates design elements of both Period 1 and 11 along with preexisting
buildings relating to the militav post dating to the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The North Little
Rock VA Hospital Historic District contains numerous resources dating to the period when the site was
occupied by a military post known as Fort Lagan H. Roots. Additional resources constructed by the U.S. Public
Health Service, the Veterans Bureau, and later the VA also remain within the historic district boundary. t h e
Veterans Bureau and VA added or modified existing buildings to accommodate the neuropsychiatric medical
needs of the region's veterans, The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic DistricZ displays elements of several
per~odsof U.S. militarylfederal construction, including Period I of Second Generation Veterans Hospitals
dating from 1919 to the mid-1920s and Period II that continues from the late 1920s through 1950. The North
Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District is an excellent example of the adaption of existing federal properties to
the needs of veterans requiring neuropsychiatric care. Numerous resources within the historic district predate
the period of significance (1921-1950) and achieve contributing status as representative examples of the
acquisition and adaption of existing federally-owned properties for use as federal medical facilities for
veterans. The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District is digible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) under Criterion A at the state level in the areas of politicstgovernment because d the
importance placed on securing the federal facility and its impact on the local community and veterans
throughout Arkansas. The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District is also eligible under Criterion A at the
state level in the areas of healthlmedicine be-use of the mission of the federal government, through the U.S.
Public Health Senrice, the Veterans Bureau, and the VA, to provide neuropsychiatric health care to veterans of
World War I and World War 11. This facility is also eligible under Criterion C in the area of architecture at the
state level as the North Little Rock VA Hospital Histor~cDistrict is an intact example of a facility that includes
buildings dating prior to the period of significance and incorporating design elements of both Period I and
Perrod FI Second Generation Veterans Hospitals. This indudes incorporating elements of Colonial Revival and
Classical Revival architectural styles that were nationally popular in the early to mid-twentieth century. While
not fully-executed examples of the styles, the use of syrnmetrical fenestration, central projecting pavilions,
pediments pierced by lunettes, elaborate door surrounds, gable- or hip-roof dormers, and tripartite windows
reflect the influence of the Colonial Revival and Class~calRevival styles that were fashionable En the early
decades of the twentieth century and continued beyond World War II. The North Little Rock VA Hospital
Historic District also exhibits standardized building designs that were incorporated into the campuses of Period
II neuropsychiatric Second Generation Veterans Hospitals, such as the H-shape patient wardhreatment
buildings. The Fort Logan M. Roots Military Post was listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)
in 7974. The resources already listed in the approximately 29-acre NRHP historic district under the previous
nomination are considered contributing elements to the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District because
they were present and utilized by the hospital during the historic district's period of significance. Construction
began in 1921 with the transfer of Fort Logan H. Roots to the U.S. Public Health Service and continwed to
1950 with various additions and new buildings constructed within the historic district. The North Little Rock VA
Hospital Historic District was initially designated a neuropsychiatn'c hospital, and it retained this designation
throughout the period of significance. The historic district continues to retain characteristics of the
neuropsychiatrrc veterans hospital sub-type while incorporating the preexisting buildings and campus design of
the military post. The period of significance and assessment of contributing and noncontributing resources for
this nomination are based on the historic district's significance within the historic contexts developed in the
United States Second Generation Veterans Hospitals Multiple PropeQ Documentation Form (MRDF).
Resources constructed after 1950, and thus considered noncontributing within this nomination, may possess
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significance under themes not fully developed as part of the MPDF. Resources located within the North LiflFe
Rock campus of the Central llrkansas Veterans Healthcare System may be eligible- or contributing for other
associanons or contexts under National Register Criteria A-0; or recent buildingslstructures may be eligible
under Criteria Consideration G,for resources of exceptional importance that are less than 50 years of age.
Narrative Statement of Significance (pmwde at least one paragraph for each area of significanoe)

The period of significance for the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District extends from 1921 to 1950.
The period of significance begins with the U.S. Treasury Department assuming control of the existing military
post facilities that were to be utilized as a U.S. Public Health Service hospital for veterans. The period of
significance continues to 1950, the date of the last federal veterans hospital constructed utilizing the design
philosophies developed for Second Generation Veterans Hospitals. The North Llttte Rock VA Hospital Historic
District is an excellent example of a Second Generation Veterans Hospital that retalns characteristics of the
neuropsychiatric veterans hospital sub-type and also includes preexisting military post buildings adapted to
serve the medical needs of veterans. The statewide level of significance for the North Little Rock VA Hospital
Historic District is evidenced by its role as a regional medical center that provided neuropsychiatric care to
veterans in Arkansas during the period of significance. The facility rema~nedimportant to the state and local
community throughout the period of significance as the hospital expanded to care for additional patients and
continued to serve as an economic engine to the local economy.

See Continuation Sheet, page 8.51.
Developmental historyladditional historic context information {if appropriate)

See Continuation Sheet, page
- 8.61.
9. Major Bibliographical References
Bibliography [C~teWe books, art~cles,and other sources used in preparing t h ~ sf o m on one or mow cont~nuationsheets)

See continuation Sheet, page 9.69
Primary lacation of additional data:
Histonc Presenration WFce
Other State agency
X Federal agency
Local government
-Univwsrly
-Other
Veterans Affairs M~storicPreservation mce &
the Eng~neeringServ~~e
d the North Lrttle Rock
wrnpus of the Central Arkansas Veterans
Name af reposnoy Healthcare System

Previous documentation 00 file (NPS):

State
-

prelrm~nawdeterm~nationof indwdual l~sting(35CFR 67 has been
requested
X prevrously listed !n the Natronal Register
prevmusty determined el~gibleby the National Register
designated a Nafional Hlstoric Landmark
X recorded by Histonc Amer~canBu~EdingsSuwey # HABS AR-25-A

Historic Resources Survey Number {if assigned):

BW -3260

10. Geographical Data

Acreage of Property
161 acres
(Do not include previously listed resource acreage)
{Place addit~onalUTM referen-

1 15
Zone

564014
Easting

2 15

564458
Easting

Zone

on a cont~nuatronshee!)

3848657

--

3

3848862
North~ng

564848
Easting

3848921
Northing

1
5 564870

3848181
Northing

15

Zone

Northing

4

Zone

Easting
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See Continuation Sheet, page 10.72

Verbal Boundary Description (describe the boundaries of the property)
The boundav of the nominated property is delineated by the polygon in solid black lines on an aerial map on
Continuation Sheet 75. The boundary is also indicated by a polygon on the enclosed USGS North L~ttleRock, Arkansas,
topographic quadrangle map. The UTM reference points, stated in NAD 27, are provided above and on ContinuaZ~onSheet
10.72, as well as on the USGS topographic quadrangle map. The historic district boundary k g i n s at the northwest corner
of the marn portion of the h~storrcdistrict, which 1s also the ~orthwestcomer of the medical center's property, westnorthwest of the intersection of Cypress Street and 4'h street, at UTM E 564014 N 3848657. The historic distrlct boundary
extends to the northeast along the property line, northwest of Cypress Street and crossing 1" Street, there after following a
fence line for a total of approx~mately1,540 feet to UTM E 564458 N 3848862, The boundary continues in an eastnortheast direction following the fence line for approximately 1,315 feet to the northeast corner of the property at UTM E
564848 N 3848921. The baundaty then extends to the south for approximately 2,500 feet to the immediate east of the rock
fence {Resource A) that serves as the eastern property boundary (although portions of the fence are no longer extant) and
through a wooded area to the north edge of Fort Roots Drive (Resource M} to the east of the gatehouse (Resource 78,
1937) at UTM E 564870 N 3848181. The boundary then follows the northern right-of-way of Fort Roots Drive (Resource M)
and includes the rock kneewalllretaining wall as ~tcurves and extends in a southeasterly direction for approximately 480
feet to a sharp curve that turns to the soufh then southwest at UTM E 564979 N 3848108. The boundary continues along
the southeast right-of-way along Fort Roots Drive (Resource M) as rt continues downhill to the southwest for approx~mately
1,835 feet to a sharp switchback turn at UTM E 564578 N 3847767, then turns to the east-northeast for approxlmately 730
feet following the north edge of the right-of-way near the kneewalllretarning wall (Resource A) to another sharp swrtchback
curve at the intersection of a street at UTM E 564844 N 3847797. The historic boundary then extends fo the southwest for
apprcx~mately560 feed along the southeast right-of-way of Fort Roots Drive to a curve turning to the southeast at UTM E
564716 N 3847706, then continuing for approximately 300 feet as the northeast-east edge of Fort Roots Drive runs to the
southeast, cutves to the south-southwest, to the intersection with W. Long 77" Street. The rock wall (Resource A) flares to
the southeast then east along the north edge of W. Long 17'h street and ends at UTM E 564768 M 3847639. The historic
district boundary then extends for approximately 160 feet to the west-northwest along the north right-of-way ef W. tong
17'%treet, crossing Fort Roots Drive, and continuing along the north edge of Fort Roots Drive as the rock wall (Resource
A) curves along the north edge of Fort Roots Drive for approximatety 135 feet to UTM E 564678 N 3847655. The historic
distnct boundary then tums back to the northeast-east, curving back to the west nght-of-way of Fort Roots Drive (Resource
M) as it beg~nsits ascent of Big Rock, then follow~ngthe west nghtiof-way of Fort Roots Drive as it extends back to the
lowest curve for approximately 310 feet at Uf M E 564716 N 3847706, then curving to the northeast and following the norlh
righI-of-way of Fort Roots Drtve for approximately 500 feet to the lowest switchback cuwe at UTM E 564844 N 3847797.
The boundary then turns to the southwest-west, following the southern right-of-way of Fort Roots Drrve to the second
sw~tchbackc u m as ~tascends 'Big Rock, for approximately 790 feet to UTM E 564578 N 3847767, then aligned along the
north-northwest right-of-my of Fort Roots Drive as it continues to the northeast for approximately 1,850 feet Eo a curve at
UTM E 564979 N 3848108. The bounday follows the west-southwest side of the fort Roots Drive right-of-way wtth its
kneewall/retaining wall for approximately 470 feet as it curves and continues to the northwest to the south side of the
entrance into the medical center campus from Fort Roots Drive at UTM E 564840 N 3848137. The h~storicd~str~ct
boundary continues to the south-southwest, followinQ the rock wall {Resource A) ta the southeast comer of the hrstor~c
district (the southeast comer of the medical center property boundary) for approximately 650 feet to UTM E 564837 N
3843940, then turning to the southwest and continuing along a chain-link fence at the top of the bluff and adjacent to a
paved walk~ngtrail for approximately 200 feet to UTM E 564752 N 3847880. The boundary continues to the southwest
then to the west for approximately 1,900 feet along a fence line to the southwest corner of the historic distrlct boundary,
adlacent to the bluff along the edge of Big Rock to WTM E 564216 N 3847831. The boundary then meanders to the
northwest along the property boundary for approximately 280 feet to UTM E 564202 N 3847883, then continues to the
northwest along the propedy boundary for approximately 320 feet to UTM E 564113 H 3847970, continuing for
approximately 170 feet to the n~rthwestto UTM E 564092 N 3848810,then another approx~matety170 feet to UTM E
564032 N 3848044, then approximately 270 feet to the westernmost comer of the historic distrlct at UTM E 3 3 0 0 2 N
3848091. The histork dfstrict boundary then extends to the northeast along the property boundary for approximately 700
feet to near the west elevation of Resource 182 at UTM E 564207 N 3848'197, then continuing to the northwest along the
property line and to the west of a parking lot for approximately 1,600 feet to the beginn~ng,mntainrng approximately I84
acres
The discontiguous portion of the historic district, containing the agricultural related resources, is approximately 6 acres
in sire. It 1s located 530 feet north of West Pershing Boulevard and 980 feet north of the main portion of the historic distr~ct.
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The discontiguous historic district boundav begrns at the northwest corner, south of West Scenic Drive, at UTM E 564169
N 3849248. The historic distgct boundary then extends to the northeast along a fence line to the south side of West Scenic
D t d e for approximately 320 feet to CITM E 564240 N 3849320, ,nd then contjnues to thenortheast along the south side of
West Scenrc Drive for approximately 90 feet to the northeast comer of the historic district boundary at UTM E 564266 N
3849328. The historic distr~ctboundary then turns to the southeast and runs for approximately 615 feet along a fence line
to the southeast corner of the drscontiguous historic drstrlct Mundarj at UTM E 564363 N 3849166. The historic district
boundary then continues along the fence line to the southwest for approximately 380 feet to UTM E 564263 N 3849104,
and continues to the northwest along the fence line for approximately 530 feet to the beginning, containing approxtmately 6

acres.
Boundary Justification (explain why the boundaries were selected)
The Natlonal Register of H~storicPlaces nomination boundary is nearly the entire current property boundary, including
the acreage listed in the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post National Regrster of Histoic Places nomination, and Fod Roots
Dive as it ascends Big Rock to the fac~lity.The reasoning for including the prevjously I~stedacreage is that the
nominations have differing periods of significance and reasons for stgnificance that do not overlap. Fort Roots Drive
(Resource M) and the rock walls (Resource A) flanktng the drive as rt ascends the hillside were included in the historic
distrrd boundary because this drrve sewed as the main entrance to the facility throughout the period of significance and it
retains significant Integrity. A small, dimntiguous tract of less than an acre, located at the bottom of the tlillside, is not
included within the Nat~onalReg~sterboundary. The buildngs on this tract are associated with the water pumping facility
and are not integral to the sign~flcanceof the historic district. A discontiguous tract of approximately SIX acres, located just
north of the larger portran of the historic district, is included in the North C~ttleRock VA Hospltal Hlstonc District bounday.
Within this discontiguous tract. are agricultural buildings associated with the tamer farming operations of the hospital that
were utilized as a therapeutic endeavor for the neuropsychiatric patients. Few neuropsychiatric Semnd Generation
Veterans Mosp~talsretain vestiges of their farming operatrons, with products raised on-site utilized in the hospital kitchens.
Of those neuropsychiatnc Second Generation Veterans Hospitals that do retain some physical remnant of their farming
activities, most only have a single resource, such as a root cellar or preexisting barn. The development of new
pharmaceutical treatments for psycholog~raldisorders brought an end to the hospttals' farming operations in the midTwentieth century. The remaining two agr~culturalresources, especially the substantla1 swine pavrtron (Resource 75, 19401,
are a rare physical reminder of the significant farming operations conducted as occupational therapy by the hospital
Although new development exists between the two disconflguous historic district boundaries, mainly the Pulaski Technical
College, parking lots, and cammercial development. the separated section related to the historic district's agr~cufturalpast
retains suffjcent integrity for listing in the National Reglster of Historic Places as it contarns two rare extant examples of
buildings related la the neuropsychiatric Second Generation Veterans Hospital farming operations. Recreation areas, that
appear lo have been created once the farming activltres began to decline, include the baseball field (Resource N) at the
northwest corner of the historic district, the golf course (Resource D), Lake Good Hope {Resource C). and a picnic area
adjacent to First Street oppos~teRake Good Hope,
A small resource located ovtsrde the hosp~talproperty but related to the water plant, the bar screen house (1955),was
not included rn the resource count.

I d . Form Prepared By
narneEtitfe Trent SpurlocklA~h~tectural
Historian and Elizabeth HeavrintArch~tecturaIHistorian

organ~zatlon Cultural Resource Anatysts, Inc.

date May 18,2012

street & number 151 Walton Avenue

telephone 059-252-4737

city or town Lexington

state

KY

zrpcode 40508

e-mail
Additional Documentation
Submrt the follow~ngitems w~ththe completed form:
+

Maps: A USGS map (7.5 or f 5 minute series) indiwting rhe property's location.

A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. Key all
photographs to this map.
a

Continuation Sheets 73-79
Additional items: (Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items)
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Photographs:

Submit clear and descripli~eblack and white photographs. The size of each image mkst be 1600x1200 pixe'ls at 300 ppi
{pixels per inch) or larger. Key all photographs to the sketch i a p .
See Continuation Sheets 80-81.

Name of Property:
City or Vicinity:
County:

State:

Photographer:
Date Photographed:

Description of Photographfs) and number:

Paperwork Reduction Act StaZement: This information is being collected for applicatrons to the National Reg~sterof Historic Places to nominate
propeit~esfor llsttng or deteml~neellgrbiFlIy for listing, to list propert~es.and to amend exlst~nglist~ngs Response ta this request 1s vquired to obtain a
benefit In amrdance w~ththe Nst~onalHlStOnc Preservation Act, as amended (15 U S.C 460 et seq )
Estimated Burden Statement Publ~cremning burden 'or this form rs esti~aledto average 18 hours ppr response includirg time for r w i w i n g
~nstructtons,gather~nga i d rna~nta~nrng
data, and completing and revlewlng Ire form. Drrect comments regarding thrs burden estlrnate or any aspect of
this form to the Chief. Adrn~n~stratrve
Services Dms~on.Nattonal Park Service. PC) Box 37127, Washington DC 20013-7127, and the m c e of
Management and Budget, Papenvork Reductions Project (1324-0018), Washington, DG 20503
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A number of the noncontributing resources with larger footprints are located within the historic district, such
as: the physical rehabilitation building (Resource 89, 1958); the laundry building (Resource 159, 1956); the
warehouse (Resource 182, 1983); the Law Enforcement Training Center {Resources 190, 1995; and 191,
2002); the engineering shop building (Resource 185, 1986); and the storage building (Resource 200, 2007).
The largest resource constructed within the historic district after the period of significance is the four-story
current main hospital building, the Eugene J. Towbin Healthcare Center (Resource 170, 1983). Resources
within the historic district include single- and multiple-story buildings, mostly constructed with brick exteriors
exhibiting Colonial Revival or Classical Revival architectural characteristics. Structures located on a small
discontiguous tract to the southwest of the historic district at the base of the hill were not included within the
historic district boundary. This discontiguous tract includes s'tnrctures associated with the water pumping plant.

Narrative Description
The total tract of the Fort Logan H. Roots military post originally consisted of nearly 7,100 acres when
transferred from the War Department to the U.S. Public Health Service. After the period of significance,
beginning in the 1950s, acreage determined to be surplus to the mission of the hospital was transferred from
VA ownership. Most of surplus acreage appears to have been transferred for the development of public parks.
Currently the North Little Rock campus of the Central Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System contains
approximately 187 acres, with the majority encompassed by fencing. The Nodh Little Rock VA Hospital
Historic District consists of approximately 190 acres, including Fort Roots Drive as it extends down Big Rock
from the medical center. Pulaski Technical College and apartment buildings are found to the nodh of the
'historic district. The majority of the east boundary of the historrc district is delineated by a rock wall (Resource
A, circa 1930+1940s). A rehabilitation facility is found to the east of the North Little Rock campus of the
Central Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System. The edge of the steep bluffs of Big Rock deliniate the south
and part of the western boundaries of the historic district, and dense woods and a former rock quarry are
found to the west of the historic district.
The original buildings of the historic district comprised the Fort Logan H. Roots military post. The military
post was situated on a bluff overlooking the Arkansas River and the city of Little Rock located on the opposite
side of the river. The bluff on which the fort is located is known as Big Rock {or Big Rock Mountain),
Construction began in late 1894 an the first eleven buildings of the military post. Additional buildings were
ordered to be built at the military post by the War Department and the facility opened In 1896. Fort Logan H.
Roots was named after a prorn~nentlocal financier who supported the acquisition of the military post for the
area.?he majority of the fort buildings were constructed along the edge of the parade ground (Resource G,
circa 1890s). Construction on additional permanent and temporary buildings on the fort campus continued
through the first two decades of the twentieth ~enturjr.~
During World War I the fort served as both a citizens
-

---

-

-

Cfifton E. Hull, "The Saga of the Beginning of Fort Roots," Arkansas Gazelte, March 12, 1972; 75 Years of Caring, 79221997, A History ofthe VA Medical Cenfer, Lime RochWorth Ldfle W m k Campuses (Little Rock,AR: VA Medical Centers of
Little Rack and North Little Rock, 1997): 1; United States Department of Veterans Affiirs, "Index to T~tlePapers, Veterans
Administration Hosprtal, North Little Rock, Arkansas," located in the files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock
campus of the Central Arkansas Veterans Wealthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas; Janette M~ller,Chronicle of a
Century: The Story of Fort Roots, 1893-5993 (North 'Little Rock, AIR: EEO Centennial Committee, 1993): 8, 9-13.
Miller, Chronicle of a Century, 10-1 3, 27.
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officer training facility and a military general hospi~al.~
Twenty-seven buildings and approximately 29 acres of
the Fad Logan H. Roots Military Post were listed in the National Register of Historic Places on September 4,
1974." Forl Logan H. Roots and over 1,000 acres associated with the military post was transferred by the War
Department to the U.S. Public Health Service for use as a veterans hospital in August f 921.'
The U.S.Public Health Service was a bureau under the U.S. Treasury Department. f he Consultants on
Hospitalization, a committee created by the U.S. Treasury Department, and the U.S. Treasury Department
designed and surpewised the remodeling of existing buildings and the erection of a few new support buildings
for the U.S. Public Health Sewice hospital in North Littie Rock. The U.S. Public Health Service hospital at Fort
Roots was to serve neuropsychiatric patients and have a capac~tyof 270 beds. The Veterans Bureau was
established in August 1921 and the veterans hospital at Fort Logan 51. Roots was officially transferred to the
Veterans Bureau on June 6, 1922, aRhough it had been operating as a hospital prior to this date.' The hospital
at North Lrttle Rock, specializing in treating neuropsychiatr~cpat~ents,was designated hospital Number 78 by
the Veterans ~ u r e a u The
. ~ North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District served as a neuropsychiatric
veferans hospital throughout the period of significance,
After the Veterans Bureau took control of the facility, additional buildings were constructed to increase
patient capacity and additional renovations were completed. In early 1923 construction began on eleven
buildings that were expected to increase the faality's capacity to 600 beds. The new buildings included two
similar continued treatment buildings (Resources 107 and 102); a tuberculosis cottage (Resource 106); a
building for acute patients (Resource 103); the male attendants' quarters (Resource 104); the occupat~onal
therapy building (Resource 105); and additions to the nurses' quarters (Resource 41, 790711923) and the
mess and kitchen bullding (Resource 26, 1922). The additional buildings were to be constructed utilizing brick
0
and hollow structu~altile. The patient buildings constructed during this period have minimal ornamentation,
and some of the exteriors are clad in stucco. The construction was supervised by the Veterans Bureau, but the
Clifton E. Hull, "The Saga of the Beginning of Fort Roots,' Arkansas Gazette, March 12, 1972.
National Park Service, "Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post National Register of Historic Places nomination,"National
Register Information System, http:!W.nr.nps.govlnrnamel. htm {accessed April 2009).
Frank W. Weed, prepared under the direction of M.W. Ireland, The Medicat Department of the United States A m y in the
Wodd War, Volume 5, Military Hospitals in the United Sfafes{Washington, D.C.: U. S . Government Printing Office, 1923)
594-595, available from World Wide Web:
h t t p . / n 7 1 s t o r y . a m e d d . a r m v . m i l ! b o k s d o c s h accessed August 201 1; 75 Years of
Canng, -1922-1997, R History d the VA Medrca! Center, Little RocWorth Ltffle Rock Campuses (Little Rock, AR: VA
Medical Centers of Lime Rack and North Little Rock, 7997): 1; L.O.Weldon, Medical Officer in Charge, U.S. Veterans'
Hospital No. 78, to The Surgeon General, U.S. Public Health Senrice, 7 February (7),7922, !mated in the United States
Department of Veteran Affarrs, archives of the North Little Rock campus of the Central Arkansas Veterans Healthcare
System, North Little Rock, Arkansas.
Report of the Consultants on Hospitalization Appointed by the Secretary of the Treasuw to Provide Additions! Hospital
Facijities Under Public Act 384 ('Approved Manh 4, 1921) {Washington, 'D.C.: U; S. Government Printing Office. 1923): 421, 39.42,81.
"Ft. Roots Hospital Will Be Enlarged,' Arkansas Gazette (Little Rock, Arkansas), February 28, 1923; John Jungkind,
"MetallyIll Are Cured at Fort Roots," Arkansas Gazette, December 17, 1950; Repost of the Consultanfson SJosp~taljzafion
Appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury to Provide Additronal Hospital Facilities Under Public Act 384 (Approved March
4, 1927) (Washington, D.C.: US.Government Printing Ofice, 1923): 66.
'"F!. Roots Hospltal Will Be Enlarged," Arkansas Gazette, February 28, 1923.
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buildings were designed by the War ~epartrnent."The historic district buildings constructed in the late 1920s
were probably designed by the Construction Division of the Veterans Bureau.
Additions to the historic district continued after the creation of the VA in 1930, and buildings were
constructed to meet the expected demands of returning World War II veterans in the 1940s. Large buildings
constructed by the VA within the historic district include the clinical building (Resource 58, 1931), the dining
hall (Resource 76, 19421, and seven, two-story, H-shape, patient wardltreatrnent buildings (Resources 65,
1936; 66, 1944; 68, 3 944; four are no longer extant, including an acute building and infirmary building, both for
African American patients dating to 1936; a continued treatment building, 1944: and a neuropsychiatric
infirmary building, 1947). These buildings were designed by the Construction Selnrice of the VA, although the
clinical building (Resource 58, 1931) may have been designed by the Construction Division of the Veterans
Bureau because of tts earlier date. These later, large buildings exhibit brick exteriors and minimal detailing,
although they include more Colonial Revival and Classical Revival elements than the historic distrid buildings
constructed in the early 1920s. Decorative details on buildings consZructed in the 7930s through 1950 include
symmetrical fenestration, central projecting pavilions, pediments prerced by lunettes, elaborate door
surrounds, tripartite windows, gable- or hip-roof dormers, wood cornices, and water tables. The Noflh Little
Rock VA Hospital Historic District reached its peak capacity of 2,284 beds in 1952.''
Differences exist between the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District and other Second Generation
Veterans Hospitals. Many of these differences can be attributed to the existing military buildings and layout of
the campus prior to its transfer to the U.S. Publ~cHeaRh Service and later the Veterans Bureau. No
monumental main building was constructed during the period of significance, and enclosed corridors
connecting the patient wardltreatrnent and patient support buildings are not found within the North Little Rock
VA Hospital Historic District although both are commonly found at Period II (constructed from the late 1920s to
1950) rtneropsychiatric Second Generation Veterans ~ ~ s p i t a lA
s .courtyard was created with the construction
of the dining hall (Resource 76, 7942) and the seven two-story, H-shape, patient wardltreatrnent buildings
(Resources 65, 1936; 66, 1944; 68, 1944; four are no longer extant, including an acute building and infirmary
building, both sewing African American patients and constructed in 1936; a continued treatment bullding,
1944; and a neuropsychiatric infirmary building, 1947), although it was not enclosed by the buildings and
connecting corridors as at other Period II neuropsychiatric Second Generation Veterans Hospitals. A 620-seat
chapel was constructed within the courtyard in 1962." The courtyard is no longer extant because four of the
H-shape patient wardltreatrnent buildings {including an acute and infimav buildings, both constrvded in 1936
to originally serve African American veterans; a continued treatment building, 1944; and a neuropsychiatric
infirmary building, 1947) and the chapel were demolished for the construction of the new rnaln hospital
building, the Eugene J. Towbin Healthcare Center (Resource 1701, which was completed in 1983.
The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District displays the physical separation of buildings by function,
Bemuse of the existing design of the military post, the separation of buildings by function is not as distinct
within the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District as at other examples of neuropsychiatric Second
It

Annual Report of the Director United States Veterans' Bureau for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1924. (Washington,
D.C.: U S . Government Printing Ofice, 7924): 504.
77 Years of Caring, 3 922-1 997, A History of the VA rWsdical Center, Lime RocMVorfh LrhYe Rock Campuses (Little
Rock, AR: VA Medical Centers of Little Rock and North Little Rock, 1997). 2
13
Janette Miller, Chronicle of a Century- The Story of Fort Roots, 1893-1993 (North Little Rock, AR: EEO Centennial
Comrn~ttee,1993): 74.
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Generation Veterans Hospitals. The buildings within the historic district reflect the various periods of
construction, beginning with late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century military barracks, quarters, and
support buildings with brick exteriors and numerous porches. The majority of the former military buildings
partially encircle a modified-elliptical parade ground (Resource G ,circa 1890s) on the edge of the bluff
overlooking the Arkansas River. The military past buildings are situated along the west, north, and east edge
of the parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890~3,which is approximately 11 acres in size. A drive (Resource
M, circa t 890s-1920s) encircles the parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890s). The hospital buildings dating
to the early 1920s are lacated to the east of the parade ground (Resource G;circa 1890s) and to the the north
(rear) of the fort buildings along the north edge of the parade ground. Buildings constructed within the historic
district in the late 3 920s through 1950 are primarily found to the north and northwest of resources constructed
during the early to mid-1920s. One exception is the clinical building (Resource 58, 1931) that is located along
the northwest edge of the parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890s). The majority of the patient care buildings
within the historic district are found east and north of the parade ground, and the residences are primarily
located west of the parade ground. The maintenancelutility buildings are located in two clusters: to the east
and northeast of the parade ground.
Open areas with mature vegetation include the approximately I 1 acres of the parade ground and the golf
course (Resource Dl circa 7930s) of the eastern and northeastern portions of the historic district. The
topography of the histor~cdistrict is slightly undulating with its location on a plateau. The steep slopes of Big
Rock are found to the south and west of the htstoric district. Fort Roots Drive (Resource 'M, circa 1890s1920s) served as the primary access road to the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District during the
period of significance. This drive extends up the steep hillside to join southeast boundary of the main podion of
the historic district and includes Zwo sharp switchbacks as it ascends the hillside. The drive is flanked by a
mortared rock fence that appears to have been construcied by the Works Progress Administration (VVPA), a
federal relief program dating to the Great Depression. Both Fort Roots Drive (Resource M, circa 1890s-1920s)
and the rock fence (Resource A, circa 1930s-1940s) flanking the drive are considered contributing resources
to the historic district.
Unlike the majority of Second Generation Veterans Hospitals, the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic
District does not have a central grouping of buildings related to the adrninistrationlkitchenlrecreationlpatient
wardltreatment functions of the hospital. In part this is because of the facility's location at a former militasy
past, which meant that original buildings were modified to meet the primary mission of the hospital and later
buildings were incorporated into the existing campus design. A monumental administrationlmain building,
which commonly serves as the focal point of Period II Second Generation Veterans Hospitals, was not
constructed within the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District, as exist~ngbuildings were altered to serve
the functions normally fulfilfed by a mainladministration building. The preexisting layout of the rn~litarypost also
influenced the later design of the historic district. A central drive leading to a prominent administration building
wuld not be accommodated at the site. The early buildings of the Veterans Bureau had to be located near the
former military post build~ngsfor efficiency and connectivity with the existing resources, dictating that some of
the buildings the Veterans Bureau constructed would fill vacant spaces around and near ihe parade ground
(Resource G,circa 1890s).
The cluster of butldings composed of H-shape patient wardltreatment buildings are 'located to the north
and northwest, or rear, of the military post buildings located along the north edge of the parade ground
(Resource G,circa 1890s). The early patient buildings constructed by the Veterans Bureau were two-story,
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hiproof buildings with stucco exteriors (Resources 102, 102, and 103, all 1925). These three buildings are
located along North Drive to the rear of the former barracks facing the parade ground (Resource G, circa
1890s). The two continued treatment buildings (Resources 101 and 102, both 1923) and the disturbed patients
building (Resource 103, 1923) are similar in form and massing to patient buildings found at early Veterans
Bureau hospitals in Tuskegee, Alabama, and Chillicothe, Ohio, although the placement and size of the return
wingslprojections vary among the different hospitals. The receiving and acute ward building (Resource 11,
1928) represents the first attempt by the Veterans Bureau to move away from the campus design imposed by
the parade ground (Resoure G , circa 1890s).The receiving and acute ward building (Resource 11 1, 1928):
oriented to the northeast and away Ftom the parade ground, is the beginning of an alignment of larger patient
wardltreatment H-buildings that would create the courtyard. The receiving and acute ward building (Resource
111, 1928) is also the first patient wardltreatment H-building within the historic district to have the common
massing and form of Period II (constructed from the late 1920s to 1950) neuropsychiatric pafient
wardltreatment H-buildings. The clinical building (Resource 581,constructed in 1931, is an unusual design for
a Second Generation Veterans Hospital building. The clinical building (Resource 58, 1931) has a rotated Hshape with flat roof wings along the faqade, and the rear portion of the building also exhibits a Rat roof.
Additional patient wardltreatment H-buildings were constructed in the 1930s and 1940s (Resources 65
[infirmary building, 19361, 66 [tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building, 19441, 68 [acute build~ng,-19441, and four
that are no longer extant, including an acute building and infirmaw building, both serving African American
patients dating to 1936; a continued treatment bullding, 1944; and a neuropsychiatric infirmary building, 1947)
between First and Fourth Streets, creating a courtyard in the northern portion of the historic district. Four of the
two-story, H-shape patient wardftreatrnent buildings were demol~shedto allow for the construction of the new
main hospital building, the Eugene J. Towbin Healthcare Center (Resource 170, 1983).14
Five residential quarters are located along a lane ta the west of the parade ground (Resource G, circa
1890s) and are oriented to the southwest with views across the Arkansas River. Four of these are medical
officers duplex quarters (Resources 72, 13, and 14, all 7896; and 24, 1898) that were constructed in the last
decade of the nineteenth century. The fifth, the medical officer in charge quarters (Resource 40, 1907), is a
single-family residence built in the first decade of the twentieth century. All were constructed for the military
post and exhibit the architectural stylings of the period. TWQsingle residences are located adjacent to one
another along East Drive to the east of the parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890s). The administrative
assistant quarters (Resource 15, 1896) is a single quarters that was constructed for the military post, but the
second single quarters (Resource 7 07) was constructed in 1928 by the Veterans Bureau. The nurses' quarters
(Resource 41): located along the west edge of the parade ground (Resource E, circa 1 8 9 0 ~ was
) ~ originally
constructed in 1907 but has an add~tiondating to 1923. The male attendants' quarters (Resource 104) was
consfructed in 1923 and is located in the southeast portion of the historic district oriented to the northeast.
The maintenance and utility buildings supporting the historic district are grouped principally along First
Street to the northeast of the original military post bu~ldlngs,although a few recent support buildings are found
in the southeast portion of the h~storicdistrict, Included in the group along First Street are the boiler house
(Resource 69, 19361,the water softening plant (Resource 28, 19281, the storehouse (Resource 80, 1944), the
station garage (Resource 114, 19301, and the laundry building (Resource 115, 1930). The laundry building
(Resource 159) was constructed in the 1956 to replace the previous laundry building (Resource 1'15. 1930).
14

Janefle Miller, Chronicr'eof a Cenfury: The Story of Forf Roots, f893-I993 {North Little Rock, AR: EEO Centenn~al
Comm~ttee,1993): 8 M 1 .
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Located among the original military post buildings along Fort Roots Drive are the bakery (Resource 6, 18961,
storehouse (Resource 7, 18961, the stable (Resource 8, 1896)' the shops building (Resource 16, 18961, and
the fire house (Resource 22, 1901), Two Quonset huts origrnally utilized as bowling alleys (Resources T-160
and T-161, both 1946) and an engineering shop building dating to 1986 (Resource 185) are also located in the
southeastern portion of the historic district.
Connecting corridors (Resource E, 1900s-1920s) at the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District
consist of gable-roof, frame, enclosed corridots that connect the larger military post bulldings (Resources 1,
1896; 34, 1906; and 37, 1907) to smaller support buildings (Resources 2 4 , all 1896; 35, 36, both 1907; 38
and 39,both 1907) at the rear of the larger buildings. These corridors appear to have been constructed by the
military post or in the early years of the U.S. Public Health Service or the Veterans Bureau's opesation of the
hospital. Gable-roof structures with open sides (Resource F, circa 1930s through 7950s, and 1980s) shelter
sidewalks adjacent to vehicular drives within the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District. The connecting
corridors are suppoded by either metal or wood posts clad in vinyl. Some of the connectors shelter crosswalks
across the paved drives, with portions of the roof raised to accommodate vehicles. A portion of these
structures appears to have been constructed in the 1930s. Although the original construction date of these
covered walkways is unclear, the covered walkways along North Drive to the north (rear) of the militaty post
buildings appear on the 1956 aerial photograph of the campus. An additional section of the covered sidewalk
system extending to the northeast of the four H-shaped patient wardltreatment buildings (Resources 111,
1928; 65, 1936; 66,1944; and 68,1944) was constructed in the 1980s.15
The construction of buildings, additions, and modifications continued within the historic district after the
period of significance. These include the construction of the water tower and tank (Resource 87, 1951), the
switchgear building (Resource 88, 19551, the physical rehabilitation building (Resource 89, 19581, the laundry
building (Resource 159, 19561, gasoline pumps canopy (Resource 180, 1989), the emergency generator
building (Resource 18 1, circa 1980s-1990~)~the warehouse (Resource f 82, 19831, the engineering shop
building (Resource 185, 19861, the taw Enforcement Training Center (Resources 190, 1995; and 191, 20021,
the law enforcement office building (Resource 192, 20071, the storage building (Resource 200, 20071, and the
mental health cornpsnsated work therapy program building (Resource 189, 1979). The flag pole (Resource
42), located in the parade ground {Resource G ,circa 1890s), was replaced circa 1975. An addition along the
southeast elevation of the dining hall (Resource 76, 7942) was constructed in 1952, and smaller additions
have been made to buildings, such as the narrow egress towers to the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building
(Resource 66, 1944). The largest and most prominent building constructed within the historic district after the
period of significance is the new main hospital building, the Eugene J. fowbin Healthcare Center (Resource
770, 1983).This substantial, four-story building is located in the north-central portion of the North Little Rock
VA Hospital Historic District. The constnrction of the new main hospital building (Resource 170, 1983) resulted
in the loss of the courtyard encompassed by Period II H-shape patient buildings, the chapel, and four H-shape
patient wardtreatment buildings dating to the period of significance. The fear of the new main hospital building
(Resource 170, 1983) is situated opposite the facade elevations of the row af three patient wardltreatment Hbuildings (Resources 65 [infirmary building, 19361, 66 [tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building, 19441, and 68
[acute building, 19441). Parking lots have been enlarged or constructed within the historic district after the
period of significance. These parking lots are located along the southwest edge of the h~storicdistrict

''

United States Department of Veterans Affairs. fi'les of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
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boundary to the southwest of the infirmary building (Resource 65, 19361, the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric
building (Resource 66, 19441, and the acute building (Resource 68, 1944); to the west and northwest of the
continued treatment building (Resource 101, 1923); to either side of the recreation building (Resource 33,
1896); and northwest of the Law Enforcement Training Center (Resources 190, 1995; and 191, 2002). Two
large parking lots have been constructed to the northwest and northeast of the new main hospital building
(Resource 170. 1983). A secondary entrance to the property was constructed in the late twentieth century
when West Pershing Boulevard was completed, providing access to the northern portion of the historic drstrict.
Prior to this, the main entrance to the historic district was Fort Roots Drive (Resource M, circa 1900s-T920s),
curving along the southern and southeast portions of the hillside with two sharp switchbacks.
Several structures and buildings dating to the period of significance have been removed from the historic
district. The most substantial loss to the historic district is the four Perloci II, two-story, H-shape patient
wardltreatment buildings that were demolished for the construction of the new main hospital building
(Resource 170, 1983). These four demolished buildings include: an acute building and an infirnary building,
both originally sewing African American veterans and constructed in 1936; a continued treatment building.
1944; and a neuropsychiatric infirmary building, 1947. The new main hospital building, the Eugene J. Towbin
Healthcare Center (Resource 170, 1983),was constructed on the former site of the courlyard and the nonextant four patient wardltreatrnent buildings that were located within the historic district boundary. Other
resources dating to the period of significance that have been removed from within the historic d~strictinclude:
the smoke stack associated with the boiler house (Resource 69, 1936); the coal shed located northeast of the
storehouse (Resource 7, 1896); temporary barracks that were located southwest of the male attendants'
quarters (Resource 104, 1923); Quonset huts serving various functions; the root cellar. which was located in
the approximate location of the newer laundry budding (Resource 159, 1956); various structures related to the
agricultural program conducted by the hospital; and a two-story building, referred ta as the administration
building annex that was formerly located l o the immediate west of the recreation building (Resource 33,
1896).
Two groups of buildings are located on two tracts that are discontiguous from the main portion of the
historic district. Located to the north of the main pot?ion of the h~storicdistrict is a group of the remaining
buildings and structures affiliated with the hospital's former agricultural endeavors that were utilized in the
therapeutic treatment of patients. This group includes a large, T-shape swlne pavilion with a Dutch roof
punctuated by large ventilators. The swine pavilion (Resource 75, 1940), which appears to be a barn, is clad in
mortared, random rubble sandstone. The severely deteriorated asphalt shingle roof contains many large holes
that threaten the building's preservation. Also located withrn this discontiguous tract is a small, gable-roof
outbuilding with an exterior of random rubble sandstone (Resource 162, 1955); a building utilized as a
blacksmith shop (Resource 158, 1948), with a gambrel roof and exterior of random rubble sandstone with its
roof partially collapsed; two Q~onsethuts (Resources T-166 and T-j67, 1946) that have been greatly altered;
and a large, gable-roof, metal-clad building (Resource 176) dating to 1975. Because of the scarcity of
agricultural buildings remaining at neuropsychiatric Second Generation Veterans Hospitals, this discontiguous
tract with its contributing farm structures is considered as a portion of the North tittle Rock VA Hospital
Historic District. The second discontiguous tract is located at the bottom of the bluff, south-southwest ot the
l 6
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United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Enginewing Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
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historic district. Located within this second discontiguous tract is a water pumping plant (1927) and a reservoir.
This discontiguous tract is not a part of the historic district.

Individual Resource Inventory
The numerical designations, dates of construction, and details regarding the former and current use of the
following resources were provided by the Engineering Service of the North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System in North Little Rock, Arkansas. A list of campus buildings and functions
apparently dating to the early 1980s located at the United States Department of Veterans Affairs, Historic
Preservation Ofice, Construction and Facilities Management in Washington, D.C. was also utilized to
determine the construction dates and functions of certain resources." The resource number designations
were assigned by the Veterans Bureau and VA. The letter and numerical designation for resources, such as
Resource T-160 (bowling alley, 19461, was assigned by the VA, with the letter " T usually denoting a building
or structure that was originally considered temporary rather than a permanent building. The "circa" dates of
construction and letter designations were provided by the surveyors for resources without construction dates
or numerical Iabeb. ACE resources that were present during the period of significance and retain integrity are
considered contributing resources. Buildings previously listed in the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post National
Register of Historic Places nomination are lncluded within this nomination as contributing resources.
Minor resources that are not substantial in size and scale were not included in the resource count.
Resources that were not designated in the resource count include small electric transformers, underground
storage facilities or utilities, cooling towers, prefabrrcated bus and smoking shelters, small memorials, and
benches.
The period of significance and assessment of contributing and noncontributing resources for this
nomination are based on the historic district" significance within the historic contexts developed in the United
States Second Generation Veterans Hospitals Multiple Property Documentation Form (MPDF). Resources
constructed after 1950, and thus considered noncontributing within this nomination, may possess significance
under themes not fully developed as part of the 'MPDF. Resources located within the medical center campus
may be eligible or contributing for other associations or contexts under National Register Criteria A-Dl or
recent buildingslstmctures may be eligible under Criteria Consideration G, for resources of exceptional
importance that are less than 50 years of age.
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Resource #

Date of ConsZtwctron

1

1896

Contributing {C)
lNoncontrrbvtinq (NC)
C

Histor~cor Current Use
Oocupational Building
Convalescent ~ u i l d i n i
Occupational Therapy Burlding
Convalescent Build~ng
Continued Treatment Building
Bakery
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Resource #

Date of Construction

7
8

1896
1896
1896
1896
7 896

It
12
13

1928
1905
1896

1906
1907

1907
1907
'1907
'1907
7 907
190711923
Circa 1975
1911
1934

7931'
1934
7 934
7934
1936
1944
1944

1936
1934
1940
1942
1937
1944
1951
1955
1958
1958
1957

Contributing ( C )
lNoncontsnbuting (NC)
C
C

C
C
C

Historic or current Use
Storehouse
Stable
Surgical Building
Medical Officers Duplex Quarters
Med~calOfficers Duplex Quarters
Medical Officers Duplex Quarters
Adm~nistratrveAssistant Quarters
Shops Building
Night Chauffeur Quarters
Fire Mouse
Medical Offimrs Duplex Quarters
Mess and Kitchen Buildlng - Phys~cal
Medicine and Rehabilitation Bu~ldlng
Water Softening Plant
Admin~strationBudding
Recreation Building
Quiet Ward Building
Acute Building
Dental and Therapy Building
Receiv~ngBuilding
Bafhing Building
Laboratory and Mortuary Building
Medrcal OfFicer in Charge Quarters
Nurses' Quarters
Flag Pole
Water Tower and Tank
Slngle-Bay Garage
Cllnrcal Building
Five-Bay Garage
Ten-Bay Garage
Three-Bay Garage
Infirmary Build~ng
Tuberculosis Neuropsychiatric Build~ng
Acute Buildlng
Bo~lerHouse
Seven-Bay Garage
Swine Pavit~on
Din~ngHall

Gatehouse
Storehouse
Water tower and tank
Switchgear Building
Physical Rehabilitation Building
Showers and Locker Room Building
Baseball Bleachers
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Resource #

Date of Constructron

101

7 923

104
'I 05

1923
1923
1923
1928
1928

1930
1930
1'930

1948
f 956
1955

1955
Circa 1960s
1961
1963
1983
79 75
7948

1989
Circa 1980s
1983
1986
Circa 1980s
1995
1979

190 and 191
7 92
199

f995and2002
2007
Circa 2000s

T-7161

2007
1 946
1946

T-766
T-167

1946
1946

A

Circa 1930s-1940s
C i r a 1980s
Circa 1970s-1980s
Circa 7 930s
Cirm 1900s-1920s
Circa 1930s through
1950% 1980s

200
T-160

8

C
D

E
F

Contributrnq (C)
~~oncontributiig'
(Nc)
C

C
C

Histonc or Current Use
Continued Treatment Building
Continued Treatment ~uilding
D~sturbedPat~entsBuildinq
Male Attendants' ~ u a r t e r s
Occupational Therapy Buiidlng
Tube-rculos~sCottage
Single Quarters
Receiving and Acute Ward Build~ng
Station Garage
Laundry Building
Greenhouse
Blacksm~thShop
Lazlndv Building
Research Bullding
Patlent Toilet Building
Recreation Shetter
Restrooms
Gaff Course Caddy Hause
Main Hospital Buildrng
Research Storage Build~ng
'Patient Toilet Building
Gasoline Pumps Canopy
Emergency Generator Building
Warehouse
Engineer~ngShop Building
Hexagon Picnic Shelter
Golf Course Storage Building
Mental Health Compensated Work Therapy
Program Bu~ldrng
Law Enforcement Tra~ningCenter
Law Enforcement Office Bullding
Emergency Storage
Storage Bu~ldlng
Bowling Alley
Bowling Alley
Quonset Hut Storage Building
Qwonset Hut Storage Building
Rock FencentneewalllRetaining Wall
Equipment Sheller
Gotf Course Picntc Shelter
Gotf Course
Connecting Corridors
Covered Sidewalks
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Resource #

Date of Construction

G

Circa 1890s
Circa 1930s-1940s
Circa 1930s-1940s
Circa 1988
Circa 197'0s-1980s

H
I
J

K
1

Corrtributrng (C)
JNoncontributrng (NC)
C
,

M

Circa 1890s-1920s

NC
NC
C

N

Circa 1957

NC

1962

Historic or Current Use
Parade Ground
Fountain
Fountain
Equipment Shed
Br~dqeOver Lake Good Hope
Lake Good Hope
Fort Roots Dnve, Hill Drive, Circle Drive,
and North Drive
Baseball Field

Resource 1. Occupational Building. 1896. Contributing building, Previously Listed.
Resource 1 is listed as the occupational butlding on a 1921 layout plan map produced by the U.S. Treasury
Department for the U.S.Public Health Service. The building is indicated as the mild patients building on a
1923 campus layout plan by the War Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. 'By I948
Resource 1 is designated a hospital building." The occupatronal building (Resource 1, 1896) is located near
the center of the group of buildings surrounding the original Fort Logan H. Roots parade ground (Resource G ,
circa 1890s). The building was constructed in 1896 as an enlisted barracks and is listed in the National
Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District.
The enlisted barracks is singled out in the nomination as the most architecturally-d~stinctive
building dating to
the first phase of construction at the military post. The building currently contains the engineering
administrative offices. Oriented to the south, the occupational building (Resource 1, 1896) is composed of a
central, three-story, six-bay. hip-roof section with flanking two-story, nine-bay, hip-roof wings. Its style is typical
of late-nineteenth-century military design, and it exhibits simple materials and detailing, including brick
segmental arched window and door openings, sandstone window sills, two-over-two-llght window sashes,
shed-roof dormers with paired windows, and a wood cornice. The majority of windows found in the military
post buildings have replacement sashes. The center section is crowned by a large front-gable dormer that
features two small windows surrounded by brick panels and corbelling, reflecting the influence of the patterned
masonry strand of the Queen Anne style. The building's end chimneys are treated with similar brick detail.
The facade and side elevations are spanned by first- and second-story galleries that are composed of
wood decking, stairs, and columns; surrounded by metal railings; supported by poured concrete piers; and
sheltered by a shed roof sheathed in standing-seam metal. From the galleries, there is one single-leaf
entrance into the center section and two entrances into each wing. Each contains a four-light door topped with
a transom. On the side elevations, metal stairways lead ta second-story single-leaf entries containing metal
doors. The massing and detailing of the rear elevation is similar to the facade, buf the wings are spanned by a
one-story, shed-roof addition with a two-story addition behind the central section. The additions are supported
by poured concrete and brick piers and are clad in wood panelrng with oneover-one-light sash windows. The
main mass of the building has a stone foundation, and the exterior is finished in slretcher bond brick. The roof
is sheathed in asphalt shingles. Enclosed connecting corridors (Resource E, circa 1900s-1920s) extending
from the rear of the building link the occupational bullding (Resource 1, 1896) to three buildings, including the
IsUnited States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas.
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convalescent building, occupational therapy building, and a second convalescent building (Resources 2: 3,
and 4 all 1896).

Resource 2. Convalescent Building. 1896. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 2 is listed as a convalescent building on a 1927 layout plan map produced by the U.S. Treasury
Department for the W.S. Public Health Service. The building is indicated as a residual building on a 1923
campus layout plan by the War Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On a 1932
campus plot plan the building was utilized as an attendants' quarters. By 1948 Resource 2 is designated a
dormitoV.lg This convalescent building (Resource 2, 1896) is located to the north of the west wing of the
occupational building (Resource 1, 1896) in the group of buildings dating to the early history of Fort Logan H.
Roots. The building was constructed in 1896 as a mess hall-kitchen and is listed in the National Register of
Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Fost Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. The
building is currently utilized as a engineeringlshop building. Oriented to the north, this convalescent building
(Resource 2, 1896) is a one-story, six-bay, side-gable building. The roof is pierced by two interior end
chimneys and Wa round ventilators. The building exhibits common details and materials, including brick
segmental arched window and door openings, concrete or stone window sills, two-over-blight wood window
sashes, quarter-round vents in the side gables, wide eaves, and wood cornice, cornrce returns, and soffits. A
single-leaf entry with transom occupies the western bay of the facade. It is sheltered by a shed-roof awning
and accessed by a small concrete block porch. Windows span the facade, rear, and east elevations, and a
one-story connector (Resource E, circa 1900s-1920s) extends from the rear of the building to the
occupational building (Resouroe 1, 1896). The convalescent building (Resource 2, 1896) is supported by a
rusticated stone foundation. Its exterior is finished in four-course common bond brick, and the roof is sheathed
in asphalt shingles.
Resource 3. Occupational Therapy Building. Z 896. Contrjbuting building. Previously Listed.
Resource 3 is listed as an occupational therapy building on both the 1921 layout plan map produced by the
U.S. Treasury Department for the U.S. Public Health Service and the 1923 campus layout plan by the War
Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On a 1932 campus plot plan the building was
utilized as the occrrpational therapy farm office. By 7948 Resource 3 is designated a bath and clothing
bwi~ding.~"his occupational therapy building (Resource 3, 1896) is located to the north of the central section
of another occupational building (Resource 1, 1896) in the group of buildings dating to the early history of Fort
Logan H. Roots. Th~soccupational therapy building (Resource 3, 1896) was constructed in I896 as a lavatory
and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H.Roots
Military Post Historic District. The building is currently used for engineering storage. Oriented to the west, this
occupational therapy building (Resource 3, 1896) is a one-story, five-bay, hip-roof building. The roof is pierced
by two round ventifators. The building exhibits details and materials common to the historic district's late19

United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Enginwing Service, Narth Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock. Arkansas.
' O United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, N o m Liftle Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas.
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nineteenth-century buildings, including brick segmental arched window and door openings, concrete or stone
window sills, two-over-two-light wood window sashes, wide eaves, and a wood cornice and soffits. A singleleaf entry with transom occupies one bay of the facade. It is sheltered by a shed-root awning and accessed by
a small concrete-block porch. A second facade entry and a rear entry have been enclosed w~thbrick. Windows
span the other bays of the facade, rear, and north elevations. The building is supported by a rusticated stone
foundation. Its exterior is finished in stretcher bond brick, and the roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles. A onestory enclosed connector (Resource E, circa 1900s-1920s) extends from the south elevation of the building to
the previous occupational building (Resource I,1896).

Resource 4. Convalescent Building. 1896. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 4 is listed as a convalescent building on a 7921 layout plan map produced by the U.S. Treasury
Department for the U.S. Public Health Service. The building is indicated as the post exchange on a 1923
campus layout plan by the War Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On a 1932
campus plot plan the building was utilized as a quarters for engineering and officer's guests. By 1948
Resource 4 is designated a d~rtnitory.~'
This convalescent building (Resource 4, 1896) is located to the nodh
of the east wing of the occupational build~ng(Resource 7 , 1896) in the group of buildings dating to the early
history of Fort Logan H. Roots. The building was constructed in 1896 as a mess hall and kitchen and is listed
in the National Register of Historic Places as a contr~butingresource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post
Historic District. The building is currently used for engineering storage. Oriented to the north, this convalescent
building (Resource 4, 1896) is a one-story, six-bay, side-gable building. It is supported by a rusticated stone
foundation, and the brick exterior is laid in a four-course common bond. The roof is sheathed in asphalt
shingles and is pierced by Wo interior end chimneys and two round ventilators. The building exhibits details
and materials common to the historic district's late-nineteenth-century buildings, including brick segmental
arched window and door openings, concrete or stone window sills, two-over-two-light wood wndow sashes,
quarter-round vents in the side gables, wide eaves, and a wood cornice, cornice returns, and soffits. A singleleaf door with an enclosed transom occupies the eastern bay of the facade. The entry is accessed by a small
stoop with six steps. Windows span the facade, rear, and west elevations. A one-story enclosed connector
(Resource E, circa 1900s-A920s) extends from the rear of the building to the occupational building (Resource
1, 1896).
Resource 5. Continued Treatment Building, 1896. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 5 is listed as a continued treatment building on a 1921 layout plan map produced by t h e U.S.
Treasury Department for the U.S. Publrc Health Service. The building is indicated as a residual building on a
1923 layout plan of the campus by the War Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On
a 1932 campus plot plan the building was utilized as a canteen. By 1948 Resource 5 contains the campus
library.22The continued treatment building (Resource 5, 4896) is located in the south portion of the historic
district on the east side of the Fort Logan H. Roots parade ground (Resource G,circa 1890s). The building

21

United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Sewice, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System. North L~tZleRock, Arkansas.
22 United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files af the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Akansas
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was constructed in 1896 as a sto~kade.'~It is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a
contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. The structure currently contains
the regional council offices, Oriented to the northwest to face Hill Road, the continued treatment building
(Resource 5, 1896) is a one-and-one-hatf-story, five-bay, hip-roof building. The building exhibits details and
materials common to the historic district" late-nineteenth-century buildings, including segmental arched
window and door openings with brick jack arches, sandstone window sills, six-over-six-light wood window
sashes, a six-light wood panel door with transom, and exposed rafter tails. The facade is spanned by a hiproof porch composed of wood box columns,a poured concrete deck, and a metal railing. A hip-roof dormer
with two four-light windows rises from the main roof behind the porch, and a hip-roof cupolalvent crowns the
building. The srde elevations span five bays, and a three-bay. hip-raof rear addition displays similar materials
and details to the original block. The building is supporled by a rusticated stone foundation, and the brick
exterior is laid in stretcher bond. The roof Is sheathed rn asphalt shingles.
Resource 6. Bakery. 1896. Confributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 6 is listed as a bakery on a 7923 layout plan of the campus by the War Department,
Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On a 1932 campus plot pian the building was utilized as an
occupational therapy shop. By 1948 Resource 6 was designated a paint shop.24 The bakery {Resource 6,
1896) is located in the southeast portion of the historic district in the group of buildings dating to the early
history of Fort Logan H. Roots. The building was constructed in 1896 as a bakery and is listed in the National
Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic
~istrrct.~'
The building currently serves as the fire station quarters. Oriented to the northwest to face Hill Road,
the bakery (Resource 6, 1896) is a one-story, five-bay (wlwldlwlw), hip-roof building. The building exhibits
details and materials common to the historic district's late-nineteenth-century bu~ldings,including brick
segmental arched window and door openings, concrete or stone window sills, two-over-two-light wood window
sashes, single- and multi-light wood panel doors,a ridgeline hip-roof cupolalvent, and exposed rafter tails. The
main entrance is located slightly off center and is accessed by poured concrete steps. The side elevations are
each two bays wide, with two windows on t h e northeast elevation and a door and a window on the sourthwest
elevation. Like the facade, the rear elevation spans five bays (dlwldtwkv) with asymmetrical fenestration. The
building is supported by a rubble stone foundation, and the br~ckexterior is finished in four-course common
bond. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.

Resource 7. Storehouse. 1896. Contributing building. Previouslly Listed.
Resource 7 is listed as a storehouse on a 1921 layout plan map produced by t h e U.S. Treasury
Department for the US. Public Health Service and on the 1923 campus layout plan by the War Department,
Construction Service of the Quademaster Corps. The building continued to be designated a storehouse in

Janette M~ller,Chronkk of a Century: The Story of Fort Roots, 1893-1 993 {North Little Rock, AR. EEO Centennial
Committee, 1993): 31.
24
United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rmk campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas.
25
Janette M~ller,Chronicle of a Century: The Slory of Fort Roots, 189ST993 (North Little Rock, AR: EEO Centennial
Cornrn~ttee,1993). 35.
23
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1948.* This storehouse (Resource 7. 1896) is located in the southeast portion of the historic district in the
group of buildings dating to the early history of Fort Logan H. Roots. The building was constructed in 1896 as
the Quartemaster and Commissary storehouse and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a
contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic ~istrict.'' The building is currently used
for engineering storage. Oriented to the southeast to face Hill Road, the storehouse (Resource 7, 1896) is a
one-and-one-half-story, thirteen-bay, side-gable building. The building exhibits details and materials common
to the campus's late-nineteenth-century buildings, including brick segmental arched window and door
openings, concrete or stone window sills, two-over-two-light wood window sashes, a stone water table, a wood
cornice and cornice returns, and box gutters. The building also contains interior end chimneys and a slightly
off-center chimney that extends from an interior firewall.
The facade entrance is located slightly off center and is accessed by poured concrete steps. One bay of
the facade, originally a dootway, has been enclosed with brick, and the other bays all contain windows. The
side elevations are each two bays wide, with two windows in both the first and second stories. The rear
elevation is divided into eleven bays with a double-leaf entry opening onto a poured concrete loading dock
accessed by a vehicular ramp on one side and a metal staircase on the other. There are also two single-leaf
basement entries along the rear elevation. All entries contain replacement metal doors. The building's brick
exferior is finished in four-course common bond, and the roof is covered with asphalt shingles. The storehouse
(Resource 7, 1896) is constructed on a rubble stone foundation.

Resource 8. Stable. 1896. Confributingbuilding. Previously Listed.
Resource 8 is listed as a stable on both the 1921 layout plan map produced by the U.S. Treasury
Depadrnent for the U.S. Public Health Service and the 1923 campus layout plan by the War Department,
Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On a 1932 campus plot Ian the building was utilized as a
2tP
warehouse. In 1948 Resou~ce8 continued to be designated a warehouse. The stable (Resource 8, 1896) is
located in the southeast portion of the historic district in the group of buildings dating to the early history of Fort
Logan H. Roots. The building was constructed in 1896 as a thirty-mule capacity quartermasters stable and is
listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military
Post Historic District. The building is currently utilized by engineering staff. Oriented to the southwest to face
East Drive, the stable (Resource 8, 1896) is a two-story, seventeen-bay, side-gable building. The building
exhibits details and materials common to the historic district's late-nineteenth-century buildings, including brick
segmental arched window and door openings, concrete or stone window sills, six-over-six-light double-hung
and four-light pivoting wood window sashes, a wood cornice and cornlce returns, and a hip-roof ridgetine vent
with wood brackets and soffits.
The main entry facing East Drive has been altered and filled with a nine-light metal pedestrian door. The
other bays of the main facade contain four-light windows with two windows above the entrance and a single
window located every three bays in the second story. The southeast elevation has a central entry containing
26

United States Department of Veterans Affairs, Files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas.
27
Janette Miller, Chronicle of a Century: The Story of Fort Roots, 1893-1993 (North Little Rock, AR: EEO Centennial
Committee, 1993): 32.
2B United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System,North Little Rock, Arkansas.
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an overhead garage door and a second-story entry containing double sliding wood doors. Six-over-six-light
windows Rank the first-story entry. The rear elevation appears much like the facade, except that the cenlral
entry has been enclosed with brick, and a window has been enclosed with plywood. Similarly, the northwest
elevation appears similar to the southeast elevation, except the lower entry has been enclosed with brick and
a six-over-six-light window, and the upper entry has been enclosed with stucco and a window containing twoover-two-light horizontal metal sashes. The building rests upon a rubble stone foundation, and the brick
exterior is laid in four-course common bond, The roof is covered with asphalt shingles.

Resource 11. Surgical Building. 1896. Confributjng building. Previously Listed.
Resource 11 is listed as a surgical building on both the 1921 layout plan map produced by the U.S.
Treasury Depaflrnent for the U.S. Public Health Service and the 1923 campus layout plan by the War
Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On a 1932 campus plot plan the building
contained the surgical ward. By f948 Resource 11 was utilized as an attendants'
The surgical
buildrng (Resource 11, 1896) is located in the southeast portion of the historic d~strictin the group of buildings
dating to the early history of For! Logan H. Roots. The building was constructed in 1896 as a twelve-bed
hospital and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H.
Roots Military Post Historic District. The building currently contains the Veterans Affairs Learning University
offices. Oriented to the south to face East Drive, the surgical building (Resource 11, 1896) is a two-and-onehalf-story, multi-bay, hip-roof building. The building's brick exterior is finished in stretcher bond and the roof is
sheathed in asphalt shingles. The surgical building (Resource 11, 1896) exhibits details and materials
common to the historic district's late-nineteenth-century buildings, including sandstone window lintels and sills,
two-over-two-light wood window sashes, small single-light windows in the upper story, multi-light wood panel
doors with transoms, a wood cornice with dentils, brick corbelling below the cornice, and a second-story bay
window an the west elevation.
The entire building is surrounded by first- and second-story gallerjes that are composed of wood decking
and columns, surrounded by metal railings, supported by brick piers, and sheltered by a shed roof sheathed in
standing seam metal. The double-leaf main entrance is located in the third bay from the left side of the facade.
The east elevation and the rear elevation each contain two additional single-leaf entries. The second-story
gallery can be accessed on the exterior by a metal stairway that extends along the rear elevation within the
first-story gallery or by a metal stairway located outside of the gallery beyond the east end of the building.
Resource 12. Medical Officers Duplex Quarters. 1896. Contributing buijding, Previously Listed.
This medical officers duplex quarters (Resource 12, 1896) is located in the souttnuest portion of the
historic district in the group of residential buildings dating to the early history of Fort Logan H. Roots. The
building was constructed in 1896 as a two-family officer's quarters and is listed in the National Register of
H~storicPlaces as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. The
bullding continues to serve as a residential quarters. Oriented to the southwest to face West Drive and to
overlook the Arkansas River, the medical officers duplex quarlers (Resource 12, 1896) is a two-and~ne-halfstory, eight-bay, side-gable duplex with a four-bay, front-gable central pavilion. It exhibits details and materials
common to the historic district's late-nineteenth-century buildings, including segmental arched window and
28
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door openings with brick jack arches, sandstone window sills, two-over-two-light wood window sashes, singleand double-light wood doors, a sandstone water table, a wood cornice with dentils, a brick stringcourse above
the second story windows, and dormers with paired windows. The facade of the building is spanned by a onestory screened-in porch composed of wood Tuscan columns, wood decking, and a simple wood railing. The
porch is suppafled by a brick base, is crowned by a cornice with dentils, and is covered with a standing seam
metal roof. Above the facade, the central pediment contains four arched windows with two small arched vents
at the top of the gable.
A two-bay, front-gable projecting wing extends from the rear elevation of each unit. Each wing has a small,
elevated, hip-roof rear entry porch. The bottom of each porch is enclosed with vertical boards, and the upper
section is screened. Beside the porch each unit has an at-grade basement entry, and above the porch each
unit has a stairwell window, a second-story window, and two small attic windows. The side elevations each
have two first- and second-story windows, a starwell window with transom, and two smaller windows in the
gable end. Interior brick chimneys rise from the center of the building and the rear gable ends. The building
has a rusticated stone foundation, and the brick exterior is finished in stretcher bond. The roof is sheathed in
asphalt shingles. In its massing, fenestration, and detailing, this medical officers duplex quarters (Resource
12, 1896) is nearly identical to two other medical ofticers duplex quarters (Resources 13 and 14, both 1896).
Resource 13. Medical Officers Duplex Quarters. 1896. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
This medical officers duplex quarters (Resource 13, 1896) is located to the southeast of the previous
medical officers duplex quarters (Resource 12. 1896) in the southwest portion of the historic district in the
group of residential buildings dating lo the early history of Fort Logan H. Roots. The building was constructed
in 1896 as a two-family offtcefs quarters and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a
contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. The building continues to sewe
as a residence. Oriented to the southwest to face West Drive and to overlook the Arkansas River, this medical
officers duplex quarters (Resource 13, 1896) is a two-and-one-half-story, eight-bay, side-gable duplex with a
four-bay, front-gable central pavilion. In its massing, fenestration, and detailrng, this medical offfcers duplex
quarters (Resource 13,1896) is nearly identical to two other medical officers duplex quarters (Resources 12
and 14, both 1896) within the historic district.

Resource 14. Medical Officers Duplex Quarters. 1896. Contributing building Previously Listed.
This medical officers duplex quarters (Resource 14, 1896) is located to the southeast of the previously
discussed medical officers duplex quarters (Resource 13, 1896) in the southwest postion of the historic district
in the group of residential buildings dating to the early history of Fort Logan H. Roots. The building was
constructed in 1896 as a two-family officer's quarters and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places
as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H,Roots Military Post Historic District. The building continues to
serve as a residence. Oriented to the southwest to face West Drive and to overlook the Arkansas River, the
medical officers duplex quarters (Resource 14, 1896) is a two-and-one-half-story, eight-bay, sidegable duplex
with a four-bay, front-gable central pavilion. In its massing, fenestration, and detailing, this medical ofhers
duplex quarters (Resource 74, 1896) is nearly identical to the previous two medical officers duplex quarters
(Resources 12 and 13, both 1896).
Resource "f. Administrative Assistant Quarters. 1896. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
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Resource 15 is listed as an administrative assistant quartets on the 1923 layout plan of the campus by the
War Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. This resource is designated a single
quarters on a 1932 campus plot plan and on a 1948 plot plan of the facility.30The administrative assistant
quarters (Resource 15, 1896) is located to the east of the surgical building (Resource 11, 18%) in the
southeast portion of the historic district and dates to the early history of Fort Logan H. Roots. the building was
constructed in 1896 as a sergeant first class family quarters and is listed in the National Register of H~storic
Places as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District, The burlding
continues to serve as a residence. Oriented to the south to face East Drive and to overlook the bluff, the
administrative assistant quarters (Resource 15. 1.896) is a two-story, three-bay (dlwhu),front-gable residence
with a one-story, hip-roof rear projectron. It exhibits details and materials common to the historic district's latenineteenth-century buildings, including brick segmental arched window and door openings, concrete or stone
window sills, two-over-two-light wood window sashes, a twelve-light wood door, and a wood cornice and
soffits. The facade is spanned by a one-story, flat-roof, screened-in porch that wraps around to the east
elevation. The porch IS supported by brick piers and is composed of a wood deck and simplified wood Tuscan

COIUMI~S.
The side elevations are two-bays deep with a below-grade basement entry on the east elevation. The rear
projection is also two bays deep and one bay wide with a single-leaf rear entr)r. The rear of the projection is
spanned by a simple screened-in porch with a corrugated metal shed roof. The porch wraps around to the
east elevation, where it has been enclosed with three windows and clad in asbestos-shingle siding. The
building 1s supported by a rusticated stone foundation, and the brick exterior is laid in stretcher bond. The roof
is sheathed in asphalt sh~ngles.
Resource 16. Shops 'Building. i896. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 16 is Irsted as a shops building on both the 1921 layout plan map produced by the U.S. Treasury
Department for the U.S. Public Health Service and the 1923 layout plan of the carnpus by the War
Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps, On a 7932 campus plot plan the building was
utilized as the carpenter and paint shop. In 1948 Resource 16 continued to be utilized as a carpenter shop.31
This shops building (Resource 16, 1896) is located to the west of the stable (Resource 8, 1896) in the
southeast portion of the historic district and dates to the early history of Fort Logan H. Rods. The building was
constructed in 1896 as a blacksmith, catpenter, and paint shop and is listed in the National Register of Historic
Places as a cantr~butingresource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Histotic ~istrict." This building
currently contains functions related to the medical center's engineering and transportation services. Oriented
to the northwest to face Hill Road, the shops building (Resource 16, 1896) is a one-story, seven-bay
(wlw/d/w/wldd/w), side-gable building. The building exhlbits details and materials common to the historic
district's late-nineteenth-century buildings, including segmental arched window and door openings with brick

United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas.
31
United States Department of Veterans Affairs,files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas.
32 Janetfe Miller, Chronicle of a Century: The Story of Forf Roofs. 18957993 (North Little Rock, AR: EEO Centennial
Cornmrttee, 1993): 34
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jack arches, concrete OF stone window sills, two-over-two-light wood window sashes, exposed rafter tails, and
open wood soffits.
The facade contains a single-leaf entry filled by a two-light wood door with a four-fright transom and a
second entry with paired four-light metal doors with a four-light transom. The paired doors serve as the facade
entrance and are accessed by poured concrete steps with metal railings. The side elevations are each three
bays deep with central double doors on the southwest elevation. This side entrance features a small poured
concrete loading dock sheltered by a flat-roof metal awning. The sear elevation has three single-leaf entries
with a similar loading dock and awning at the northeastern entrance. All other bays contain windows with twoover-two-light sashes. The building's brick exterior is finished in stretcher bond, and its roof IS sheathed in
asphalt shingles. The shops building (Resource 16, 1896)is supported by a rubble stone foundation.

Resource f 8. Mtght Chauffeur Quarters. 1896. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
This small building (Resource 18, 3896) is indicated as the quarters for the night chauffeur on a 1932
campus plot plan. In 4948 Resource 18 was utilized as the garage
The night chauffeur quarters
(Resource 18, 1896) is located between the station garage (Resource 114, 1930) and the laundry building
(Resource 115, 1930) in the southeast portion of the historic d~strfctalong the west edge of 1" Street and is
associated with the group of buildings dating to the early history of Fort Logan 511. Roots. The small night
chauffeur quarters (Resource 18, 1898) was constructed tn 1896 as a powder magazine and is listed in the
National Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H.Roots Military Post Hist~ric
District. Resource 18 is currently utilized by the facility's engineering service. Oriented to the east. the night
chauffeur quarters (Resource 18, 1896) is a one-story, single-bay, front-gable building. The building exhibits
details and materials common to the campus's late-nineteenth-century buildings, including a brick segmental
arched door openlng, concrete or stone window sills, two-over-two-light window sashes, and a wood cornice
and soffits, The facade features a recessed single-leaf entry with a six-tight replacement door. Each of the
remaining three elevations contain a single window. The building is supported by a rubble stone foundation,
and the brick exterior is laid in four-course common bond. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.

Resource 22. Fire House. V 901. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resouroe 22 is listed as the fire house on both the 1921 layou! plan map produced by the U.S. Treasury
Department for the U.S. Public Health Service and the 1923 layout plan of the campus by the War
Department, Construction Sewice of the Quastermaster Corps. Resource 22 was later referred to as the fire
station.% The fire house (Resource 22, 1901) is located to the sodhwest of the bakev (Resource 6, 1896) in
the southeast portion of the historic district in the group of buildings dating to the early history of Fort Logan H.
Roots. The building was constructed in A901 as a fire house and it is listed in the National Register of H~storic

"

Un~tedStates Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North LTttle Rock, Arkansas.
34 United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Eng~neering
Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkarlsas.
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Places as a contributing resource of the Fop Logan M. Roots Military Post Historic ~ i s t ~ i cOriented
f . ~ ~ to the
northwest to face Hill Road, the fire house (Resource 22, 1901) is a one-story, two-bay, hip-roof building with
a one-story, flat-roof rear addition. A hiproof tower extends above the building's southeast comer. The fire
house (Resource 22, 1907) exhibits details and materials common to the other buildings of the military post,
including brick segmental arched door and window openings, concrete or stone window sills, windows filled
with two-over-two-light wood sashes, a wood cornice, brick corbelling under the eaves,a stone water table,
and a brick stringcourse encompassing the building. The facade features two garage door openings with
replacement three-light metal overhead doors. The side elevations each contain two windows and a single-leaf
entrance sheltered by an awning. The rear addition IS three bays wide with a slightly below-grade central
single-leaf entry with a window to the left and an enclosed window to the right. The southwest elevation of the
addition features one set of paired windows, and the northeast elevation has a single enclosed window. The
building has a stone foundation, and the brick exterior is finished in stretcher bond. The roof is sheathed in
asphalt shingles.

Resource 24. Medical Officers Duplex Quarters. 1898. Confrihuting bui!dfng. Previously Listed.
This medical officers duplex quarters (Resource 24, 1898) is located to the southeast of another medical
officers duplex quarters (Resource 14, f 896) in the southwest podion of the historic district in the group of
residential buildings dating to the early history of Fort Logan H. Roots. The building was constructed in 1898
as a two-family officer's quarters and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a contributing
resource of the Fort hogan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. The building continues to s e w as a
residence. Oriented to the southwest to face West Drive and to overlook the Arkansas River, this medical
officers duplex quarters (Resource 24, 1898) is a two-stow, six-bay, side-gable duplex with a two-bay. frontgable central pavilion, The first story is finished in stretcher bond brick, and the upper story is clad In
weatherboard siding. The building exhibits details and materials common to the other buildings of the military
post period, including brick jack arches above the first story and basement windows and door openings,
sandstone window silts, two-over-two-light window sashes, single- and multi-light wood doors, a sandstone
water table, a wood cotnice, a three-part Palladian element with two single-light windows in the central facade
gable, and elliptical vvindows in the side gables. The facade of the building is spanned by a one-stov screen
porch with pediments to either side of the central projection. The porch is composed of wood Tuscan columns,
wood decking, and a simple wood railing. The porch is supported by a brick base and is covered with a
standing-seam metal roof.
A two-bay, front-gable projecting wing extends from the rear elevation of each unit. Each wing has a small.
elevated, hiproof, rear entry porch. The bottom of each porch is enclosed with vertical boards and the upper
section is screened. Beside the porch, each unit has a below-grade basement entry. Above the porch each
unit has a single window. The side elevations each have two first- and second-story windows plus one window
on the side of each projection. Interior brick chimneys rise from the center of the building and the rear gable
ends. The building has a sandstone foundation, and its roof is covered with asphalt shingles.
Resource 26. Mess and Kitchen Building. 1922. Noncontributing building.

35

Janette Miller, Chmnicle of a Century: The Story of Forf Roots, 189S1993 (North Little Rock. AR: EEO Centennial
Committee, 1993): 35.
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Resource 26 is listed as a mess and kitchen building on the 1923 layout plan of the campus by the War
Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On a 1932 campus plot plan the building
continues to be identified as a mess hall. By 7948 Resource 26 was serving as the medical rehabilitation
building.36The mess and kitchen building (Resource 26, 1922) is located to the north of the occupational
building (Resource 7 , 1896) and just to the north of the group of buildings dating to the early histoty of Fort
Logan H. Roots. The building was constructed in 1922, the year during which the facility passed into the
Veterans Bureau's ownership. In 1954, the building was severely damaged by fire, with both the first and
second stories completely destroyed. The raised basement was salvaged and covered with a flat roof to
creaie the building in its current configuration. The building currently serves as a shop building for engineering.
Oriented to the southwest to face North Drive, the mess and kitchen building (Resource 26, 1922) is a onestory, flat-roof, stuccoed building located partially below grade. Concrete block parapets surround the
building's rooffine and serve as the principal aboveground elevations. The overall footprint of the building is
rectangular with two projections on the southwest elevation. Between these projections is a two-light wood
panel door. Currently the southeast elevation is the most prominent. It is spanned by an arcade and features
windows with six-over-six-light sashes and an entrance surrounded by a modern metal and glass enclosure.
On the west elevation, a ramp descends to a central courtyard with loading docks. With the loss of the upper
two floors because of the fire and subsequent alterations after the period of significance, this building is not a
contributing resource to the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District.
Resource 28. Water Softening Plant. 1928. Noncontributing building.
Resaurce 28 is listed as the water softening plant on a 1932 campus plot plan. By 1948 Resource 28 was
utilized as an animal house.37The water softening plant (Resource 28, 1928) is located to the northeast of the
mess and kitchen building (Resource 26, 1922) and to the north of the group of bulldings dating to the early
history of Fort Logan H. Roots. The water softening plant (Resource 28, 19281, currently sewing as a shop
building for engineering and masonry work, was constructed in 1928 after the property passed into the
Veterans Bureau's ownership. Oriented to the southeast, the water softening plant (Resource 28, 1928) is a
one-story, side-gable building. A single rnetal door and a six-light window is located at the northeast portions
of both the facade and rear elevations. The rear elevation also has an additional single door in the center. The
northeast elevation features a single window filled with an air conditioning unit, and the southwest elevation
contains a garage door. The northeast portion of the building appears to be a later addition that doubles the
footprint of the building. A shed utilized for garba e can storage was constructed in the approximate location
of the addition during the period of significance.' It is unclear if the shed was enclosed or if a new addition
was constructed after the periad of significance. A poured concrete deck spans the southwest and rear
elevations, and the building rests on a poured concrete foundation. The exterior of the original portion of the
building is clad in stucco, while the addition is clad in panels that appear to be stucco. The roof is sheathed in
asphalt shingles. With the addition doubling the footprint of the building, the water softening plant (Resource
28, 1928) is not a contributing resource to the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District.

!
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Resource 32.Administration Building. 1905. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 32 is lrsted as an administration building on both the 1921 Iayout plan map produced by the U.S.
Treasury Department for the U.S.Public Health Senrice and the 1923 layout plan of the campus by the War
Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. The administration building (Resource 32,
2905) is depicted on both of these maps as situated in the general location of the clinical building (Resource
58, 1937). It is assumed the administration building (Resource 32, 7905)was moved to its current location for
the construction of the clinical building {Resource 58, 1931). On a 1932 campus plot plan Resource 32 IS in its
current location and it was utilized as a nurses'
The administration building (Resource 32, 1905) is
located northwest of the parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890s) in the southwest podion of the historic
district and is associated with the buildings dating to the early history of Fort Logan H. Roots. This resource
was constructed in 1905 as an administration bullding and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places
as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post 'Historic District. The fiscal ofices are
currently located in the building. Oriented to the northeast to face West Drive, the administration building
(Resource 32, 1905) is a two-story, three-bay, side-gable building. The building exhibils details and materials
common to other buildings dating to the military post period, including segmental arches above all window and
door openings with brick jack arches, concrete or stone windaw sills, twa-over-two-light window sashes, a
wood cornice that creates pediments on the gable ends, and an interior gable-end chimney. The facade is
spanned by a one-story, hip-roof porch composed of wood Tuscan columns, wood decking, and a metal
railing. It is supported by metal piers and is covered with a standing seam metal roof. Poured concrete steps
provide access to the porch and to the building's central entry that contains a replacement metal frame door
with sidelights and transom.
The side elevations each feature two first- and second-story windows plus two small windows with vents in
the gables' pediments. The four-bay rear elevation has two small vertical windows filling the central bays of the
first story and a standard-sized Mndow flanked by small windows in the second story. There is a below-grade
basement entry into the left bay of the rear elevation. The building has a raised rusticated stone foundation,
and the exterior is finished in stretcher bond brick. The roof is covered with asphalt shingles.
Resource 33. Recreation Building. 1896. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 33 is listed as a recreation building on both the 1921 layout plan map produced by the U.S.
Treasury Department for the U.S. Public Health Service and the 1923 layout plan of the campus by the War
Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On a 1932 campus plot @an Resource 33 was
utilized as an administration building. In 1948 Resource 33 continued to be utilized as an administration
building." The recreation building (Resource 33, 1896) is located to the west of the occupational building
(Resource I,1896) in the south portion of the historic district near the center of the group of buildings
surrounding the original FoFt Logan H. Roots parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890s). The building was
constmded in 1896 as a post exchange and gymnasium and is listed in the National Register of Historic
Places as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. Offices pertaining
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to education services are currently located in the building. Oriented to the south to face the parade ground
{Resource G, circa 1 8 9 0 ~ the
) ~ recreation building (Resource 33, 1896) is a one-story, five-bay, hip-roof
building with a three-bay pedimented portico and a long hip-roof rear wing. The recreation building {Resource
33, 1896) exhibits details and materials common to other buildings of the military post era, including segmental
arched window openlngs with brick jack arches, concrete or stone window sills, two-over-two-l~ghtwindow
sashes, a wood cornlce, a stone or poured concrete water table above the raised basement, and a
stringcourse of raised bricks above the first story. The entablature and pediment of t h e portico are supported
by slender, paired Tuscan columns resting on brick piers. The pediment is clad in weatherboard and pierced
with a vented oculus. Three steps provide access to the poured concrete deck under the portico and to the
central entry. An arch with a decorative stone keystone and an apparent original fanlight frame the
replacement metal frame doors of the main entrance.
The side elevations of the main block of the building each contain three windows. A rear projection
connects the main block to the eight-bay (dhnrM/wMIwldlw) rear wing. Each bay of the wing IS slightly
recessed, with brick corbelling definrng the top of each recess and a raised brick stringcourse dividing each
recess at window sill level. The side single-leaf entries each contain replacement doors accessed by poured
concrete stairs. The rear elevation of the wing is spanned by three windows and topped with a single hip-roof
dormer with a vent. The building has a cut stone foundation, and the brick exterior is laid in stretcher bond.
The rood is sheathed in asphalt shingles.

Resource 34. Quiet Ward Building. 1906. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 34 is listed as a quiet ward building on the 1921 layout plan map produced by the U.S. Treasury
Department for the U.S. Public Health Service. The building served psycho-neurotic patients according to the
1923 layout plan of the campus by the War Department, Construcfion Service of the Quattermaster Corps. On
a 1932 campus plot plan Resource 34 (1906) was utilized as a continued treatment ward building. In 1948
Resource 34 was utilized as a hospital buildingn4'The quiet ward building (Resource 34, 1906) IS located to
the east of the occupational building (Resource 1, 1896) in the south portion of the historic drstrict near the
center of the group of buildings surrounding the original Fort Logan H. Roots parade ground (Resource G ,
circa 1890s). The building was constructed in 1906 as a sixty-five man barracks and is listed in the National
Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District.
The building currently contains the Veterans Affairs Learning University offices. Oriented to the southwest, the
quiet ward building (Resource 34, 1906) is a two-story , eleven-bay (wlw/dlwlwldfwlwldhhriw), side-gable
building with a 'three-bay, front-gable, central projecting pavilion. It exhibits details and materials common to
other buildings of the military post era, including brick segmental arched window and door openings, concrete
or stone window siHs, two-over-two-light window sashes, a large lunette window with a keystone in the front
gable, a stone water table, and a wood cornice. The facade is spanned by first- and second-story galleries that
are composed of wood Tuscan columns and wood decking, surrounded by metal railings, supported by
rusticated stone piers, and sheltered by a shed roof sheathed in standing seam metal. From the galleries,
there is a double-leaf entrance into the central pavilion containing replacement metal frame glass doors,
sidelights, and transom, and a single-leaf entrance into each wing containing a six-light door.
et
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The side elevations are two bays wide with two small four-light windows in the attic of the gable end. Metal
staiiways lead to second-story single-leaf entries containing metal doors. The rear elevation is spanned by a
two-story enclosed porch that resembles the open galleries of the facade. Tuscan columns divide the porch
into bays that contain paired windows with six-over-six-light wood sashes set into stuccoed wall panels. Each
end of the porch features a single-leaf entry with a four-light wood panel door surrounded by four-light
sidelights and a six-light transom. The building has a rusticated stone foundation, and the brick exterior is
finished in stretcher bond. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles. An enclosed connecting corridor
(Resource E, circa 1900s-1920s) extending from the center of the rear porch links the quiet ward building
(Resource 34, 1906) to the bathing building (Resource 38, 1907) and the laboratory and mortuary building
(Resource 39. 1907).
Resource 35. Acute Building. 1907. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 35 is listed as an acute building on both the 1921 layout plan map produced by the U.S.
Treasury Department for the U.S. Public Health Service and the ?923 layout plan of the campus by the War
Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On a 1932 campus plot plan the building was
utit~zedfor records storage. In 1948 Resource 35 contained a pharmacy."2The acute building (Resource 35,
1907) is located to the north of the receiving building {Resource 37, 1907) and is associated with the buildings
dating to the period of Fort Logan H. Roots. The acute building (Resource 35, 1907) was constructed in 1907
as a lavatory and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Fort
Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. The building currently contains telephone switching equipment.
Oriented to the west, the acute building (Resource 35, 1907) is a one-story, three-bay, front-gable building that
attaches to the receiving building (Resource 37, 1907) by way of an enclosed connecting corridor (Resource
E, circa 1900s-1920s) on its south elevation. The acute building (Resource 35, 1907) exhibits details and
materials common to other buildings of the military post period, including brick segmental arched window and
door openings, concrete or stone window sills, two-over-hvo-light window sashes, a small arched window
opening with a vent in each gable end, a stone water table, and a wood cornice with cornice returns. The
central bay of the west elevation and the right bay of the east elevation each contain a single-leaf entry with a
replacment metal door. The building is supported by a rubble stone foundation. The brick exterior is laid in
stretcher bond, and the roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.
Resource 36. Dental and Therapy Building. 1907. Confributingbui!ding. Previously Listed.
Resource 36 is listed as a dental and therapy building on both the 1921 layout plan map produced by the
U.S.Treasury Department for the U.S. Public Health Service. It is simply designated a dental building on the

1923 layout plan of the campus by the War Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. On
a 1932 campus plot plan the building continues to be utilized as a dental clinic. In 1948 Resource 36 contained
the director's office and a clinic.d3The dental and therapy building (Resource 36, 1907) is located to the north
of the receiving building (Resource 37, 1907) and is associated with the buildings dating to the period of Fort
Logan H. Roots. The building was constructed in 1907 and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places
" United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System,North Little Rock, Arkansas.
a3
United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, North tittle Rock, campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas.
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as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. The building cumntly
contains ofices pertaining to human resources. Oriented to the south, the dental and therapy building
(Resource 36, 1907) is a one-story, side-gable, T-shape building that attaches to the receiving building
(Resource 37, 1907) by way of an enclosed connecting corridor (Resource E, circa 1900s-1920s) extending
from the center of its facade. The dental and therapy building (Resource 36, 1907) exhibits details and
materials common to other buildings of the military post era, including brick segmental arched window and
door openings, concrete or stone window sills, two-over-two-light window sashes, a stone water table, and a
wood cornice with cornice returns. An enclosed porch spans the facade, and the only entrance into the porch
is through the connecting corridor, Tuscan columns divide the porch into bays that contain paired windows
with six-over-six-light wood sashes set into stuccoed wall panels. The side elevations of the side-gable porTion
of the building are two bays wide with a four-bay, front-gable wing extending to the rear. The rear elevation of
the wing is spanned by a porch with square wood column supports and a metal railing. The porch is supported
by stone piers that have been enclosed with brick on the left side. On the right, a double-leaf entry below the
porch provides access to the basement. The building has a raised rusticated stone foundatian, and the brick
exterior is finished in a stretcher bond. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.
Resource 37. Receiving Building. 1907. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 37 is listed as a receiving building on both the 7921 layout plan map produced by the U.S.
Treasury Department for the U.S. Public Health Service and the 1923 layout plan of the campus by the Wat
Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. By 1932 Resource 37 was latilized as a
continued treatment ward burlding. In 1948 the building contained
The recieving building (Resource
37, 2907) is located to the west of the recreation building (Resouroe 33, 7896) in the south portion of the
historic district near the center of the group of buildings surrounding the Fort Logan M. Roots parade ground
(Resource G, circa 1890s). The building was constructed in 7907 as a sixty-five man barracks and is listed in
the National Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post
Histor~cDistrict. The building currently contains offices pertaining to human resources Oriented to the
southeast,
the
receiving
building (Resource
37,
1907)
is a two-stoy, thirteen-bay
(wldlwlwiwJwld/w~~IdIwlw),
side-ga ble building with a three-bay, front-gable, central projecting pavilion that
closely resembles the quiet ward building (Resource 34, 1906). The receiving building (Resource 37, 1907)
exhibits details and materials common to the other buildings of the military post period, including brick
segmental arched window and door openings, concrete or stone window sills, two-over-two-light window
sashes, a large lunette window with a keystone in the front gable, a stone water table, and a wood cornice.
The facade is spanned by first- and second-story galleries that are camposed of wood Tuscan columns and
wood decking, surrounded by metal railings, supported by rusticated stone piers, and sheltered by a shed roof
sheathed in standing seam metal. From the galleries, there is a double-leaf first story entrance into the central
pawillon, containing replacement metal frame glass doors, sidelights, and a transom, as well as a single-leaf
entrance into each wing.
The side elevations are two bays wide and two small bays filled with vents are located near the apex of the
gables. Metal stainvays Iead to second-story single-leaf entries containing metal doors. The rear elevation is
spanned by a two-story enclosed porch that is clad in wood panels with one-over-one-light metal window
44
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sashes. The porch reveals none of the detailing found on the facade galreries. A single-leaf entry with a metal
door provides access to the porch near the center of the building, and a covered walkway extends from this
entrance to North Drive. The building has a rusticated stone foundation, and the brrck exterior is finished in
stretcher bond. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles. Endosed connect~ngcomdors (Resource E, circa
1900s-1920s) exlending from the rear porch to either side of the entrance link the receiving building
(Resource 37, 7907) to the acute building (Resource 35, 1907) and the dental and therapy building (Resource
38,1907).
Resource 38. Bathing.Building. 1907. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 38 is listed as a bathrng building on the 1921 layout plan map produced by the U.S. Treasury
Department for the U.S. Public Health Service. On the 1923 layout plan of the campus by the War
Depadrnent, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps, Resource 38 is designated as an acute
building. Resource 38 was utilized as a storehouse in 1932 and as a bath and clothing building in ~ 9 4 8The
.~~
bathing bullding (Resource 38, 1907) is located to the nodheast of the quiet ward building (Resource 34,
1906) and is associated with the buildings dating to the p r i o d of Fort Logan St. Roots. The building was
constructed in 1907 as a lavatory and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a contributing
resource of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. The resource cuvently contains the
Veterans Affairs Learning University offices. Oriented to the northeast, the bathing building (Resource 38,
1907) is a one-story,fie-bay, side-gable building that attaches to the quiet ward building (Resource 34, 1906)
by way of an endosed connecting corridor (Resource E, circa 1900sf920s) extending along the side of its
southwest elevation. The bathing building (Resource 38, 1907) exhibits details and materials common to other
buildings of the military post period, including brick segmental arched window and door openings, concrete or
stone window sills, two-over-two-light window sashes, a small arched window opening with a vent in each
gable, a stone water table, and a wood cornice with cornice returns. The northeast elevatron features a
double-leaf entry with replacement single-light doors. A one-story, shed-roof addition with stucco walls and sixover-six-light windows span the southeast half of the rear elevation. This addition connects to the enclosed
corridor that links the bathing building (Resource 38, 1907)and the quiet ward building (Resource 34, 1906).
The building is supported by a rusticated stone foundation, and the brick exterror is finished in a stretcher
bond. The roof is covered in asphalt shingles.
Resource 39. Laboratory and Mortuary Building. 1907. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
Resource 39 is l~stedas the laboratory and mortuary building on a 1921 layout plan map produced by the
U.S. Treasury Department for the U.S. Public Health Sewice. The resource is indicated as a laboratory
building on a 1923 Payout plan of the campus by the War Department, Construction Service of the
Quartermaster Corps. The resource continued to be designated a laboratory building on a 1932 earnpus plot.

By 1948 Resource 39 was utilized as a do mi tor)^,^^ The laboratory and mortuary building (Resource 39, 1907)
is located to the northeast of the quiet ward building (Resource 34, 1906) and is associated with the buildings
dating to the period of Fort Logan H. Roots, The building was constructed in 1907 as a mess hall and kitchen
45
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and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the ForE Logan H. Roots
Military Post Historic District. The building currently contains the psychosocia! residential rehabilitation program
(PRRPT). Oriented to the southwest, the laboratory and mortuary building (Resource 39, 1907) is a one-story,
side-gable, T-shape building that closely resembles the dental and therapy building (Resource 36, 1907). I?
attaches to the quiet ward building (Resource 34, 1906) by way of an enclosed connecting corridor (Resource
E, circa 1900s-1920s) extending from the front corner of its northwest elevation. The 1aborator)l and mortuary
building (Resource 39, 1907) exhibits details and materials common to the other buildings of the military post
era, including brick segmental arched window and door openings, concrete or stone window sills, two-overtwo-light window sashes, a stone water table, and a wood cornice with cornice returns. An enclosed porch clad
in stucco spans the facade and has a central metal door flanked by paired two-over-two-light windows. The
porch does not display the stylistic details seen in the porch of the dental and therapy buildrng (Resource 36,
1907). The side elevations of the side-gable portion of ofthe building are two bays wide, with a four-bay, frontgable wing extending to the rear. The rear elevation of the wing is spanned by a pdrch with square wood
columns and a metal railing. The porch is supported by stone piers that have been enclosed with brick on the
left side. On the right, a double-leaf entry below the porch provides access to the basement. The building is
supported by a rarsed stone foundation, and the brick exterior is fin~shedin stretcher bond. The roof is
sheathed in asphalt shingles.
Resource 40. Medical Officer in Charge Quarters. 1907. Contributing building, Previously Listed.
The medical officer in charge quarters (Resource 40, 1907) is located to the southeast of the medical
officers duplex quarters (Resource 24, 1898) in the southwest portion of the historic district and is associated
with the residential buildings dating to the period of Fort Logan H. Roots. The building was constructed in 7907
as a single-family commanding officer's quarters and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a
contributing resouroe of the Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. The building continues to be
utilized as a residence. Oriented EQ the southwest to face West Drive and to overlook the Arkansas River, the
medical officer in charge quarters (Resource 40, 1907)is a two-and-one-half-story, four-bay (w$wldhu), sidegable house with a three-bay, front-gable central pavilion extending from the left portion of the facade. The
building exhibits details and materials common to the other buildings of the military post period, including brick
jack arches above all window and door openings, sandstone window sills, two-over-two-light window sashes,
single- and multi-light wood panel doors, a stone water table, a brick stringcourse above the second story, a
wood cornice with dentils, cornice returns, and four brick chimneys with decorative corbelling. The facade of
the building is spanned by a one-story screened-in porch that wraps around the southeast comer of the
building. The porch is supported by rusticated stone piers and is composed of wood Tuscan columns, wood
decking, and a turned wood balustrade. Brick steps provide access to the porch and to the dwelling's facade
entry, which contains paired single-light wood panel doors with a four-light transom.
A two-bay, front-gable wing extends from the center of the rear elevation, and a one-story, hip-roof porch
extends along its northwest elevation. The porch is suppoded by square wood columns and features a singleleaf entry on the northeast corner. Vertical boards enclose the lower portion of the porch, and screens enclose
the upper podion. The residence is supported by a rusticated stone foundation. The brick exterior is finished in
stretcher bend. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.
Resource 41. Nurses' Quarters. 190711923. Contributing building. Previously Listed.
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Resource 41 is listed as the nurses' quarters on both the 1921 layout plan map produced by the U.S.
Treasury Department for the U.S. Public Health Service and the 1923 layout plan of the campus by the War
Department, Construction Service of the Quartermaster Corps. The two-story, hip-roof, novthem portion of the
building with the two-story porch was added to the main block of the building by the Veterans Bureau in 1923.
Resource 41 continued to be utilized as a nurses"uaarters at least lhrough 1948.~'
The nurses' quarters
(Resource 41, 1907) is located on t h e west side of the parade grounds (Resource G ,circa 1890s) in the group
of buildings dating to the period of Fort Logan H.Roots. The building was constructed in 1907 as a bachelor
officer'squarters and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places as a contributing resource of the Font
Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. The building currentry contains offices related to the fiscal
operations of the facility. Oriented to the east, t h e nurses' quarters (Resource 41, 1907) is composed of two
sections: a two-story, eleven-bay, hip-roof section and a two-story, t hree-bay, hip-roof section to the right of
the larger block that was constructed in 1923. The nurses' quarters (Resource 41, 1907) exhibits details and
materials common to the other buildings of the military post period, including brick jack arches above the
window and door openings, concrete or stone window sills, two-over-two-light window sashes, hip-roof
dormers, a stone water table, and a wood cornice. A one-story porch supported by large brick piers spans the
center three bays of the larger block. Poured concrete steps provide access to the porch and to the central
entrance, which contains a single nine-light door. The three-bay block is spanned by a two-story porch with
similar brick piers supporting the second story and paired wood columns supporting the roof. Both the first and
second stories contain central entrantxs with multi-light doors.
Viewed from the rear elevation, the building has two projecting wings--one is to the rear of the three-bay
block and the other is a two-story, hip-roof wing extending from the center of the larger block. A two-bay porch
with simple square wood pests shelters an entrance on the north elevation of the central rear wing. The larger
block has a stone foundation. The smaller, three-bay block tests on a poured concrete foundation. Both
sections have a brick exterior finished in stretcher bond, and the roofs are sheathed in asphalt shingles.
Resource 42. flag Pole. Circa 1975. N~ncontrjbutingobject.
The flag pole (Resource 42, circa 1975) is located to the south of the recreation building (Resource 33,
1896) at the center of the narth side of the parade ground (Resource G,circa 1890s). The flag pole is a
common object found at many Second Generation Veterans Hopitals and usually serves as a focal point of the
campus. The flag pole is a simple metal pole s~ttingon a poured concrete base at ground level. The original
flag pole was moved from in front of the surgical building (Resource 11, 1896) and was replaced by the

current version circa 1975.

Resource 45. Water Tower and Tank. 1911. Contributing structure.
The water tower and tank {Resource 45, 1911) is located to the north of the occupational building
(Resource 1, 1896) on the northern side of North Drive. This steel water tank and tower has four supports with
bracing between the supports providing additional stability. The tank itself is a cylinder with an eight-sided roof.
A metal pedestrian walkway with a metal railing is located around the base of the tank.
Resource 54. Single-Bay Garage. 1934. Contributing building.
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The single bay garage (Resource 54, 1934) is located to the northwest of the medical officer in charge
quarters (Resource 40, 1907) in the sacrthwest portion of the historic district in the group of residential
buildings dating to the period of Fort Logan H. Roots. Oriented to the northeast, the single-bay garage
(Resource 54, 1934) is a one-story, single-bay, shed-roof building. The garage has a poured concrete
foundation and contains a metal sectional overhead door. The brick exterior is laid in a stretcher bond.

Resource 58. Clinical Building. f 931. Contributing building.
The clinical building (Resource 58, 6931) is located to the west of ofthe receiving building (Resource 37,
1907) on the northwest side of the parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890s). It was constructed in 1931 as
the main hospital building for the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District. The building curredly contains
research facilities and Veterans Affairs Learning University offices. Oriented to the southeast, the clinical
buildrrng (Resource 58, 1931) is a three-story, fiwe-bay, truncated hip-roof building with two-story, four-bay, flatroof side wings and a three-story, hip-roof, central rear wing. The center rear wing connects the main block to
a two-story, multi-bay, flat-roof section. Overall the main block and rear section create an H-shape. The
facade of the clinical building (Resource 58, 1931) has a partially raised basement, and the basements of the
rear wing and flat-roof rear section are partially or fully exposed walkout basements. The building exhibits
simple Colonial Revival and Classical Revival detailing, includrng nearly symmetrical facade fenestration.
concrete window sills, a concrete band surrounding the building above basement level, two narrow concrete
stringcourses extending between the second and third stories, a wood cornice,and gable dormers with vents.
The main entry is accessed by a granite flight of steps leading to a stone deck on a brick foundation. An
elaborate stone surround frames the central first story entrance and second story tripartite window. The entry
is flanked by engaged Tuscan columns supporting an entablature, which are in turn flanked by pilasters
supporting a second entablature. The entablature above the columns is topped with a turned balustrade that
creates a faux balcony below the second story windows. These tripartite windows are framed with a stone
architrave with decorative ear moldings, and the central window is accentuated by pilasters supporting a
declarative window hood with a large elliptical medallion. The entry contains a replacement metal frame glass
door, sidelights, and transom, and all of the windows contain replacement one-over-one-l1gh2sashes.
The southwest elevation features a below-grade loading dock addition running into the basement of the
central rear wing and a sdairwell addition with a metal door located on the south elevation of the rear flat-roof
section. The rear elevation of the rear flat-roof section contains a central entry with metal-frame-automatic
double doors beneath a large flat-roof awning. On the northeast elevation, a four-story, truncated-hiproof
section projects through the roof of the central wing. The building's brick exterior is finished in five-course
common bond. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.
Resource 59. Five-Bay Garage. 1934. Contributing building.
The five-bay garage (Resource 59, 1934) is located to the northeast of one of the medical oficers duplex
quarless (Resource 14, 1896) in the southwest portion of the historic district in the group of residential
buildings. Oriented to t h e southwest, the fwe-bay garage (Resource 59, 1934) is a one-story, five-bay, shedroof garage. The structural tile building has a poured concrete foundation. Five replacement metal overhead
doors span the facade of the building, and five w~ndowopenings with vents span the rear elevation.
Resource 60. Ten-Bay Garage. 1934. Contributing bulifdmg.
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The ten-bay garage {Resource 60, 1934) is located to the northeast of one of the medical officers duplex
quarters (Resource 12, 1896) in the southwest portion of the historic district in the group of residential
build~ngs.Oriented to the northwest, the ten-bay garage (Resource 60, 1934) is a one-story, ten-bay, shedroof garage. The structural tile building is supported by a poured concrete foundation. Ten metal, replacement
overhead doors span the facade of the building, and ten window openings filled with vents span the rear
elevation.
Resource 61. Three-Bay Garage. 1934. Contri'bufing building.
The three-bay garage (Resource 61, 1934) is located to the northeast of the ten-bay garage (Resource 60,
1934) in the southwest portion of the historic district In the group of residential buildings. Oriented lo the
southeast, the three-bay garage (Resource 61, 1934) is a one-story, three-bay, shed-roof garage. The
strucZural tile building has a poured concrete foundation. Three metal, replacement overhead doors span the
famde of the building, and three window openings with vents span the rear elevation.

Resource 65. l nfirmary Building. 1936. Contributing building,
The infirmary building (Resource 65, 1936) is located between the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building
(Resource 66, 1944) and the receiving and acute ward building {Resource 111, 1928) in a row of H-buildings
that border the west side of the historic district. The buildzng currently contains Veterans Benefits
Administration offices. Oriented to the northeast, the infirmary building (Resource 65, 19361 is oriented to the
rear of the current main hospital bullding (Resource 170, 1983). The infirmary building (Resource 65, 1936) is
a two-story, twenty-one-bay, gable-roof building on a raised basement with hip-roof return wings creating an
overall H-shape. The facade features a five-bay, hip-roof double-projecting central pavilion wrth a pediment
and two three-bay, hip-roof return wings. A decorative stone surround accentuates the central facade entrance
and second-story window. Acanthus leaf brackets support a segmental arched pediment {hat crowns the entry,
and directly above it a stone architrave with decorative ear moldings and elongated flanking scroll brackets
frame the second story window. The other windows of the central pavilion are enhanced by stone or concrete
jack arches with keystones, and the flanking windows of the hip-roof portion of the central projection have
brick jack arches with stone or poured concrete keystones. A covered walkway exXends from the facade
entrance to connect it to the system of covered walkways (Resource F, circa 1980s) linking the other buildings
in this portion of the historic district, Below this shelter, the central front entry is accessed by a flight of granite
steps, and a long poured concrete ramp provides access to an adjacent entrance. The main facade entrance
contains a replacement nine-light metal door, the ramp-accessible entrance contains a solid metal door, and
the majority of windows throughout the building contain replacement one-over-one-light sashes. The return
wings terminate in two-story arcaded porches that have been endosedl with brick and windows. The infirmary
building (Resource 65, 1936) exhibits Colonial Revival and Classical Revival details, including a concrete
water table, concrete window silts, brick jack arches above most window openings, a wide vinyl-clad cornice
and soffits, brick projections resembling chimneys rising to the rear of the central projecting pavilion, lunette
window openings filling the pediments, and an arched dormer with vents above the end of each hip-roof wing.
Along the rear elevation the building has a fully exposed above grade walkout basement. There is no
central pavilion; rather, a three-bay, hip-roof wing extends from the center of the building between the two
Ranking return wings. A flat-roof elevator shaft addition has been constrvcted between the north and central
wings. Also, along the main block between the wings, the building is spanned by one-story, flat-roof brick
porches sheltering poured concrete loading docks. The porches have arched brick openings in front of each
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rear pedestrian entrance. The building's brick exterior is finished in five-course common bond, and the roof is
sheathed in ti!e shingles.

Resource 66. Tuberculosis Neuropsychiatric Building. 1944. Contributing building.
Resource 66 is indicated as the tuberculosis neuropsychlatric building {Resource 66, 1944) on a 1944 and
1948 plot plans." The tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building (Resource 66, 1944) is located between the
infirmary building (Resource 65, 1936) and the acute building (Resource 68, 1944) in a row of M-buildings that
border the west side of the historic district. The tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building (Resource 66, 1944)
currently contains outpatient services. Oriented to the northeast, the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building
(Resource 66, 1944) is oriented to the rear of the current main hospital building (Resource 170, 1983). The
tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building (Resource 66, 1944) is a two-story, multi-bay, side-gable H-building on
a raised basement. In its massing, fenestration, and detaiis, the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building
(Resource 66, 1944) closely resembles the infirmary building (Resource 85, 1936) but does have some
notable variations. The facade features a five-bay, hiproof central double-projecting pavilion with a three-bay,
front-gable pedirnented section flanked by three-bay, hiproof return wings, Most of the central door surround
has been removed or obscured, and the windows of the central bays receive no special distinction. As with the
infirmary building (Resource 65, 19361,a covered walkway (Resource F, circa 1980s) extends from the central
entrance to connect it to the system of covered walkways linking the other buildings in this portion of the
historic district. It appears that the grade in front of the building has been modified so that the path ta the entry
requires no steps. The main entrance contains a single automatic door, and all of the windows throughout the
building contain replacement one-over-une-light sashes. Flat roof additions, perhaps containing stairwells or
elevators, have been constructed in the corners by the return wings. The return wings terminate in two-story
arcaded porches that have been enclosed with large metal-frame windows. The tuberculosis neuropsychiatric
building (Resource 66, 1944) exhibits common Colonial Revival and Classical Revival details, including a
concrete water table, concrete window sills, a wide vinyl-clad cornice and soffits, brick chimneys rising to the
rear and either side of the central projecting pavrlron, and lunette windows piercing the pediments. Both side
elevations of the building feature loading docks within their'projecting side gables. The loading dock on: the
northwest elevation is sheltered by a simple metal awing, while that on the southeast elevat~onis sheltered by
a more substantial hip-roof brick porch.
The rear elevation of the building has a fully exposed walkout basement above grade. There is no central
pavilion; rather, a three-bay, front-gable wing extends from the center of the building between the two hip-roof
return wings.Along the main block between the wings the building is spanned by one-story brick porches with
metal mansard roofs. The right porch shelters a loading dock, and the left porch shelters an entry with slid~ng
doors. Both porches are accessed by poured concrete stairs and ramps. The building is clad in five-course
common bond brick wrth a tile shingle roof.

Resource 68. Acute Building. a94.4. Contributing building.
The acute building (Resource 68, 19443 is located to the north of the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building
(Resource 66, 1944) at the end of a row of H-buildings that border the west side of the historic district. The
acute building (Resource 68, 1944) currently contains educational facilities and storage space. Oliented to the
--
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northeast, the acute building (Resource 68, 1944) is a two-story, nineteen-bay, side-gable H-building on a
raised basement. In its massing, fenestration, and details, the acute building (Resource 68, 1944) closely
resembles the infirmay building (Resource 65, 1936) and the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building ('Resource
66, 1944) but has some notable variations. The facade of the acute building (Resource 68, 1944) features a
five-bay, hip-roof double-projecting central pavilion with a three-bay, front-gable portion and two three-bay,
hip-roof return wings. The central entry is accentuated by a wood pedirnented door surround with fluted
pilastem, dentil moldings, and paneled reveals. The main entry retains a nine-light door with four-light
sidelights and a multi-light transom. The entry is accessed by granite stairs and, unlike the other H-buildings, it
is not sheltered by a covered walkway. All of the w~ndowscontain replacement one-over-one-tight sashes. A
two-story addition, perhaps containing a stairwell or elevator shaft, has been constructed on the inside of the
left return wing. The return wings terminate in hYo-story arcaded porches that remain open but are enclosed
with chain-link screens. The acute building (Resource 68, 1944) exhibits Colonial Revival and Classical
Revival details. including a concrete water table, concrete window sills, a wide vinyl-clad cornice and sofffts,
brick chimneys rising to the rear and to either side of the central pediment, and lunette windows piercing the
pediments.
The rear and side elevations have fully exposed above grade walkout basements. There is no central
pavilion; rather, a three-bay, front-gable wing extends from the center of the building between the two hiproof
rear return wings. Along the main block between the wings the building features a small loading dock next to
the left wing and a single-leaf entry with poured concrete stairs nexl 10 the right wing. On the side elevations,
simple single-leaf entrances into the central bays of the gable-roof projections of the main block appear to
serve as additional primary points of entry for the building. The building is clad in five-course common bond
brick, and the roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.

Resource 69. Boiler House. 1936. Contributing building.
The 'boiler house (Resource 69, 1936) is located northeast of the laundry building (Resource 159, 1956)
within the east portion of the historic district in a cluster of ma~ntenanceand utility buildings. The boiler house
(Resource 69, 1936) is oriented to the northeast towards First Street and the golf course (Resource D, circa
1930s). The boiler house (Resource 69, 1936)is a rectangular, flat-roof building with a brick exterior finished
in five-course common bond and accentuated by a concrete stringcourse and parapet cap. A three-bay, metalclad loading dock addition extends from the center of the northeast elevation. It contains a single pedestrian
entry and two large entries filled with metal overhead doors. To the right of the loading dock, a shed-roof brick
addition extends around the northeast corner of the building. On the northwest elevatron beyond the addition,
the building is accessed through a large belowgrade entry containing paired metal doors flanked by large
replacement sidelights and topped with double transom windows. The southwest elevation also has a doubleleaf, below-grade entry, as well as four large multi-light awning windows and a large vent. The southeast
elevation of the building features a below grade window, a large awning window, a smaller window, and a
small vent.
Resource 76. Seven-Bay Garage. 1934. Contrjbuting building.
The seven-bay garage (Resource 70, 1934) is located to the northeast of the administrative assistant
quarters (Resource 15, 7896) and the single quaflers (Resource 107, 1928) in the southeast partion of the
historic district. The seven-bay garage dates to the period of VA ownership. Oriented to the southwest, the
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seven-bay garage (Resource 70, 1934) is a one-story, seven-bay, shed-roof garage. The structural tile
building has a poured concrete foundation. Seven metal, replacement overhead doors span the facade of the
building, and seven window openings with vents span the rear elevation.

Resource 75. Swine Pavilion. 1940. Contributing buildingThe swine pavilion (Resource 75, 1940) is located on a satellite section of the campus discontiguous from
the main pofiion of the historic district and approximately -25-mile to the north of the northern boundary of the
main portion of the historic district. This discontiguous portion of the historic district is adjacent to a parking lot
located at the intersection of First Street and West Scenic Drive. Oriented to the southwest, this swine pavilion
is one of the last vestiges of the agricultural activities that occurred at the North Little Rock VA Hospital. The
building is T-shape with a Dutch roof punctuated by large ventilators. Above the main entry on the southwest
elevation is a concrete marker denoting "V.A. 75," indicating the building number. The northwest wing of the
southwest elevation has a loading dock and large entry. The right wing (southeast) has two windows, each
filled with two-over-two horizontal light, double-hung metal sashes. A number of windows along the northwest
and southeast side elevations of the rear portion of the building have windows filled with multi-fight. metal
awning sashes.The swine pavilion (Resource 75. 1940). approximately 175 feet in length, exhibits a mortared,
random rubble sandstone exterior. The exterior material is similar to the rock fence (Resource A, circa 1930s1940s) purportedly constructed by the WPA along the eastern boundary of the historic district. Some of the
windows have been enclosed with glass blocks or vents. The gables appear to be clad in Masonite siding or
similar material. The severely deterioratbd asphalt shingle roof contains many large openings exposing the
roof supports and interior of the building to the elements.
Resource 76. Dining Hall. 1942. Contrfbuting building.
The dining hall (Resource 76, 1942) is located to the northeast of the receiving and acute ward building
(Resource I 11 1928) and southeast of the current main hospital building (Resource 730, 1983). The building
continues to contain nutrition and food services for the medical center. Oriented to the southwest,The dining
hall (Resource 76, 1942) is a one-story, multi-bay building. From northwest to southeast the facade is
composed of a three-bay (wlwlw), front-gable section; an eight-bay (wlw/w/wiwhy/wlw),flat-roof section
sheltered by a porch; a three-bay (wldlw), front-gable section; and a seven-bay (wldIwhy/wIwhrv),flat-roof
addition section constructed in 9952.Both of the flat-roof sections are recessed from the wall planes of the
front-gable sections with a five-bay, stone-faced arcaded porch spanning the space between the front-gable
projections and a ramp covered wrth a metal flat-roof porch extending along the facade of the flat-roof additon
section. The building is clad in five-course common bond brick and exhibits Colonial Revival and Classical
Revival detailing, including a stone water table, a stone cornice along the gable ends, a stone stringcourse
and parapet cap on the flat-roof sections, stone quoins adorning the comers, stone window sills, h i c k jack
arches at all window and door openings, stone keystones above the windows of the gable sections, a stone
architrave with a decorative keystone framing the single-leaf entry of the second frontgable section, nine-light
oculus windows in the gables, protruding acanthus leaf keystones above the arches of the porch, a parapet
with stone panelling above the arcade, and a decorative wrought-iron railing enclosing the porch. The windows
all contain replacement one-over-one-light sashes. The southeast elevation of the addition has a brick arcaded
flat-roof porch sheltering two single-leaf entries with similar door surrounds.
Along the rear elevation the building has a raised basement, but the first story exhibits similar massing and
fenestration as the front elevation. The doors of the southeast flat-roof addition dating to 1952 and gable
1,
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sections are accessed by brick and concrete stairs with decorative metal rai2ings. The main block's flat-roof
section is spanned by a large flat-roof awning located between the gable-roof section that shelter fully exposed
basement loading dock entries that feature a metal overhead door and paired metal pedestrian doors.
The flat-roof addition along the southeast elevation of the main block was constructed in 1952, after the
period of s~gnificance.Although this addition nearly doubles the footprint of the building, three elevations of the
original main block are clearly visible, including the original facade elevation. The flat-roof addition utilizes
similar materials, design, and massing as the original block of the dining hall (Resource 76, 1942). Even with
the increase to the footprint of the building created by the post-1950 addition, the dintng hall (Resource 76,
1942) continues to retain sufficient integrity to contribute to the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District.

Resource 78. Gatehouse. 1937. Contributing building.
The gatehouse (Resource 78, 1937) is located in the southeast portion of the historic district. The
gatehouse does not currently appear to be in use. Oriented to the southeast, it is a one-story, two-bay, crossgable building clad in mortared sandstone and covered with an asphalt shingle roof. The corners are adorned
with stone pilasters composed of the same stone used to clad the building; these mimic the design of the rock
fence (Resource A, circa 1930s-1940s) along the eastern historic district boundary and extend~ngdown the
hillside flanking Fort Roots Drive. Viewing the facade, the front-gable portion is to the left and contains a
twelve-light awning window, and the side-gable portion to the right contains a single-leaf entry with six-light
sidelights. The northeast elevation has a window with a fixed eighteen-light sash, and the windows of the rear
and southwest elevations contain six-light casements. The gatehouse (Resource 78, 1937) appears to have
been constructed with WPA laborn4"
Resource 80. Storehouse. 1944. Contributing buiding.
The storehouse (Resource 80, 1944) is located to the southeast of the laundry building (Resource 159,
1956) in the southeast portion of the historic district within a cluster of maintenance and utility buildings. The
building currently contains engineering and shops facilit~es. Orrented to the northwest, the storehouse
(Resource 80, t 944) is a one-story, nine-bay (wIddhIwIwIddlw/d/w), side-gable building canstnrcted on a
slope with basement windows visible along the rear and northeast elevations. A poured concrete loading dock
covered by a flat-roof awning spans the facade. The building exhibits simple details, including stone or
concrete window sills and a wood cornice with cornice returns. The left double-leaf entry contains nine-light
doors with a ten-light transom, while the other entrances have replacement metal doors and the windows
contain six-over-six-light metal sashes. All of the first-story bays of the side and rear elevations also contain
windows. The northeast elevation has a double-leaf basement entry, and the gable of this elevation features a
lunette window with a keystone and an eight-light sash. The storehouse (Resource 80, 1944) is clad in fivecourse common bond brick and is covered with an asphalt shingle roof.

Resource 87. Water Tower and Tank. 1951. Noncontributing sfmfure.
This water tower and tank (Resource 87, 19513 is located near the original water tower and tank (Resource
45, 1911) and to the north of the occupation building (Resource 1, 1896) on the north side of Nodh Drive. This
metal water tower and tank (Resource 87, 1951) has five supports and a central shaft with bracing between
Janette Miller, Chronicle of a Century The Story of Fort Roots, f 893-1993 (North Little Rock, AR: EEO Centennral
Comm~ttee,1993):53,62.
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the supports providing additional stability. The tank itself is a cylinder with a rounded top and bottom. A metal
pedestrian walkway with a metal railing is located around the lower portion of the tank.

Resource 88. Switchgear Building. 1955. Noncbntribufing building.
The switchgear building (Resource 88, 1955) is located to the west of the continued treatment building
(Resource 101, 1923) near a parking lot. Oriented to the south, the switchgear building (Resource 88, 1955)
is a one-story,single-bay, small, side-gable building. A change in brick color indicates that approximately onethird of the building is an addition. The south elevation features a double-leaf entrance with vented metal
doors. The upper portions of the gable ends contain vents and are clad in vertical wood siding. The building
has a poured concrete foundation and is clad in brick laid in a stretcher bond. The roof is covered with asphalt
shingles.

Resource 89. Physical Rehabilitation Building. t 958. Noncontributing builcfing.
The physical rehabilitation bullding (Resource 89, 1958) is located to the north of the continued treatment
building {Resource 102, 1923). The building currently contains facilities related to mental health care and
prosthetics. Oriented to the north, the physical rehabilitation building (Resource 89, 1958) is a long,
rectangular, two-story, multi-bay, flat-roof building with two one-bay, single-story, fat-roof projections on the
facade. The building is clad in six-course common bond brick with a corbelled brick cornice around the
roofline. Its single and grouped windows all have concrete sills and contain replacement one-over-one-light
sashes. Along the facade the building features a single window in each projection, and it has double automatic
doors, a single window, and a single-leaf pedestrian entry on the main block between the projections. The
entrances are spanned by a simple flat-roof porch. On the west elevation, the first four bays of the building rise
two stories, while the seven rear bays only rise one story. Each bay contains a ribbon of four windows. The
entire east elevation Hses two stories and contains three singe-leaf entrances and one double-leaf entrance,
all with three-light doors. The rear elevation features central first- and second-story double-leaf entrances with
a ra~sedpoured concrete ramp providing access to the second story.

Resource 90. Showers and Locker Room Building. 1958. Noncontributing building.
The showers and locker room building (Resource 90, 1958) appears to have been constructed for the
adjacent baseball field (Resource N, circa 1957). The showers and locker room building (Resource 90, 1958)
located in the northwest corner of the historic district, is situated north of the acute building (Resource 68,
1944) and south of the baseball field. The building currently is utilized for recreation storage. Oriented to the
northwest, it is a one-story, seven-bay {d/wfd/w/w/d/w), side-gable building. The roof is trimmed with wood
fascia boards and wood soffits. The single-leaf entrances all contain metal doors, and the small windows have
brick sills and contain one-over-one-tight metal sashes. The side and rear elevations are spanned by windows.
The building is on a poured concrete foundation and is clad in six-course cammon bond brick. The roof is
sheathed in asphalt shingles.

Resources 92-96. Baseball Bleachers. 1957. Noncontrjbufing stwdum.
The baseball field is located in the northwest corner of the historic district. Oriented to the northeast, the
bleachers (Resources 91-96, 1957) are located behind the baseball diamond. Supported by poured concrete
bases, the bleachers consist of metal frames with wood benches and decking. The bleachers are sheltered by
a corrugated metal roof that is supported by metal posts set into poured concrete piers built into a short
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concrete retaining wall. The field also features two below grade dugouts composed of poured concrete and
concrete block, each with poured concrete stairs, metal railings, a cantilevered concrete roof, and two wood
and metal benches.
This structure seems to be associated with the change in the mid- to late 1950s, when substantial olrtdoor
recreational facilities were being constructed at Second Generation VeteransYospitals ta serve as a
therapeutic outlet for patients and, in the case of baseball fields, to facilitate public interaction with the
patients. This resource also dates to the period when drug therapy began to surpass the use of vocational
farm labor as a form of treatment for psychiatric patients. Since farm labor was no longer a vital funct~onof the
patient's therapy, additional time was available for recreational activities.
Resource t01. Continued Treatment Building. 1923. Contributing building.
The continued treatment building (Resource 101, 1923) is located to the north of the clinical building
(Resource 58, 1931) on the north side of North Drive. The building currently contains the Office of Resolution
Management and other services. Oriented to the southeast, the continued treatment building (Resource 1131,
1923) is a modified H-building with relatively short projecting return wings along the facade and rear elevations
and long wings extending from the sides of the building beyond the return wings. The form of the building
probably relates to its construction during the early 1920s prior to the development of larger H-buildings
located within the historic district, such as the infirmary building (Resource 65, 1936) and the tuberculosis
neuropsychiatric building (Resource 66, 1944).
The continued treatment building (Resource 101, 1923) is a two-story, multi-bay, hiproof building. hke
many early ward buildings dating to the early 1920s, the facade does not feature a central pavilion; rather,
nine bays span the space between the three-bay return wings, and seven-bay wings extend faem the side
elevations of the building. The continued treatment building (Resource 101, 1923) features very simple
detailing, including stuccoed window sills, a triparlite window over the central entrance, and a decoratwe
stuccoed door surround composed of banded pilasters and an entablature. A covered walkway (Resource F,
circa 1930s through 1950s) extends south from the central entrance to tie into the system of covered
walkways linking this section of the historic district. The central bays of the return wings also contain singleleaf entries; all facade entries contain replacement doors and are accessed at grade by small poured concrete
ramps. The windows all contain typical replacement one-over-one-light sashes.
Along the rear elevation are one-story porches with square sZuccoed columns spanning the side wings.
The right porch has been enclosed with stuccoed panels, while the left porch remains partially open and
senres as a loading dock. One-bay stairwell projections with metal doors are located at the inside corners
where the return wings meet the central mass of the building. The building is clad in stucco, and the roof is
sheathed in asphalt shingles.

Resource 102. Continued Treatment Building. 1923. Contrbuting building.
The continued treatment building (Resource 102, 1923) 1s located ta the east of another continued
treatment building (Resource 161, 1923) on the north side of North Drive. Oriented to the south, this continued
treatment building {Resource 102, 1923) is a modified H-building similar to the previous continued treatment
building (Resource 101, 1923). The form of the building probably relates to its construction during the early
1920s prior to the development of larger H-buildings located within the historic district, such as the infirmary
building (Resource 65, 1936) and the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building {Resource 66, 1944). The building
currently contains the Office of Information Management and storage facilit~es.
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The continued treatment building (Resource 102, 1923) is a two-story, multi-bay, hip-roof building that very
closely resembles the previous continued treatment building (Resource 101, 1923) in its massing, fenestration,
and detailing. with a few minor differences. Like Resource 101, the facade of this continued treatment building
(Resource 102, 1923) does not feature a central pavilion; rather, nine bays span the space between the threebay return wings, and seven-bay wings extend from the side elevations of the building. The continued
treatment building (Resource 102, 1923) features very simple detailing, including stuccoed window sills, a
tripartite window over the central entrance, and a decorative stuccoed door surround composed of banded
pilasters and an entablature. A covered walkway (Resource F, circa 7930s to 1950s) extends south from the
central entrance to tie into the system of covered walkways linking the resources in this portion of the historic
district. Unlike Resource 101, the central bays of the return wings of this continued treatment building
{Resource 102, 1923) do not contain single-leaf entries. The facade's double-leaf entrance has metal frame
glass replacement doors, and the windows all contain typical replacement one-over-one-light sashes.
On the rear elevation spanning the side wings are one-story porches with square stuccoed columns. The
left porch has been partially enclosed with stuccoed panels but retains a one-bay loading dock on the end.
The right porch remains entirely open and appears to serve as a staff break area. One-bay stairwell;
projections with single-leaf entries filled with metal doors are located at the inside corners where the rear
return wings meet the central mass of the building. The building is clad in stucco, and the roof is sheathed in
asphalt shingles.

Resource 103. Disturbed Patients Building. 1923. Contrjbuting bui!ding.
The disturbed patients building (Resource 103, 1923) is located to the northeast of the occupational
building {Resource 1, 7 896) on the north side of North Drive. Oriented to the southwest, the disturbed patients
building (Resource 103, 1923) is a modified H-building with compact massing that differs from the elongated
massing of the previous two continued treatment buildings (Resources 701 and 102, both 7923). The
disturbed patients building (Resource 103, 1923) cumently serves as a conference center.
The disturbed patients building (Resource 103, 1923) is a two-story, multi-bay, hip-roof building. Unlike Hbuildings dat~ngto Period II {the late 1920s to 7950) found within the historic d~strrct,the facade af the
disturbed patents building (Resource 103, 1923) does not feature a central pavilion; rather, seven bays span
the space between the single-bay return wings, and the hip-roof projections of the main block's side elevations
slightly project from the wall planes of the retum wings. The disturbed patients building (Resource 103, 1923)
features very simple detailing, including stuccoed window sills, tripartite windows along the facades of the
retum wings, and a central decorative stuccoed door surround with a pediment. A covered walkway extends
south from the central entrance to tie into the system of covered s~dewalks(Resource F, circa 1930s through
1950s) linking the resources within this portion of the historic district. The front entrance contains a nine-light
door with two-light sidelights and a five-light transom. The windows throughout the building contain typical
replacement one-over-one-light sashes.
The side and rear elevat~onsare supported by a fully exposed walkout basement, and there are single-leaf
basement entrances into the centers of the slightly projecting side elevations of the building's main block. On
the rear elevation, the end bays of the return wings are divided to suggest that they may have once terminated
in porches although it is unclear if these were ever actually open. The space between the return wings is filled
with a one-story, flat-roof, brick basement addition that features two arched openings with recessed single-leaf
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entries filled with metal doors. The addition appears to date to after the period of significance. The disturbed
patients building (Resource 103,1923) is clad in stucco with an asphalt shingle roof.

Resource i04. Male Attendants' Quarters. q923. Contributing building.
The male attendants' quarters (Resource 104, 7923) is located to the northeast of the Law Enforcement
Training Center (Resources 1910,1995; and 191, 2002) in the southeast corner of the 'historic district. The
building currently is utilized as a training center. Oriented to the east to face East Drive, the male attendants'
quarters (Resource 704, 1923) is a two-story, nine-bay, hip-roof building. The building exhibits minimal
Colonial Revival elements: such as symmetrical fenestration, a projecting water table, stuccoed window sills,
three hip-roof dormer w~ndows,paired windows in the facade and rear bays, a tripartite window over the
central entrance, and a flat-roof entry porch supported by wood Tuscan columns. The central facade singleleaf entry contains an aluminum frame replacement glass door, sidelights, and transom. The windows
throughout the building contain replacement two-over-two-light sashes. The side and rear elevations each
feature a central, single-leaf entrance with a metal door. t h e north elevation also contains a second-story
entrance with a small metal balcony and ladder. The building is clad in stucco, and the roof is sheathed in
asphalt shingles. A covered walkway extends from the rear elevation of the male attendants' quarters
(Resource 104. 1923) to the Law Enforcement Training Center (Resources f 90, 1995;and 191, 2002).

Resource 105. Occupational Therapy Building. 1923. Contributing building.
The occupational therapy building (Resource 105, 1923) IS located to the southwest of the continued
treatment building (Resource 5 , 1896) on the southeast side of the parade ground (Resource G,circa 1890s)
in the southeast porZ~onof the hosp~taldistrict. The building originally was constructed as an occupational
therapy building that also included a theater. The auditorium, or theater, included serveral hundred mounted,
folding theater seats, a balcony, and a projector roorn.""he
building currently contains Veterans Affairs
Learn~ngUniversity support and storage facilit~es.Oriented to the northwest to face Hill Road, the occupational
therapy building (Resource 105, 1923) is a two-story, three-bay, front-gable building with one-story, two-bay
side wings. The occupational therapy building (Resour= 105, 1923) is situated on a rise and accessed by a
double flight of poured concrete stairs or a long concrete ramp. Both the gable ends and the flat roof sections
of the building have parapets with concrete caps. The facade features three arched entries crowned with
poured concrete keystones and containing replacement metal-frame glass doors. A small three-light window is
located above the centered entry, and a lunette pierces the gable. The side wings contain windows with
concrete sills and four-over-four-light and six-over-six-light wood sashes.
The side elevations of the wings are divided into five paired bays with a window and an entry in the second
bay from the rear and windows filling the remaining bays. The center of the gable roof along each side
elevation is pierced with a hip-roof dormer with a vent. The rear ellevation features two partially below grade
entrances into the basement of the wings. There is no entrance into the gable end. The gable section contains
two windows with six-over-six-light sashes, an enclosed window, and a lunette. The building is supported by a
raised poured concrete foundat~on,and the brick exterior of the building is finished in stretcher bond. The roof
is sheathed in asphalt shingles.

sa

Information provided by the Supervisory Genera! Engineer of the projects section, United States Department of Veterans
Affairs, North Lrttle Rock campus of t h e Central Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System,North Little Rock, Arkansas.
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Resource 106. Tuberculosis Cottage. 1923. Contributing building.
The tubercufosis mttage (Resource 106, 1923) is located to the southwesj of the surgical building
(Resource 11, f 896) near the south boundary of the historic district and near the southeast side of the parade
ground (Resource G, circa 1890s). The building currently contams ofices related to the directorlchief of staff.
Oriented to the north, the tuberculosis cottage (Resource 106, 1923) is a long one-story, twenty-fivebay, hiproof building with a small three-bay, hip-roof facade projection. The facade entrance is located to the right of
the three-bay projection and features a wood pedimented porch supported by pilasters and two small columns
on brick piers. The single-leaf entrance contains a replacement metal-frame glass door with sidelights. The
windows throughout the building have concrete sills and contain paired or single two-over-two-light
replacement sashes.
Constructed on a slope, the rear elevation exhibits a fully exposed basement and features two basement
entrances with metal doors. There is also a first-story entrance accessed by metal stairs. The fenestration
across the rear is less orderly than the facade and features typical double-hung windows and five groupings of
four windows with fixed single lights. The building is supported by a poured concrete foundation and the brick
exterior is finished in brick laid in a stretcher bond. The raof is covered with asphalt shingles.
Resource 107. Single Quarters. i928. Contributing building,
The single guafiers (Resource 107, 1928) is located to the east of the administrative assitant quarters
(Resource 15, 1896), an earlier residential quarters, in the southeast portion of the historic district. The
building continues to sewe as a residence. Or~entedto the south to overlook the bluff, the single quarters
(Resource 107, 1928) ISa one-story, three-bay, hip-roof residence. An integral screened-in porch spans the
facade. The porch is supporled by a brick base and features wood columns, a wood railing, and a concrete
deck. The building exhibits simple materials and details, including brick window sills, soldier courses above all
window openings, two-over-two-light replacement window sashes, single-light wood doors, arched dormer
vents above the facade and end rear elevations. and wood eaves and cornice. The facade features a central
entry. The west elevation has a side entry covered by a small awning and a partially below grade basement
entry in a poured concrete stairwell. The side elevations are four bays deep, and the rear is spanned by five
windows. The house is supported by a raised stuccoed basement, and the brick exterior is finished in a
stretcher bond. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.
Resource 1II.
Receiving and Acute Ward Building. f 928. Contribrrtlng building.
The receiving and acute ward building (Resource 111, 1928) is located to the south of the infirmary
building (Resource 65, 1936) in a row of H-buildings that eflends along the west edge of the historic district.
The building currently contains ofices related to the audiology department and enwronmental management
services. Oriented to the northeast, the receiving and acute ward building (Resource t 'I1, 1928) is a two-story,
twenty-two-bay, side-gable H-building on a raised basement. The facade features a three-bay, front-gable
central projecting pavilion and three-bay, front-gable return wings. The central entry has a decorative stone
surround, but its design is obscured by the reof of the covered walkway that attaches to the building above the
door. This covered sidewalk (Resource F, circa 1980s) extends straight from the facade entrance to connect
in to the system of covered walkways linking the other buildings in this portion of the historic district. Below this
shelter, the central facade enty is accessed by a flight of poured concrete steps with a metal railing. The
single-leaf entry contains a replacement metal-frame glass door with sidelights. The windows throughout the
build~ngcontain replacement one-over-one-light sashes. The return wings terminate in two-story flat-roof
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porches defined by simple pilasters. The first-story porch of the left wing remains open, but the others have
been enclosed with stuccoed panels and windows. The receiving and acute ward building (Resource 111,
1928) exhibits minimal Colonia! Revival details, including a pr~jectingwater table, stuccoed window sills, jack
arches with keystones above the windows of the central pavilion, a wide vinyl-clad cornice and soffits, a
decorative arched recess in the central facade pediment, and oculsls windows with vents in the other
pediments.
Each side elevation features a single-leaf entry into the center bay of the projecting gable end. The rear
elevation of the building has a fully exposed walkout basement above grade. There is no central pavilion;
rather, a three-bay, gable wing extends from the center of the building between the two rear return wings. The
end of this wing has two basement entrances filled with metal overhead doors. The left sjde of the right return
wing also features a small poured concrete loading dock sheltered by a shed-roof awning. The building is clad
in stucco, and the roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.
Resource 114. Station Garage. i930. Conlributing building.
The station garage (Resource 114, 1930) is located to the northeast of the storehouse (Resource 80,
1944) in the group of maintenance and utility buildings. The building currently contains engineering shops.
Oriented to the northeast to face First Street, the station garage (Resource f 14, 1930) is a one-story, threebay, flat-roof garage with a smaller two-bay ptojectlon to either side. The building's exterior is finished in
painted brick and features brick soldier courses above the seven garage door openings. Each opening
contains a modem metal overhead door. The rear elevation IS spanned by fifteen windows, most of which are
filled with vents.
Resource 115. Laundv Building. f930, Contributing building.
The laundry building (Resource 115. 1930) is located to the south of the station garage (Resource 114,
1930) in a cluster of maintenance and utility buildings. Engineering shops are currently located within the
laundry bvfkling (Resource 175, 1930). Oriented to the southeast to face First Street, the laundry building
{Resource 7 15, 1930) is a one-story, ten-bay {wldd/dwldwlwwldwlwwlwdMdw), side-gable building. A
poured concrete loading dock sheltered by a metal shed-roof awning spans the facade. The paired windows
and doors of the facade contain six-over-six-light metal awning windows and single-light metal doors with
multi-light transoms. Each end of the facade also features a below grade basement entry. The side and rear
elevations are spanned by single and paired windows. The building IS supported by a poured concrete
foundation, and the exterior is finished in brick and structural tile. The roof is sheathed In asphalt shingles. A
number of vents pierce the roof.

Resource 117. Greenhouse. 1930. Contribuffng building.
The greenhouse (Resource 117, 1930) is located to the west of the storehouse {Resource 80,1944) in a
cluster of maintenance and utility buildings. Oriented to the southeast, the greenhouse (Resource 117, 1930)
consists of a one-story, four-bay (wldlwlw),side-gable building attached to a long gable-roof greenhouse. The
side-gable building has a concrete block foundation and is clad in Masonite siding. The roof rs covered in
asphalt shingles. The entrance on the southeast elevation contains a metal door sheltered by a bracketed
awning, and the windows contain one-overane-light replacement sashes. The greenhouse portion has a
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raised concrete block foundation and is covered with a corrugated translucent fiberglass or plexiglass roof.
There is a single-leaf entrance into the southwest gable end. A chainlink fence encloses the yard around the
greenhouse to the west.

Resource 158. Blacksmith Shop. 1948. Conftfbutingbuilding.
Resource 158 is located to the southeast of the swine pavilion (Resource 75, 7940) within the
discontiguous historic district boundary of the agricultural section of the historic district. Oriented to the
northwest, this agricultural building is one of the last vestiges of the farming activities that occurred at the
North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District as a form of therapy for the patients suffering from neurological
illnesses. The building is currently utilized for storage. The blacksmith shop (Resource 7 58, 1948) has an
exterior of mortared, random rubble sandstone with multi-light hopper windows. The facade features three
garage openings and a double-leaf entry. The severely deteriorated asphalt shingle gambrel roof has
collapsed on one side, threatening the building's preservat~on.A cormgated metal shed spans the rear
elevation. Even with the diminkshed integrity of the building with the partially collapsed roof, this building is a
contributing resource to the historic distr~ctas a rare rernarning example of a building related to the hospital's
agricultural operations utilized as occupational therapy for the patients during the period of significance.
Resource f 59. Laundry Building. 1956. Noncontributing building.
The laundry building (Resource 159, 1956) is located to the northwest of the storehouse (Resource 80,
1944) in a cluster of maintenance and utility buildings. This laundry building (Resource 159, 1956) replaced
the functions of an earlier laundry building (Resource 115, 1930). This building continues to function as a
laundry. Oriented to the northeast to face First Street, this laundry building (Resource 159. 1956) is a one- and
two-story, multi-bay, fiat-reof building on a raised basement. The buildtng consists of a two-story section to the
southeast and a longer one-story section ta the northwest. The building is clad in stretcher bond brick and
concrete panels with a grid of metal and glass panels defining the upper bays. The facade features a single
metal door and double metal doors into the basement level. The laundry building (Resource 159. 1956) has
loadrng docks on the northwest and southwest elevations and a garage door opening on the southeast
elevation.

Resource t62. Research Building. 1955. CVonconfribwting building.
Resource 162 is located to the south of the swine pavil~on(Resource 75, 1940) within the discontiguous
historic district boundary of the former agricultural section of the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic Drstrict.
Oriented to the southeast, this outbuilding is one of the last vestiges of the agricultural activities that occurred
at the facility. The original use of the building is unknown, although by the early 1980s it was designated as a
research building. The research building {Resource 162, 1955) is a one-story, two-bay, side-gable building
with an exterior of mortared, random rubble sandstone. The facade features a single-leaf entry and a windew
with an air conditioning unit; each side elevation has a single window, and the rear elevation has two windows,
all of which have been enclosed with plywood. The roof is covered in corrugated metal with two ridgeline
ventilators. A 1956 aerial photograph of the campus indicates a below grade ramp for laadrnglunloading trucks
was located in front of the facade entry of the research building (Resource 162, 1955).51
United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas.
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Resowrce 164. Patient Toilet Building. 1955. Noncontributing building.
The patient toilet building (Resource 164, 1955) is located to the east of the disturbed patients building
(Resource 103, 1923) near a parking lot in the southeastern portion of the historic district. The resource no
longer appears to be utilized for its original purpose. Orienied to the northeast, the patient toilet building
(Resource 164, 19553 is a one-stoq, one-bay, front-gable building. The building has a single wood door on the
facade and a window with a six-light sash on each side elevation. The building has a mortared, random rubble
sandstone exterior and is covered with an asphalt shingle roof.

Resource 166. Recreation Shelter. Circa 1961)s. NonconSribufing structure.
Resource 766 is located near Lake Good Hope (Resource L, 1962) in the northeast portion of the historic
district. The recreation shelter (Resource 166, circa 1960s) consists of a metal frame supporting a gable roof
and a flat roof clad in corrugated metal. The roofs shelter a poured concrete pad, a small plywood closet, and
a stone fireplace and chimney. A small concrete block structure sits to the west of the shelter.
Resource 167. Restrooms. 1961. Noncontributing building.
Resource 167 is located to the east of the =creation shelter (Resou~ce166, circa 1960s) near Lake Good
Hope (Resource L, 1962) in the northeast portion of the historic district. Oriented to the west, the restrooms
build~ng(Resource 167, 1961) is a one-story, two-bay concrete block building with
metal doors along the
facade. The building currently serves as storage. The top portion of the building is open to the air and
screened with metal caging. The building is covered with a corrugated metal roof.

Resource 168. Golf Course Caddy House. 1963. NonconfrJbvting buifding.
The golf course caddy house (Resource 168, 1963) is located to the east of the current main hospital
building (Resource 170, 1983) on the east side of First Street adjacent to the golf course (Resource D, circa
1930s).The building is currently utilized as the dub house for the golf course. Oriented to the south, the golf
course caddy house (Resource 168, 1963)is a one-story, seven-ba y ( w ~ M l d I W M I w )side-gable
,
build~ngwith
a gable-roof rear wing. Some of the windows contain single-light sashes, while others are enclosed with
shutters. The bullding is clad in random mortared sandstone and is covered with an asphalt shingle roof. The
rear elevation is spanned by a flat-roof, vinyl-clad garage.

Resource 170. Main Hospital Building (aka Eugene J. Towbin Healthcare Center). 1983.
Noncontributing building.
The current main hospital building (Resource j70, 1983) is located to the east of the infirmary building
(Resource 65, 11936) and the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building (Resource 66, 1944) in the center of the
northern portion of the historic district. Known as the Eugene S . Towbin Healthcare Center, it currently serves
as the main hospital building for the medical center. Oriented to the northeast. the four-story building is
composed of a central connecting section flanked by multiple wings surrounding inner courtyards or light wells.
The central facade entrance is indicated by a round fountain and a large flat-roof canopy at the center of a
glass connecting section that links the symmetrical north and south portions of the building. The canopy
extends over a circular drive. Two narrow, brick clad towers flank the entry. The central connecting section of
the building is a narrow, metal frame and glass structure four stories in height. To the rear of this glasslmetal
frame central connector is a two-stov, flat-roof section with landscaped patios to either side. The first story of
the building a poured concrete with brick cladding on the upper three stories. A number of the corners of the
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building are rounded. The upper stories are also defined by strings of large, hor~ontalwindows with two light
sashes. The northwest and southeast four-story wings are nearly symmetrical in design and massing, with
each having four interior courtyards or light wells. This large building is nearly 750 feet in length (extending
from each side elevation) and 300 feet deep (from the facade to the rear elevation). Each elevation of the
wings has a large recess from the wall plane of the building. These recesses, the horizontality of the building
as expressed by the ribbons of windows. the central metal frame and glass connector, and the rounded
corners of the wings all assist in reducing the massing of the building when viewed from the various
elevations.

Resource I76. Research Storage. 1975. Noncontributing buildirrg.
Resource 176 is located directly southeast of the swine pavilion (Resource 75, 1940) within the
discontiguous pot-lion of the historic district boundary containing the buildings relating to the hospRal's former
agricultural operations. Oriented to the northeast, this research storage building (Resource 176, 1975) is a
single-story, frontgable, metal-dad building with a flat-roof projection along the left side (southeast elevation).
The facade has a central recessed entry area. Three single-leaf entries are located wilhin this recess, w ~ t han
entry into each of the three elevauons of the recess. The entries are filled with rnetal doors. A single-leaf entry
with a slngEe-light metal door is located along the rear elevation. The building contains a few vents and no
windows. The research storage building (Resource 176, 1975) has a concrete block foundation and appears
to rest on a concrete slab.

Resource 179. Patient Toilet Building. 1948, Contributing building.
The patient tollet building (Resource 179, 1948) is located to the northeast of the baseball field (Resource
N, circa t 957) in the north portion of the historic district. Oriented to the southwest, it is a one-stay, singlebay, side-gable building with a mortared, random rubble sandstone exterior. The roof is covered with asphalt
shingles. The building has single-leaf entries on the facade and gable ends. A window with six-over-six-light
sashes is located on the rear elevation.

Resource 180. Gasoline Pumps Canopy. 1989. Nonconfrjbutingstrucfure.
The gasoline pumps canopy (Resource 180, 1989) is located between the engineering shop building
(Resource 185, 1986) and the Law Enforcement Training Center (Resources 190,1995; and 191, 2002) in the
southeast comer of the historic district. This flat roof metal canopy supported by three metal posts shelters
four standard fuel pumps.

Resource 181. Emergency Generator Building. Circa 1980s. Noncontributing building.
The emergency generator building (Resource 181, circa 1980s) IS located to the southeast of the acute
building (Resource 68, 1944) near the row of H-buildings extending along the western edge of the historic
district. The emergency generator building (Resource 181, circa *f980s} is a one-story, single-bay, flat-roof
building. The longer sides of the building (the n o r t h s t and southeast elevations) each have a single-leaf
entry filled with a metal door, and the shorter elevations (northeast and southwest elevations) each have a
large vent. A soldier course of brick extends above each door and vent opening. The building is clad in
stretcher bond brick and is topped with a metal cap.
Resource 182. Warehouse. 4983. Noncantributing building.
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The warehouse (Resource 182, 1983) is located to the west of the receiving and acute ward building
(Resource 111 , 1928) and adjacent to the west boundary of the historic district. Oriented to the northwest, it is
a one-story, front-gable warehouse. The northwest (facade) elevation has a recessed loading dock with two
large overhead doors and five pedestrian entries. The northeast elevation is divided into nine bays. The bays
of the building are divided by brick pilasters with six soldier courses of brick running between the pilasters
below the eaves. The northeast elevation has a single-leaf entry with a metal door, and the southeast
elevation has a below-grade basement entry. The roof is accentuated by an elevated arched portion with
windows running along the ridgeline. The building has a poured concrete and concrete bfock foundation and is
clad in stretcher bond brick. The roof is sheathed in metal.

Resource 3 85. Engineering Shop Building. 1986. Noncontributing building.
The engineering shop build~ng(Resource 785, 1986) is located to the southwest of the gasoline pumps
canopy (Resource 180, 1989) in the southeast corner of the historic district. Oriented to the northeast, the
engineering shop building (Resource 185, 1986) is a large, gable-roof, metal clad storage building. The facade
features two large metal overhead garage doors and a single metal pedestrian door sheltered by a small flatroof metal awning. The southwest gable end also has an overhead door, and the other elevations do not have
any openings.

Resource 186. Hexagon Picnic Shelter. Circa 1980s. Noncontributing structure.
The hexagon picnic shelter (Resource 186, circa 1980s) is located to the east of the baseball field
(Resource N, circa 3957) at the center of a park in the north podion of the histon'c district. The hexagon picnic
shelter (Resource f 86, circa 7980s) is a wood structure composed of six posts supporting a hexagonal asphalt
shingle roof. The shelter is located in the center of a poured concrete picnic area surrounded by a low brick
wall.
Resource 387. Golf Course Storage Building. f 995. Noncontributing building.
The golf course storage building (Resource 187, 1995) is located to the south of Lake Good Hope
(Resource L, 1962) in the north portion of the historic district. OrienZed to the south to face the golf couse, it is
a single-story, side-gable, metal-clad storage building. The facade features a single metal pedestrian door and
a rnetal overhead garage door. The other elevations do not have any openings.
Resource 189. Mental Health Compensated Work Therapy Program Building. 1979. Nonconfnbuting
building.
The mental health compensated work therapy program building (Resource 189, 1979) is located between
the dining hall (Resource 76, 1942) and the physical rehabilitation building (Resource 89,1958). Oriented to
the south, the mental health compensated work therapy program building (Resource 189, 1979) is a one-story,
front-gable, metalclad building. The facade features a single rnetal pedestfian door sheltered by a covered
walkway and flanked by windows with two horizontal sliding sashes. The west elevation contains four windows
each with three single-light sashes, and the east elevation has three similar windows. A poured concrete
loading dock covered by a flat-roof metal awning spans the rear elevation, which features a large metal
overhead doer, a single-leaf entry with a metal door, and two small windows.
Resources 196 and 191. Law Enforcement Training Center. 499512002. Noncontributjng building,
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The Law Enforcement Training Center (Resources 190, 1995; and 191, 2002) is located to the southwest
of the male attendants' quarters {Resource 104, 1923) in the southeast comer of the historic district. Oriented
to the northeast, that portion of the building constructed in 1995 (Resource 190) is a Y-shaped building. An
entry pavilion Mth ribbons of three-light windows faces the male attendants' quarters (Resouroe 104, 1923).
The Y-shaped portion of the building appears as one story along the facade, but the southeast wing,
constructed on a slope, rises to three stories in height, The 1995 portion of the building (Resource 190) has a
concrete block foundation and is dad in stretcher bond brick. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.
An addition {Resource 191) was constructed in 2002 to the north-northwest portion of the the north "am" of
the earlier Y-shaped section (Resource 190) of the Law Enforcement Training Center located in the southeast
corner of the histofic district. Or~entedto the northwest, this addition (Resource 191) is a large, one-story,
side-gable building that connects to Resou~ce190 via a small connector at the end of its southeast efevatfon.
Pilasters along the length of the building divide it into bays, although most of the bays do not contain any
openings. Two soldier courses of brick extend between the pilasters under the eaves. The main entrance to
the building is located near the southwest end of its northwest elevation. It contains a double-leaf entry with
metal-frame doors, sidelights, and transom. Three windows framed in soldier courses with keystones and
containing single-light sashes occupy the bays to the right of the door. A five-sided sewice projection extends
from the northeast gable end of the addition. The addition has a concrete block foundation and is clad in
stretcher bond brick. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.
A second addition to the building was under construct~onin March 2009.This multi-stow addition is located
along the south-southeast elevation of the 1995, Y-shape portion of the building (Resource 190). The addition
extends to the south-southeast from the southwest arm of the "Y."

Resource 192. Law Enforcement Office Building. Circa 2007. Noncontn'butlng building.
This relatively new building (Resource 192, 2007) is located to the nofiheast of the male attendants'
quarters (Resource 104, 1923) in the southeast corner of the historic district. Oriented to the west, it is a onestory, side-gable building with recessed entries at either end of the facade. The lower third of the walls and the
corner entries are clad in stretcher bond brick, and the remainder of the building is clad in vertical metal
paneling. Each entry contains paired metal doors, and the side elevations contain three windows with singlelight sashes. The building has a poured concrete foundation and is covered with a metal roof.
Resource 199. Emergency Storage. Circa 2000s. Noncontribrrfing building.
The emergency storage budding (Resource 199, circa 2000s) is located to the southwest of the engineering
shop build~ng(Resource 185, 1986) in the southeast corner of the historic district. The emergency storage
building (Resource 199, circa 2000s) is a small, shed-roof metal storage unit supported by skids. Oriented to
the northwest, the front of the building features a large metal door. The other three elevations do not exhibit
any bays.
Resource 200. Storage Building. 2007. Noncontributing building.
This storage building (Resource 200, 2007) is located between the park and Lake Good Hope (Resource L,
1962) in the northern portron of the historic district. Onented to the southwest to face First Street, it is a large,
single-story, side-gable, metal-clad storage building wrth three large metal overhead garage doors and two
metal pedestrian doors spanning the famde. The other three elevations have no bays. The building is
supported by a concrete foundation.
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Resource T-160. Bowling Alley. T946. Contributing building.
This bowling alley (Resource f-160, P946;) is located to the northwest of the engineering shop building
(Resource 785, 1986) in the southeast corner of the historic district, The building is currently utilized for
storage. The bowling alley (Resource T-160, 1946) is a corrugated metal Quonset hut with a poured concrete
foundation. The ends are clad in wood siding with a single metal door at one end and paired wood doors at the
other. Both side elevations are spanned by a ribbon of windows sheltered by corrugated metal awnings
superted by wood braces.
Due to a shortage of construction materials both during and immediately following World War II, Quonset
huts were frequently recycled at Second Generation Veterans Hospitals to fulfill a variety of uses. According to
a 3948 plot plan of the campus (updated to 7949) this Quonset hut was ut~tizedat the time as a bowling

Resource T-IM. Bowling Alley. 1946. Contributing bujiding.
This bowling alley (Resource T-767, 1946) is located to the southeast of the previous Quonset hut that was
also utilized as a bowling alley (Resource T-160, 1946). Both bowling alley buildings are located in the
southeast corner of the historic district. This bowling alley (Resource T-161, 1946) is a corrugated metal
Quonset hut with a poured concrete and concrete block foundation. The ends are clad in wood s~dingwith a
single metal door at one end and paired metal doors at the other. An air conditioning unit projects from each
side elevation. According to a 1948 plot plan of the campus (updated to f 949) this Quonset hut was utilized at
the time as a bowling alley.53
Resource T-166. QuonsetHut Storage Building. 1946. Noncontributing building.
This Quonset hut storage building (Resource T-166, 1946) is located to the northeast of the blacksmith
shop (Resource 158, 1948) in the discontiguous portion of the historic district boundary containing the
remaining buildings of the hospital's former agricultural operations. Oriented to the southwest, it is a
corrugated metal Quonset hut on a poured concrete base and pad. The facade is completely open. Although
dating to the period of significance, this Quonset hut was moved to its present location in 1989 and does not
relate to the agricultural function of this part of historic district. Therefore, nt is considered a noncontributing
resource to the historic district.
Resource T-167. Quonset Hut Storage Building. 1946. Noncontributing building.
This Quonset hut storage building (Resource T-167, 1946) is located to the southeast of the blacksmith
shop (Resource 158, 1948) in the discontiguous portion of the historic district boundary containing the
remaining buildings of the hospital's former agricultural operations. Oriented to the northwest, it Is a
corrugated metal Quonset hut on a poured concrete base and pad. The facade is completely open. The side
elevations are partially composed of poured concrete. Although dating to the 7940s,this Quonset hut was
moved to its present location in 1989 and does not relate to the agricultural function of this portion of the
historic district. Therefore, it is considered a noncontributing resource to the historic district.
ST

United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, No;rth Lile Rmk campus of the Central
Aeansas Veterans Healthcare System, North L~ttleRock, Arkansas.
53
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Resource A. Rock FencelKneewalflRetaining Wall. Circa 1930s. ContributEng structure.
A molrtared rock fence (Resource A, circa 1930s) ts located along the eastern perimeter of the historic
district. It is a mortared, random rubble sandstone wall with a stone cap. Stone piers are spaced at intewals
along the wall and at corners and openings. The wall is tiered in areas because of changes in the terrain. The
same material used to construct the wall can be seen on the gatehouse (Resource 78, 19371,the fountains
(Resources H and I, both circa 1930s-1940s), the patient toilet building (Resource 179, 79481, and on the
remaining agricultural buildings located on a diswntrguous tract north of the historic district, including the
swine pavilion (Resource 75, 1940), the blacksmith shop (Resource 158,1948), and a small research building
(Resource 162, 1955). The mortared rock fence begins at the southeast comer of the historic district, then
exfends in a straight line to the norlh toward the entrance to the facility at Fort Roots Drive. The rock fence
(ResourceA, circa 1930s) then turns to the southwest and forms a CE-shape on either side of Fort Roots Drive
at the entrance to the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District and includes the gatehouse (Resource 78,
1937). A gap is found between Zhe fence at the entrance of the historic district as nt would have extended due
north to the woods next to the golf course (Resource Dl circa 1930s). The fence then extends along the
eastern boundary of the historic district, extending to the north from the woods for approximately 1,650 feet
along the east boundary of the historic district to the northeast corner of the historic district. Approximately 300
feet south of the northeas! corner is a gap in the rock fence of approximately 3130 feet in length in which it no
longer exists.
The rock fence also flanks
Roots Drive as it decends Big Rock from the southeastern entrance to the
historic district. The majority of the resource is a short kneewall along one side of Fort Roots Drive, while the
opposite side is often a taler retaining wall. The mortared wall is composed of the same materials as the rock
fence portion along the boundary of the hospital, but it also has a concrete cap. The rock wall/fence continues
along the edge of Fort Roots Drive for approximately 3,850 feet, induding two sharp switchbacks, to its
intersection with W. Long 1 7 ' ~
street. At this ~ntersectionare two gateposts capped with modern light fixtures.
The kneewall curves to the northwest and west before ending. This area appears to have contained a
structure in the past, as two breaks are located along the kneewall in this section for a sidewalk and a
driveway. The kneewalllretaining wall is located at the very edge of Fort Roots Drive, This rack fence
(Resousce A, circa 7930s) appears to have been constructed as a Works Progress Administration {WPA)
project.5c

Resource B. Equipment Shelter. Circa i980s. Noncontributing structure,
This equipment shelter (Resource B, circa 1980s) is located at the northwest end of the station garage
(Resource 114, 1930). Metal posts and frame support a wood asymmetrical gable roof covered with asphalt
shingles. The equipment shelter (Resource B, circa 1980s) is enclosed with chain link fencing.
Resource C. Golf Course Picnic Shelter. Circa 1970s-1980s. Noncontributing structure.
The golf course picnic shelter (Resource C , circa 1970s-1980s) is located to the southeast of the golf
course caddy house (Resource 168, 7963)on the east side of First Street near the golf course. Wood posts

" Janene Miller, Chmnicie of a Cenhcry: The Sory of Forf Roots, 1892-1993 (North Little Rock, AR: EEO Centennial
Committee, 1993):53
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suppod a wood gable roof covered with asphalt shingles. The structure shelters a poured concrete deck with
picnic tables.

Resource O, Golf Course. Circa 1930s. ContJjbutjng site.
The golf course (Resource D, circa 1930s) is located in the northeastern portion of the historic district,
along the eastern edge of the historic district boundary. The initial date of the golf course is unclear. Two
online sources indicate the golf course (Resource D, circa 1930s) was constructed in 1925. A 1932 plot plan
depicts the golf course in its approximate current location, but does not indicate the location of fairways and
greens or the number of holes included within the course at the time." The nine-hole public golf course and
golf range is currently known as the Emerald Park Golf Course and was leased in -I998 to the city of North
Little Rock. The city continues to operate the golf course.5"

Resource E. Connecting Corridors. 4900s-1920s. Contributing sfrucfures.
The connecting corridors found at the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District connects the
occupational building, the quiet ward building, and the receiving building {Resources 1, 1896; 34, 1906; and
37, 1907) to the smaller dependency buildings located directly behind them (Resources 2 4 , 35, 36, 38, and
39). These are all one-story, frame corridors built on poured concrete piers. All of them are covered with
asphalt shingle gable roofs, but their other materials vary. The corridors linking the occupational building
(Resource 1, 1896) to the convalescent building, occupational therapy building, and convalescent building
(Resources 2, 3, and 4, all 1896) are clad in verlical wood panels, and their windows contain replacement oneover-one-light sashes. The corridors linking the quiet ward building (Resource 34, 7906) to the bathing building
and the laboratory and mortuary building (Resources 38 and 39, both 1907) are clad in stucco, and their
windows contain six-over-six-light double hung sashes and fixed six-light sashes. These corridors also have
multi-light wood paneled doors to the exterior, and their roofs display exposed rafter tails. The corridors linking
the receiving building {Resource 37, 1907) to the acute building and the dental and therapy building
(Resources 35 and 36, both 1907) are clad in horizontal siding and vedical wood panels, and their windows
contain SIX-over-six-light double hung sashes. Like t h e corridors at !he quiet ward building (Resource 34,
1906$,their roofs display exposed rafter tails.

Resource F. Covered Sidewalks. Circa 1930s through 1950s, 1 9 8 0 ~
NonconWbufing
~
structure.
The covered sidewalk system at the North Little Rock VA Wosprtal Historic District provides connection
between the patient wardltreatment buildings located to the north of North Drive and the four H-shape patient
wardltreatment buildings extending to the northwest along Fourth Street. These corridors are actually open
covered wafkways composed of metal or wood posts clad in vinyl suppofiing hip or gable roofs covered in
asphalt shingles above the historic district's poured concrete sidewalks. The ceilings of the covered sidewalk
structures are clad in vinyl. The majority of the posts are set on small concrete piers, while other examples are
attached to concrete curbs flanking the sidewalks. Taller hip-roof pavilions provide cover over the streets while
allowing vehicles to pass underneath.

55 United StatesDepartrnenZ of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North tittle Rock, Arkansas
5" bid.
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The covered sidewalks appear to have been constructed in three stages. The first covered sidewalk
structure appears ta have been constructed in the 7930s to connect the continued treatment building
(Resource 101, 1923) to the receiving and acute ward building (Resource I 11, 7928). Once the addition to the
dining hall (Resource 76, 1942) was completed in 1952, the covered sidewalk was extended from the original
section to the dining hall. The covered sidewalk system along the northside of North Drive appears to have
been constructed in the early to mid-1950s, although a date of October 11, 1945 is located in the concrete
sidewalk near the continued treatment building (Resource 102, 1923). The covered sidewalks along North
Drive appear on the 1956 aerial photograph of the campus, The covered sidewalk system extending along the
northeast elevations of the receiving and acute ward building (Resource 111, 19281, the infirmary building
(Resource 65, 1936), the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building (Resource 66, f 944), and the acute building
(Resource 68, 1944) was completed in the mid-1980s.'~
Because the majority of the covered sidewalk system was constructed after the period of significance, it is
not a contributing resource to the historic district. In addition, modifications to the system, including vinyl
cladding of the support posts and ceiling, have diminished the integrity of the covered sidewalk system dating
to the period of significance.
Resource G. Parade Ground. Circa 1890s. Contributing site.
The parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890s) is an original element of the historic district dating to the
initial construction of Fort Logan H. Roots in the 1890s. The parade ground cons~stsof appraximately 11 acres
and is located in the southern portion of the historic district. The parade ground is induded within the boundary
of the National Register of Historic Places Fort Logan H. Roots Military Post Historic District. A 1895 plat of the
Big Rock Post indicates the sire and outline of the parade ground has changed little since its inception. It
appears residences were originally planned to be constructed along the southern portion of the parade ground
but were never built.5BThe large, open yard of the parade ground (Resource G,circa 1890s) is a modified
ellipse in shape with plantings, including trees and smaller vegetation, along its edge. The parade ground is
encompassed by a paved drive with burldings constructed by the War Department, Veterans Bureau, and VA
located to the east, noRh, and west af the resource. No buildings are located to the south, as the steep slope
of the bluff just beyond the parade ground extends down toward the Arkansas River. The flag pole (Resource
42, circa 1975) is located to the south of the recreation building (Resource 33, 1895) at the center of the north
side of the parade ground (Resource G , circa 1890s).

Resource H. Fountain {northwest of Occupational Therapy Building [Resource 1051). Circa 1930f94Os. Contributing structure.
Thrs fountain {Resource H,circa 1930s-1940s) is located east of the parade ground (ResourceG, circa
1890s) in a median at the intersection of Hill Road (an extension of Fort Roots Drive) and the drive encircling
the parade ground. The pool of the fountain is a modified kidney bean shape. A mortared, random rubble
sandstone kneewall with a stone cap serves as the pool. A mortared stone sidewalk encompasses the
fountain pool. The two tiered pedistal fountain features two circular basins and minimal decorative elements,
57

United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Senrice, North Little Rock campus of the Central
Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, Narlh Little Rock, Arkansas.
js
Janette M~ller,Chronrcle of a Century The Story of Fort Roots, 1893-1993 (North Little Rock, AR: EEO Centennial
Cornrnrttee, 1993): 15.
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Resource 1. Fountain (between Mess and Kitchen Building [Resource 261 and Disturbed Patients
Building [Resource 1031). Circa 1 930s-1940s. Contributing structure.
This fountain (Resource I, circa 1930s-1940s) is located at the bottom of a slight slope between the mess
and kitchen building (Resource 26, 1922) and the disturbed patients building (Resource 103, 1923). The
circular pool of the fountain is a mortared, random rubble sandstone kneewall with a stone cap. The northeast
portion of the fountain has a higher, squared section that the water circulates from and falls into a short,
straight section that extends from the circular pool. The pool is encompassed by a mortared stone sidewalk.
Three mortared, rubble sandstone bences are located along the sidewalk.

Resource J. Equipment Shed (between Resources T-160 and T-161). Circa 1988. Noncontributing
strucf ure.
Situated between the two bowling alley Quonset huts (Resources T-160 and T-161, both 1946) is an
equipment shed (Resource J, circa 1988). The equipment shed is a gable roof structure supported by metal

posts. The sides and ends of the equipment shed are open. Both the southeast and northwest ends of the
structure are enclosed by chain link gates. The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.
Resource K. Bridge Over Lake Good Hope. Circa 1970s-1980s. Noncontributing structure.
The bridge (Resource K, circa 1970s-q980s) over Lake Good Hope {Resource t, 1962) is located in the
northeast portion of the historic district. It is a concrete block arched bridge composed of three round arches.
The deck and cap are made of poured concrete. The bridge extends in a north-south direction.
Resource L. Lake Good Hope. 1962. Noncontributing site.
Lake Good Hope (Resource K, 1962) was constructed in the northeastern portion of the historic district in
1962. The lake is situated to the north and west of the golf course (Resource D, circa 1930s). Lake Good
Hope is composed of two separate bodies of water. The largest portion of the lake is a modified kidney bean
shape with a bridge (Resource K, circa 1970s-1980s) crossing the western end of the lake. A smaller portion
of the lake located to the nodhwest of the larger portion of Lake Good Hope is separated from the main
portion of the lake by a large berm with a walking path. Three decks extend into the lake for fishing. The dam
creating the lake is located at the northeast end of Lake Good Hope. Surrounding the lake is a landscaped
area with numerous trees, walking paths, and benches. To the immediate south of the lake are the recreation
shelter (Resource 166, circa 1960s),the restrooms building (Resource 167, 19611, and the golf course
storage building (Resource 187, 7 995).

Resource M. Fort Roots Drive, Hill Road, Circle Drive, and North Drive. Circa 1890s-2920s.
Contributing site.
Resource M (circa 1890s-1920s) is the earliest portion of the historic district's entrance drive and internal
circulation system that has few modifications along its length dating ta after the period of si nificance. The
southern end of Resource M begins at the intersection of Fort Roots Drive and W. Long 17# Street, where
Fort Roots Drive begins the ascent of the steep hillside of Big Rock, leading to the original entrance to the
North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District. Fort Roots Drive extends to the north before curving to the
northeast. Fort Roots Drive continues up Big Rock, including two sharp switchbacks, and continues in a
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northeasterly direction before turning to the nodhwest and then southwest to the entrance of the hospital
campus. Fort Roots Drive is approximately 3,850 feet in length from the intersection of W. Long 17' Street to
the entrance to the hospital campus. Fort Roods Drive is flanked nearly the entire length as ~t ascends Big
Rock by a mortared rock kneewall and retaining wall (Resource A, circa 1930s-1940s).
Upon enterjng the hospital campus Fort Roots Drive becomes Hifl Road, which extends from the original
entrance to the military post to the southwest, where it intersects Circle Dnve. Circle Drive encompasses the
parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890s) and extends to the front of the buildings facing the parade ground
and to the south, near the southern porfion of the historic district boundary and the bluff overlooking the
Arkansas River. North Drive intersects Hill Road in front of the fire house {Resource 22, 1901). North Drive
then continues in an arch to the northwest and west before turning to the southwest and intersecting Circle
Drive. Aligned along the north side of North Drive are buildings constructed for the Veterans Bureau and to the
south are resources originally built for the military post and the VA.
Resource N. Baseball Field. Circa 1957. Noncontributing site.
The baseball field (Resource N, circa 1957) is located in the northwestern portion of the historic district, to
the north of the acute building (Resource 68, 1944). The baseball diamond is situated In the southwest comer
of the baseball field. Also in the southwest corner are the bleachers and dugouts (Resources 91-96, 1957). A
scoreboard is located in the southeast comer of the baseball field. Lights are located along the southwest,
southeast, and northeast, sides of the field. A small backstop is also located in the northeast comer of the
baseball field (Resoure IN, circa 1957).
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Areas of Significance: Criterion A

Politics and Government

The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP) under Criterion A at the state level in the areas of politicslgovernment because of the intensive
and successful political campaign conducted by the local community for North Little Rock to be selected as the
site for a veterans neuropsychiatric hospita!. This campaign to attract the federal facility to North Little Rock
testifies to the importance of the federal hospital as a source of local employment during both its construction
and its continuing operation. This local campaign illustrates the central role that political considerations played
in the selection of sites for the Second Generation Veterans Hospitals. The North Little Rock VA Hospital
Historic District has its origins in the last decade of the nineteenth century when Fort Logan H. Roots was
constructed by the U.S. Asmy as part of a consolidation of military posts throughout the nation. The military
post was located on Big Rock, a bluff overlooking the Arkansas River and the city of Little Rock. Ground was
broken for the Initial eleven buildings of the fort in 1894. Fort Logan H. Roots saw continued construct~onand
improvement into the early years of the twentieth century. An 1977 the military post became a citizens training
camp for training officers. During World War I Fort Logan H. Roots also functioned as a military hospital
serving soldiers at both the fort and nearby Camp ~ i k e . ~ " June
n
7917 barracks were converted to serve as a
base and general hospital. In November of that year additional staff was sent to serve at the hospital, and in
December 1917 funds were allocated to renovate both permanent and temporary buildings withln the fort's
campus to better serve as a general hospital. Modifications to the buildings were completed by mid-1918. Fort
Logan H. Roots was designated General Hospital No. 33 in October 1918. From January through October
1918 the hospital continuously had between 200 and 500 patients. During 1918 the hospital at Fort Logan H.
Roots served many soldiers durin the influenza epidemic. In February 7919 the hospital reverted from a
general hospital to a post hospital.
Legislation to create a veterans hospital at Fort Logan H. Roots was passed by Congress in early March
7927. Both Arkansas Senator Joe T. Robinson and the Arkansas Amerrcan Legion heav~lyadvocated for the
placement of a hospital at the fort." According to a newspaper article, the war department was against the
measure making Fort Logan H. Roots a hospital but that "Practically evev public welfare organizat~enin the
state, however, has rendered valuable assistance in the obtaining of the fort for a base hospital, despite the
heavy odds against

2

75 Years of Caring, 7 922- 1997. A Hisfmy of the VA Medical Center, Little RocMVoflh Lime Rack Campuses (Little .
Rock, AR: VA Medical Centers of titlie Rock and North Little Rock, 1997):1; Janette M~ller,Chronicle of a Cenfury: The
Sfary of Forf Roots, 189S1993 (North LiZtle Rock, AR: EEO Centennial Committee, 1993): 17-1 2
6C
75 Years of Caring, f922-1997, A History of h e VA Medical Center, Liffle RocWorfh CitfIe Rock Campuses (Little
Rock, AR: VA Medical Centers of Little Rock and Norlh Little Rock, 1997):1 ; Frank W. Weed, prepared under the direction
of M.W. Ireland, The Medical Depaflment of the Unrted States Army in the World War, Volume 5, Mi41taryHospitals in the
United States (Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1923). 594-595, available from World Wide Web:
59

http:ilhistory.amedd.army.miYbooksdocslwwi/Mrl1tawHosprtalsfn~eUSlcha~te~8.
htm, accessed August 2011.
ROC^,
Arkansas), March 4, 192762 Ibid.
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The War Department transferred approximately 1,089 acres, the entirety of Fort Logan H. Roots, to the
U.S. Public Health Service in August 1921." The U.S.Public Health Service was a bureau under the U.S.
Treasury ~ e p a r t m e n tThe
. ~ Consultants on Hospitalization was a federal committee charged by the U.S.
Treasury Department with formulating a hospital plan to care for the disabled veterans of Wodd War I. The
committee at first focused on sites currently owned by the federal government, such as former military camps
and hospitals. Fod Logan H. Roots was one of the first three sites chosen by the Consultants on
Hospitalization as a location for a veterans hospitat and was to serve as a neuropsychiatric hospital with a
capacity of 270 beds. The Veterans Bureau was established in August f 921, and the veterans hospital at 'fod
Logan H. Roots was officially transferred to the Veterans Bureau on June 6, 1922, although it had been
operating as a hospital prior to this date."
The number of patients and campus buildings continued to grow throughout the remainder of the first half
d the twentieth century. In 1947 the North Little Rock VA Hospital had over 1,700 employees. The hospital
staff consisted of fourteen medical officers, twenty-three doctors from the U.S. Army and Navy, and sixtyseven nurses. The annual operating budget for the hospital was nearly $3 million in 1 9 4 7 . ~The number of
employees ~ncreasedto 1,350 by 1949 and the annual operating budget for the North Little Rock VA Hospital
grew to $4.7 million." By mid-1950 the North Little Rock VA Hospital had a capacity of 2,084 beds.'@The
hospital's wages and locally purchased supplies continued to provide an economic stimulus to the region
during and after the period of significance.

Health and Medicine
The North tittle Rock VA Hospital Historic District is eligible under Criterion A in the areas of
health/medicine at the state level because of the role the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District played
in the mission of the federal government through the U.S.Public Health Service, the Veterans Bureau, and the
VA to provide qualify health care to the nation's veterans, primarily those who served in World War I and
World War IF. Thousands of veterans, from Arkansas and surrounding states received subsidized
neuropsychiatric medical care during the period of significance that they may not have received if the federal
government had not provided such treatment for them. The War Department transferred 'Fort Logan H. Roots

63

75 Years of Caring, 7 922- f 99 7,A History of the VA Medical Center, Little RochWorth Little Rock Campuses, I ; L 0.
Weldan, Medical OfFcer in Charge, U.S. Veterans' Hospital No. 78, to The Surgeon General, U.S. Public Health Service, 7
Februav (7)11922,located In the UniZed States Department of Veteran Affa~rs,archives of the North Lrttle Rmlt campus of
the Central A&ansas Veterans Healthcare System, NolrZh LlffteRock, Arkansas.
6d
Janette Miller, Chronicfeof a Century: The Story of Fort Roots, 1893-1 993 {North Little Rmk, AR: EEO Centennial
Comm~ttee,1993). 50.
65
Report of the Consultants on Hospitalization Appointed by the Secretary of ihe Treasury to Provide Additmna! Hospital
FaciIiIies Under PubEtc Act 384 (Approved March 4, 1921) (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1923): 45 21,3 9 , 4 2 , 61.
75 Years of Can'ng, 1922- 19 97,A History of the VA Medical Center, Lime RocMVorfh LilVe Rock Campuses, 2.

''"

lbid.
Administrator of Veterans Affairs Annual Report for Fiscal Year Ending June 30,f 950 (Washington, Q C U S.
Government Printing Office, 1951): 139.
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to the U.S. Public Health Service in August 1921." The veterans hospital at Fort Logan H. Roots was officially
transferred from the U.S.Public Health Service to the Veterans Bureau on June 6, 1922.~' The facility was
designated a neuropsychiatric veterans hosp4tal." By mid-1922 the North Little Rock Veterans Bureau
Hospital had a capacity of 240 beds.'2
After the Veterans Bureau took control of Fort Logan H. Roots, plans were soon made to increase the bed
capacity of the facility. The hospital at the time was serving veterans with neuropsychiat~icillnesses from
Arkansas, Texas, and Oklahoma. In early 1923 construction began an eleven buildings at a cost of slightly
over $500,000. Upon completion of the new buildings, it was expected that the facility's capacity would
increase from 262 to 600 beds. The new buildings included four patient build~ngs(capacity 240 patients); a
tuberculosis pavilion (20 patient beds); an acute patients building (60 beds); a building for occupational
therapy that included an auditorium; quarters for male attendants; an addition to the nurses' quarters; and
additions to the boiler plant and kitchen facilities.'13Smaller improvements were also undeway during the 1924
fiscal year, such as the installation of window grilles, alterations to the laundry, fencing, and road
improvements.74By the fiscal year end for 1926 the Nodh Lrttle Rock facility had a capacity of 664 beds.75The
number of available beds decreased slightly by mid-'1929, with the neuropsychiatric hospital having a capacity
~f 659 beds7'
After the creation of the Veterans Administration in 1930, capacity at the North Liftle Rock VA Hospital
continued to increase to a total capacity of 820 beds at the end of fiscal year 1936.77The large clinical building
(Resource 58) was constructed in 1931 along the edge of the parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890s).
Three two-story, H-shape patient buildings (the infirmary building [Resource 651, and GNo non-extant buildings,

-
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-

-

75 Years d Caring, 1922-199 7, A History of the VA Medical Center, Little RocMVrorth Little Rock Campuses, 1; L.O.
Weldon, Medical Mficer in Charge, U.S. Veterans' Hospital No. 78, to The Surgeon General, U.S. Public Health Service, 7
February (?),1922,
located In the United States Department of Veteran Affarrs, archives of the NbFth L~ttleRock campus of
the Central Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas
70 Repod of the Consultants on Hospitalization Appornfedtry the Secretary of the Treasury to Provjde Addifional Hospital
Facr/#ies Under Pubhc A d 384 {Approved March 4. 192.1) (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing ORce, 1923): 61.
7?
"Ft. R m t s Hospital Wrll Be Enlarged,"Arkansas Gazetfe, February 28, 1923; John Jungkind, "Mentally III Are Cured at
Fort Roots," Arkansas Gazetfe, December 17, 1950;Report of the Consultants on Hospitahzatim Appointed by the
Secretary of the Treasury to Provide Add~tionalHospital Facilities Under Public Act 384 (Approved March 4, f 9 2 1)
QNashington, D.C.: U.S. Government PrtntfngOffice, 1923): 66.
Annual Report of the Director Untted Stafes Veferans' Bureau for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1922 (Washington,
D C.: U.S.Government Printing Office, 1922): 82.
'3 'Ft. Roots Hospital Will Be Enlarged," Arkansas Gazeffe,February 28, 1923.
78
Annual Report of the Director United Stafes Veterans' Bureau for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, j924, (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printtng Office, 1924): 504.
15
Annual Report of the Director United States Veterans' Bureau for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, f926, {Washington,
D.C.:U.S. Government Printing Office, 1926): 342.
76
Annual Report of the Director United States Veterans' Bureau for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1929, {Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1929): 108.
77
Annual Report of the Admintstrator of Veterans'Affairs for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1936, (Washington, D C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 19361,105.
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an acute building and an infirnary buildin that both served African American patients) and a new boiler house
{Resource 69) were constructed in 1936.#
Farming and agricultural pursuits were practiced at the North Little Rock VA Hospital and other
neuropsychiatric Second Generation Veterans Hospitals as a therapeutic form of work for patients. The
physical exertion and raising animals andlor crops prov~deda focus and purpose for the patients. From April
through November 1925, patients at the North Little Rock VA HospiEal raised and provided the hospital's
kitchen with the following agricultural products and their monetary value: honey, $53; poultry, $310; eggs,
$214; and vegetables worth $1,079." A June 1926 article describing the agricultural therapy at veterans
neuropsychiatric hospitals states that the North Little Rock VA Hospital had 6 acres available for gardening; 5
acres for raising poultry; 650 acres for grazing and swine; and 350 acres that could be cleared for cultivat~on.
In 1927 an average of 115 patients per month took part in agricultural occupational therapy at the North Little
Rock VA ~ospital." A newspaper article that appears to date to the q930s describes this practice and the
types of swine raised at the North Little Rock VA ~ospital.~'
The f a m operations consisted of over 250 acres
in cultivation at the time of the 1930s newspaper a r f i c ~ e . ~ ~
By mid-1941, prior to the United States' entry into World War 11, the North Little Rock VA Hospital had a
capacity of 1,360 beds." The farm operations continued at the hospital in the early 7 940s, as a new hog barn
was built at a cost of $40,000. Besides raising crops, hogs, and cattle, the hospital opened a cannery prior to
1943 for preparing vegetables for the hospital's use in the winter.84 Patients from the hospital won fourteen
prizes at the 1949 Arkansas Livestock show.''
Several buildings were added te the campus during the 1940s to care for the influx of veterans from World
War 11. These new buildings included four patient H-buildings (the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building
[Resource 66, 19441; an acute building [Resource 68, 19441; a continued treatment building ['1944, no longer
extant]; and a neuropsychiatric inpfismarybuilding [1947, no longer extant]), the dining hall (Resource 76,

7B

Janette Miller, Chmicle of a Cenfullry: The Story of FoFf Roots, f 892-1993 (North Little Rock, AR. EEO Centennial
Committee, 1993): 53; United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Sewice, North Littre Rock
campus of the Central Arkansas Veterans HeaftheareSystem, North Little Rock, Arkansas, Un~tedStates Department of
Veterans Affairs, Fort Roots (North Little Rock) prelrminary Determination of Eligibility rnventory form listing extant
buildings, located in the files of the Un~tedStates Departernent of Veterans Affairs. Histor~cPreservation Office, Office of
Construction and Facil~tiesManagement, Washington, D.C.
Harry J. Kefauver, "Agriculture as Occupational Therapy in the Neuropsychiatric Hospitals," United S f a h
Vetemns Bureau Medical Bulletin 2, no.6 (June 1926): 594, 596, 599.
1I' Hany J Kefauver, "Occupational Therapy and Agriculture in United States Veterans' Hospitals for the Calendar Year
1927," United Stafes Veterans'Bureau Medical BuP/etin 4, no. 8 (August 1928): 723.
Henry S . Scott. "'Piggesy'Provides Fwd and Work for FoFt Roots Patients,"Arkansas Gareve,April 16,T 93(?), located
in the United States Department of Veteran Affairs, archives of the North Little Rock campus of the Central Arkansas
Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arhansas.
82 Ib~d.
83
Annual Repori of the Administrator of Veferans' Affairs for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 194f (Washington, Q.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Ofice, 1942): 108.
Bd
Henry S Scort, "Fort Roots Still Serves,"Arkansas Gazette, October 17, 7 943, Sunday Magazine Section
BS
John Jungkind. 'Mentally Ill Are Cured at Fort Roots,"Arkansas Garetfe,December 17, 1950; Janette Miller, Chronicle
of a Century The Story of Fort Roots, 189S7993 (North Little Rock, AR: EEO Centennial Committee. 1993):64.
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1942), and the storehouse (Resource 80, 1 9 4 4 ) . At
~ the end of June 1946 the North Little Rock VA Hospital
had a capacity of 1,774 beds. Of this total, fifteen were for general medical and surgical patients, and the
remaining beds were designated for neuropsychiatric patient^.'^ The International Mental Hospital
Achievement Award was bestowed upon the hospital in 1949. By the early 1950s the hospital's recreational
and treatment facilities included rhnro indoor swimming pools and a nine-hole golf course. At this time the
hospital was also affiliated with the Arkansas School of Medicine in Little Rock, thus providing students with
closely supenrised training opportunities with patients. The hospital was operating at 95 percent capacity in
early 1950.~'By mid-1950 the North Little Rock VA Hospital had a capacity of 2,084 beds divided by medical
senrice: tuberculosis, 156 beds; general medical and surgical, 170 beds; and psychiatric and neurological,
1,758 bed~.~"~fieNorth Little Rock VA Hospital Mistoric District continues to serve as a physical reminder of
medical care provided by the federal government through the U S Public Health Service, the Veterans Bureau, and
the VA to veterans throughout the period of significance.

Areas of Significance: Criterion I=
Architecture
The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District is eligible under Criterion C in the area of architecture at
the state level as an excellent example of a Period 1 and Period II neuropsychiatric Second Generation
Veterans Hospital incorporating the campus design and bulldings of a previously existing military post. The
architecture of the historic district includes Colonial Revival and Classical Revival architectural elements for the
buildings constructed by the War Department, Veterans Bureau, and VA. The Fort Logan H. Roots military
buildings originally were planned around a parade ground (Resource G , circa 1890s) with the buildings
oriented to the parade ground. The original plan was an expansion of the nineteenth-century cantonment and
replicated the hierarchy of space defined for army posts of that era. The Colonial Revival and Classical Revival
architectural styles were nationally and locally popular during the period of significance and suggest a strong
national pride following World War I and continuing beyond the Second World War. This architectural
vocabulary was the most prevalent of those utilized for the Second Generation Veterans Hospitals, and the
North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District is an excellent example of the use of these styles within this
typology. The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District includes characteristics of Period I and Period I1
neuropsychiatric veterans hospitals, including a large campus located outside of an urban area and linear and
Janette Miller. Chronicle of a Cenfury: The Stoy of Fort Roots, 7893-1993 (North UMe Rock, AR: EEO Centennial
Cornmrttee, 1993)-6-4;
United States Department of Veterans Affairs, files of the Engineering Service, North Little 'Rock
campus of the Central Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, North Little Rock, Arkansas; Ign~tedStates Department of
Veterans Affairs, Forl Raots (North Little Rock) preliminary Determination of Eligibility inventov form lestlng extant
buildings, h a t e d in the files of the United States Departement of Veterans Affairs, Historic Pseservatron Office, Ofhce of
Construction and Facilities Management, Washington, D.C.
e7 Admmisfsator of Veterans Ahtrs Annual Report for Fiscal Year Ended June 30, f946 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 19473: 97.
58
John Jungktnd, "Mentally Ill Are Cured at Fort Roots,"Arkansas Gazette, December 17, 1950.
99 Administratorof Veterans Affairs Annuaj Repclrf for Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1950 (Washington, D.C.: U S.
Government Printing Office, 1951): 139.
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curvilinear drives and sidewalks. The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District also displays the spatial
relationships of many Second Generation Veterans Hospitals of the identified sub-types including separation
of patient wardfireatmen! buildings, residential buildings for staff members, and maintenancelutility activities.
although these spatial relationships were incorporated from the previously extant military facility and are not as
distinct as at other neuropsychiatric veterans hospitals. The preexisting Fort Logan H. Roots buildings serve
as representative examples of the acqursition and adaption of existing, Federally-owned properties for use as
medical facilities by the Veterans Bureau and VA. The Nodh Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District also
utilized standardized designs employed for Period A
I veterans hospitals. Similar, if not identical, H-shape
patient wardltreatment buildings can be found at other Period II neuropsychiatric Second Generation Veterans
Hospitals. The resources of the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District illustrate the continuing evolution
of building design of neuropsychiatric Second Generation Veterans Hospitals, including military post
architedure adapted to s e w the needs of a veterans neuropsychiatric hospital, Period I buildings designed by
the War Depafiment and Veterans Bureau, and Period II bulldings designed by the Veterans Bureau and the
VA. As the facility continually operated as a veterans' neuropsychiat~ichospital throughout the period of
significance, the historic district is an excellent example exhibiting the evolution of buildings designed for this
sub-type of Second Generation Veterans Hospital.

Integrity
As a historic district eligible under both Criteria A and C,the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District
should retain a high degree of integrity of the resources' physical characteristics, including materials,
workmanship, and design, and more ephemeral characteristics related to the historic district as a whole, such
as location, setting, association, and feeling. Design refers to both the individual resources and the historic
district as a whole. Although the resources within the historic district do not have to be individually exceptional,
the resources and the historic district as a whole have 20 continue to reflect the spatial patterns and
associations of the hospital campus dating to the period of significance. To retain integrity under Criterion A,
the individual resources must retain those character-defining features that are necessary to convey their role
in the mission of the federal government, through the Veterans Bureau and VA, to provide neuropsychiatric
medical care to veterans throughout the state. These features are often found in the overall form, massing,
and scale of the buildings and their relationship to one another within the historic district. To retain integrity
under Criterion C , the individual resources must retain those character-defining features identified with the
design of the specific building type and hospital sub-type as defined in the MPDF. This includes those features
required under Criterion A, as well as noteworthy stylistic details and historical materials.
The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District continues to serve as a medica! facility and retains much
of its original appearance dating to the period of significance. Contributing buildings retain most of their
character defining details, including those that exhibit Colonial Revival and Classical Revival architectural
elements. The facility is situated at its original location. The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic Distr~cZwas
originally adapted from a military post to serve as a neuropsychiatric hospital by the U.S. Public Health
Service, and it continued throughout the period of significance to serve as a neuropsychiatric hospital far
veterans,
f he landscape of the Norlh Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District is greatly influenced by its original use
as a military post. The most significant feature of the landscape of the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic
District is the parade ground (Resource G,circa 1890s) that still serves as the focus of the southern portion of
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the historic district. The majority of buildings on three sides of the parade ground date to the military post
period, with the southern portion of the parade ground adjacent to the bluff overlooking the Arkansas River
and the city of Little Rock to the south. This portion of the landscape is largely intact. The original military post
layout influenced the later development of the historic district by the U.S. Public Health Servzce, the Veterans
Bureau, and the VA. Additional curvilinear drives and sidewalks were added to the landscape as new buildFngs
were erected. Expansion of the facility took place to the north (rear) of the military post buildings, especially
with the construction of the Period II H-shape patient wardltreatment buildings arranged to form a courtyard.
Courtyards created by the construction of H-shape patient wardltreatment bulldings are a common
characteristic of Period II neuropsychiatric Second Generation Veterans Hospitals. This courtyard was
removed, along with four H-shape patient wardltreatment buildings located along its northwest and northeast
periphery, for the 7983 construction of the current main hospital building, also known as the Eugene J. Towbin
Healthcare Center {Resource 170). The loss of the courtyard and the four Period It H-shape patient
wardhreatment buildings and the introduction of the current main hospital building (Resource 170, 1983)
significantly impacts the characteristics of setting and design, as the open courtyard was a designed
landscape feature of the historic district. A number of other buildings/structures dating ta the period of
significance have been removed from the historic district after the period of significance, including: four
temporary barracks that were located southwest of the male attendants' quarters (Resource 104, 1923);
Quonset huts utilized for various functions; a coal shed that was located northeast of the storehouse
(Resource 7, 1896); the smoke stack associated with the boiler house (Resource 69, 1936); the root cellar;
various small agricultural outbuildings located in the northern portion of the historic district; and a two-story
building referred to as the administration building annex that was located to the north of the parade ground
(Resource G,clrca 1890s). The size and number of parking lots have increased since 195C).with parking lots
located: near the southwest boundary of the historic district adjacent to the infirmav building (Resource 65,
19361, the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building (Resource 66, 19441, and the acute building (Resource 68,
1944); west and northwest of the continued treatment building (Resource 401,1923); north of the storehouse
(Resource 7, 1896); to the east and west of the recreation building (Resource 33, 1896); nodhwest and
northeast of the current main hospital building (the Eugene J. Towbin Healthcare Center, Resource 170,
1983); southwest of Lake Good Hope (Resource t, 1962); and northwest of the Law Enforcement Training
Center (Resource 190, 1995; and 191, 2002). However, portions of the historic district remain in open lawns
with mature trees. Open space within the historic district's landscape exists within the parade ground
(Resource G, circa 1890s); to the front, rear, and northwest of the four medical officers duplex quarters
(Resources 12, 13, and 14, 1896; 24, 1898); within the golf course (Resource D, circa 1930s); the baseball
field (Resource N, circa 7957); and to the northwest of the g~eenhouse(Resource 1 f 7, 1930). The integrity of
the historic district's setting and design has been ~mpactedby the introduction of 'buildings constructed within
the historic district after the period of significance-such as the warehouse (Resource A 82, 1983);the physical
rehabilltation building (Resource 89, 7 958);laundry building (Resource 159, 1956); engineering shop building
(Resource 185, 1986); the law enforcement ofice building (Resource 192, 2007); and the Law Enforcement
Training Center (Resources 190, 1995; 191, 2002). While some of these post-1950s buildings may have
substantial footprints, many are single- or two-story buildings that have been constructed on the periphery of
the historic district or distanced from the patient buildings. The largest build~ngintroduced to the historic district
after the perrod of significance is the four-story main hospital building (the Eugene J. Towbin Healthcare
Center, Resource 170, 19831 that currently serves as the focal point of the northern portion of the h~storic
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district. The integrity of design and setting of the historic district has been diminished by the introduction of
later buildings, structures and parking lots, and the loss of buildingslstructu~esdating to the period of
significance, especially by the loss of the courtyard and four patient wardltreatment buildings. The impact ta
the majority of the historic district of these changes have been mitigated by the massing, design, and
placement of the post-1950 buildings within the historic district and the retention of open areas In keeping with
the spatial design associated with the period of significance. The southern portion of the historic district,
especially that portion associated with the military post, retains significant integrity of design and setting. It is
the northern portion of the 'historic district, especially the northwest port~on,that has been impacted the most
by the construction of the current main hospital budding (Resource 170, 1983). The main hospital building,
also known as the Eugene J. Towbin Healthcare Center (Resource 1TO, 19831,is not visible from the majority
of the southern portion of the historic district because of vegetation and the existing buildings. The four-story
massing of the main hospital building (Resource 170, 1983) does not averwhelm the majority of the historic
district, with its setback from First Street and the large open golf course (Resource D, circa 1930s) to the front
(nodheast) of the building. The main hospital building (Resource "10, 1983) is closest to the facades ofthe
infirmary buiIding and the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric bullding (Resources 65, 1936: and 66, 1944) and is
near the dining hall, the receiving and acute ward building, and the acute building (Resources 76, 1942; 11I,
1928; and 68, 1944).
A change that has occurred since the end of the period of significance that may not be initially
recognizable is the loss of land that was determined to no longer be necessary to the mission of the North
Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District in the mid-twentieth century and ownership was transferred from the
VA. Of the nearly 1,100 acres originally associated with the facility, the VA transferred approximately 650
acres in 1955 to the municipalrty of North Little Rock for the creation of a public park. The land became a
portion of Burns Park, located northwest of the historic di~trict.~'
In 1972, 85 acres in the southwestern portion
of the VA property were transferred to the city of North Little Rock for the development of a future park. The
Pulaski Vocational School, currently known as Pulaski Technical College, was established an former hospital
land to the north of the Norlh Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District and southwest of the discontipuous
portion of the historlc district containing resources related to the former farm operat~onsof the hospital. The
medical center currently owns approximately 188 acres, including two discontiguaus tracts of approximately 6
acres to the north containing the remnants of the agricultural buildings associated with the hospital and a tract
of less than an acre located 20 the southwest of the medical center a t the bottom of the Big Rock bluff
containing two structures related to the water system. The historic district comprises approximately 187 acres
of the property, and approximately another 3 acres of Fort Roots Drive as it extends down the side of Big
Rock.
Alterations have been made to the internal circulation system of the historic district after the period of
significance. West Pershing Boulevard was constructed in the late twentieth century to the north of the main
portion of the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District, between the main portion and the discontiguous
portion of the historic district. West Pershing Boulevard currently serves as the primary point of entry to the
historic district, rather than Fort Roots Drive, which appears to have been the main entrance drive during the
Janette Miller, Chmnic/e of a Century: The Sfory of Fort Roots, 1893-7993 (North Lale R w k , AR: EEO Centennial
Comrn~ttee,1993): 72-73.
'' Clifton E. Hull, "The Saga of the Beginning of Fort Roots," Arkansas Gazefte,March 42, 1972; Janette Miller, Chronicle
of a Century The Siory of Fad Roots, 1893-1993 (North Little Rock, AR: EEO Centennial Committee, 1993): 77.
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period of signifiance. Fort Roots Drive (Resource M, circa 1890s) and the flanking rack kneewall and retaining
walls (Resource A, circa 1930s) retain integrity although it no longer serves as the prirnav point of entv to the
historic district. Other changes to the internal circulation system include the loss of Second Street and most of
Third Street with the construction of the current main hospital building (Resource 170, 7983). The majority of
the historic district's internal circulation system appears to remain intact.
Changes to resouroes within the historic district include replacement doors and windows; enclosed
windows, doors, and porches; and additions. Replacement two-over-two, double-hung windows are found on
the majority of buildings dating to the military post period of the historic district. These replacement windows
appear to mimic the sashes present during the period of significance. Many of the resourEs constructed by
the Veterans Bureau or VA have replacement windows with single-over-single-light sashes, including the
patient wardJtreatment buildings and the dining hall. These replacement sashes do not reflect the original
divided light sashes, but their double-hung form replicates that of the orfginai sashes. Replacement doors are
found on many of the buildings within the historic district, including buildings dating to both the military post
period and the period of significance. Garage entries are often filled with replacement overhead doors. Singleleaf entries may 'be filled with a variety of replacement doors, including metal doors, single-light metal doors,
and commercial metal frame glass doors. The replacement windows and doors dimrnish the integrity of
design, materials, and workmanship of the resources because they do not reflect the windows and doors that
were originally installed. Enclosed windows are found on at least three of the resources, two of which date to
the military post period, and enclosed doors are found on three of the military post buildrngs. Porches have
been enclosed with brick, stucco, andlor windows on a number of the patient wardltreatment buildings and
along the rear of a few of the patient buildings dating to the rnilitasy post era. Although they have been altered.
the former locations of the windows, doors, and porches are clearly visible. Additions containing an entrance,
stairway, or an elevator to provide accessibility have been constructed on the three H-shape patient
wardltreatment buildings dating to the 1930s and 1940s. On two of the patient wardltreatment buildings these
narrow, tall additions are located along the inside elevation of the facade return wings, while the third patient
wardltreatment H-building has a similalr addition to the rear elevation. Additions have also been constsucted on
the dining hall building (Resource 76, 1942); the disturbed patients building (Resource 103, 1923); the boiler
house (Resource 69, 1936); and the clinical building (Resource 58, 19311. Although these changes diminish
the characteristics of design, materials, and workmanship of the individual resources, they do not significantly
diminish these characteristics of the buildings, and the resources continue to contribute to the significance of
the historic district. These modifications can cumulatively impact the integrity of the resources and the historic
district as a whole. However, even with these modifications, the resources continue to contribute to the North
Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District. The interiors of the majority of the buildings within the historic district,
although not fully investigated, appear to have lost integrity due to alterations made to adapt them to changing
trends in medical care.
The introduction of buildings into the campus setting after the period of significance can diminish integrity
of design and setting, especially buildings with large footprints or massing. Fourteen of the buildingslstructures
added to the North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District after the period of significance are small and do not
interrupt the spatial qualifies of design or setting, such as the golf course picnic sheller (Resource C, circa
1970s-1980s), the patient toilet (Resource 164, 19551, and the gasoline pumps canopy (Resource 180, 1989).
Buildings with larger footprints have also been erected within the historic district after 1950 including: the
warehouse (Resource 182, 1983); physical rehabilitation building (Resource 89, 958); laundry building
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(Resource 159, 1956); engineering shop building (Resource 185, 1986); the law enforcement office building
(Resource 192, 2007); and the Taw Enforcement Training Center (Resources 190, 1995; 191, 2002). While
these post-1950s buildings may have large footprints, most are single- or two-story buildings that have been
constructed on the periphery of the historic district or are distanced from the H-shape patient wardltreatment
buildings and the buildings clustered near the parade ground (Resource G,circa 1890s). The introduction of
the new main hospital building (the Eugene J. Towbin Healthcare Center, Resource 170, 1983) in the
northwestern portion of the historic district impacts the setting of the historic district because of its proximity to
the four patient warditreatment H-shape buildings, its large footprint, the four-story massing and design that is
not sympathetic with the scale and design of buildings dating to Eha period of signfiance, and the loss of the
courtyard and four H-shape patient wardltreatment bulldings that were removed for the construction of the new
main hospital building (Resource 170) in 7983. Besides the loss of the four patient wardltreatment buildings
and the courtyard as a landscape element, the proximity of the rear elevation of the current main hospitat
building (Resource 170. 1983) to the facades of the infirmary building (Resource 65, 1936) and the
tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building (Resource 66, 1944) diminishes integrity of setting of the historic district.
While mature trees are aligned along the covered sidewalk (Resource f,circa 1980s) located between the
facades of the infirmary building (Resource 65, 1936) and the tuberculosis nevropsychiatr~cbuilding
(Resource 66, 19441, the current main hospital building remains visible from these contributing buildings,
although partially obscured. The current matn hospital building (Resource 170, 1983) is visible within the
nodhern portions of the North Little Rock VA Hospital lllstoric District, including the four Period II Hshape
patient wardltreatment buildings (the receiving and acute ward building (Resource I t 1, 19281; infirmary
building [Resource 65, 19361, the tuberculosis neuropsychiatric building [Resource 66, 19441, and the acute
building [Resource 68, 194411, the dining hall building (Resource 76, 19421, golf course (Resource D, circa
1930s), and the boiler house (Resource 69, 1936). The majority of resources are located in the southern
partion of the historic district. Even though the current main hospital building (the Eugene J. Towbin
Healthcare Center) is visible in the northern portion of the historic district, lit is either not visible or is obscured
from view from most resources in the southern portion of the historic district because of its distance from these
resources. Vegetation and buildingslstructures also assist in obscuring the current main hospital building
(Resource 170, 1983) from the majority of the southern portion of the historic district. Also. although the
current main hospital building (Resource 170, 1983) is four-stories, its height does not dominate the resources
within the historic d~sfrict,except those closesE to the rear elevation of the building. The four H-shape patient
wardltreatrnent buildings that remain within the northwest portion of the historic district dating from the late
1920s fo mid-1940s are significant as physical representations of the evolution of the design of veterans
neuropsychiatric patient wardltreatrnent buildings from Period I to Period II. The northwestern portion of the
historic district has been impacted with the removal of the courtyard, four H-shape patient wardltreatment
buildings, and the introduction of the current main hospital building (Resource 170, 1983). Although the spatial
configuration is altered, the current main hospital building is not visible from the majority of the hrstoric district
and the resources that formed two sides of the former courtyard remain intact.
Although the cumulative effect of modifications, including the loss of buildings and land, construction of
buildings and additions after the period of sign~ficance,diminish the integrity of design and setting, the historic
district continues to reflect the hospital much as it existed during the period of significance as it provided
newropsychiatric care to the region's veterans. The evolution reflected in the historic distr~ctand its buildings
after the period of significance does not reach the point to render the historic district ineligible for listing in the
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National Register of Historic Places. The historic district retains the majority of resources constructed and
utilized during the period of significance, and the historic district retains integrity of location, setting, design,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association needed to convey the significance of the historic district. The
North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District continues to convey its sense of time and place as a
neuropsychiatrjc hospital during the period of significance as well as its connection to other neuropsychiatric
Second Generation Veterans Hospitals. The North Little Rock VA Hospital Historic District is an excellent
example of a Period I and Period P
I neuropsychiatric Second Generation Veterans Hospital that incorporates
the design and buildings of the previously existing military post within the campus setting.

Historical Narrative
Approximately 1,100 acres in Putaski County, Arkansas: were deeded in March 1893 by the Board of
Improvement for City Park District to the United States of America for use by the Secretary of War to establish
a military post on the property. The federal governmen! was in the process of consolidating numerous smaller
military stations into twelve regional posts located near pivotal railroad centers. The acreage, located on Big
Rock (also known as Big Rock Mountain), contains a large plateau situated on a bluff overlooking the
Arkansas River and the city of tittle Rock. The new military post was named Fort Logan W . Roots for
Lieutenant Colonel Logan Holt Roots, who served in the Union forces during the Civil War under General
Sherman. Roots later served in Congress and was a local financier instrumental in the procurement of the post
for the area. Ground was broken in December 1894 for construction to begin on the facility, and initial plans
consisted of eleven buildings." The eleven buildings were composed of "a hospital, quartermaster stable,
storehouse, three double sets of officers quarters, a double barracks, two mess halls, and one double
outbuilding."g3Over twenty-seven buildings in all were later ordered to be constructed on the site of the new
post by the War Department. The post was ready for occupation in A896, with the majority of the buildings
oriented around a modified-elliptical parade ground (Resource G, circa 1890s) near the edge of the bluff.
Beyond the original eleven buildings, a bakery, guardhouse, lavatories, kitchens, a powder magazine, and a
hospital with a capacity of twelve beds were constructed. The majority of the military post buildings were
constructed of brick, and the residences, hospital, and barracks included porches. Construct ion continued
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through 1907 at the military post, at which time the majority of originally planned structures had been

President Theodore Roosevelt visited the army post in 1905.'~ In 1917, in preparation for possible
hostilities in Europe, Fort Logan H. Roots became a citizens training camp for training officers. Soldiers arrived
at the military post from Askansas, Louisiana, and ~ k l a h o r n aAmong
.~
those attending Fort Logan H. Roots
was George C. Marshal!, later to become Secretary of State and this country's Secretary of ~efense."
In June 1917 barracks at the mititary post were converted to serve as a base and general hospital. In
November of that year additional staff was sent to serve at the hospital, and in D e c e m k r 1917 funds were
allocated to renovate both permanant and temporary buildings within the fort's campus to better senre as a
general hospital. Modifications to the buildings were completed by mid-q918. Fort Logan M. Rmts was
designafed General Hospital No. 33 in October 1918 serving soldiers at both the fort and nearby Camp Pike.
From January through October 1918 the hospital continuously had bemen 200 and 500 patients. During
1918 the hospital at Fort Logan H. Roots served many soldiers during the influenza epidemic. In February
7919 the hospital reverted from a general hospital to a post hospita~.'~
The War Depa~menttransferred approximately 1,089 acres, the entirety of Fort Logan H.Roots, to the
United States Public Health Service in Aygfst 1921." The United States Public Health Service operated the
facility as a hospital for disabled veterans.
Legislation to create a veterans hospital at Fort Roots was passed by Congress in early March 1921. Both
Arkansas Senator Joe T. Robinson and the Arkansas American Leglon heavily advocated for the placement of
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